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Abstract

The thesis is a comparative study of court systems in China and Canada. It

illuminates similarities and differences by exploring how each country's courts conduct

litigation, how courts are expected to function and operate, as well as the relationships

befween the judiciaries and related social entities like the governing political party, the

legislature, the executive and the professional lawyers. The courts' different roles in

conducting the litigation process is not only caused by differences in trial modes or step-

by-step proceedings, but in a court's stature in the community and in the individual

judge's privileged position in each judicial system.

First, a country's legal environment defines a court's stature within govemmental

structures and the court's relations to other powers: can courts serve to check or balance

other agencies, or just act as another instrument of govemment, aiming at applying

existing law to particular cases? Secondly, jurisdictional capacity provided by convention

or written law is another factor that decides a court's authority in particular cases. For

example, if a court has the power to review actions of any entity or institution for

constitutionality or legitimacy or use compulsory means to compel anybody to obey a

court order, its decision will not be defied. Lastly, the function and operation of a court

itself depends on sources of judicial funding, the appointment and discipline processes,

which define the individual judge's situation in the judicial system. For example, in a

judicial system where each judge is equal (one to another) and each judge's tenure and

remuneration is secured, an individual judge will independently carry out his/her own

decisions without fear of pressure from the senior judge, chiefjudge or a higher court.
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The thesis has three major parts: the comparison of legal environments within

which each country's courts operate, the comparison of the functioning and operation of

each court system, and the comparison of the busiest, grassroots court's role in

conducting the litigation process. Each part is divided into objective points, and either

country's practice is contrasted with that of the other country in immediate ways. In order

to form a sharp contrast, a lot of examples and cases are cited.

Throughout the whole thesis, my comparison is targeted on four words:

uniformity, authority (including capacity and competence), bureaucracy and

independence. The Chinese judiciary is like a uniform bureaucratic system, while the

Canadian judiciary has more independence and authority. As a result, Chinese courts act

like an instrument of government, aiming at applying existing law to particular cases,

while Canadian courts do the same while they also serve as a check or balance on other

goveÍìmental powers.
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Introduction

Comparison is the best way to illuminate similarities and differences in the ways

different countries form their legal systems. In this thesis, I study court systems in China

and Canada to discover how each country's courts conduct litigation, how courts actually

function, as well as the relationship and interaction between the judiciary and related

social entities like the governing political parïy,the legislature, the executive and the

procuracy. Behind this topic, my comparison is targeted on four words: uniformity,

authority (including capacity and competence), bureaucracy and independence'

My thesis has three major parts: the comparison of legal environments within

which each country's courts operate, the comparison of each court system, and the

comparison of the busiest, grassroots court's role in conducting litigation process'

I. Legal Environments

Differences in court systems start from differences in state structures. China is a

unitary country with power concentrated in its central level of authority: their provincial,

municipal, and local governments are dependent on the national goverunent. This

centralized structure extends to the Chinese coutt systetn, in its uniformity and

bureaucracy. All courts are created under the same authority: the Constitution and

Organizational Law of People's Courts. When it comes to composition, organization,

management style, funding, administration, judicial appointments and litigation process'

all courts in mainland China are similar, with the exception of Hong Kong and Macau'

Lower-higher court relationships are analogous to superior-inferior administrative

agencies, with the lower court being subject to higher court's intervention in many

internal affairs, such as administration, personnel arrangement and other daily work.



By contrast, Canada is a federal country with separation of powers between

national and provincial governments: every province or territory has the right to enact

statutes establishing and administeling its provincial or tenitorial coutts. The Canadian

courts vary from one province to another iu terms of name, composition, jurisdiction,

administration, judicial appointments and litigation process, especially civil procedure.

Lowel courts function independently from higher coufts, with a higher couft not having

continous supervision over the case flow and trial work of a lower coutt.

In the second place, differences ofpolitical structures contribute to differences of

legal environments within which courls operate. China is a Party-state with its CPC

monopolizing the political life and personnel placement of all the state institutions,

including the courts. Working in such a highly-politicized structure, in which the Party

holds unchallengeable leadership over almost all the domains of state sovereignty,

Chinese coults often lose the political neutrality and judicial independence that

characterizes Canadian courts. Chinese coufts lack the ability to impose meaningful

restrairfs on the state and on powerful individual members of the ruling elite. By conttast,

Canada is a countly with separation of political parties and the state. One rises to power

only thlough winning an election and is held accountable to the voters: its policies and

proposals al'e open to a wide range of challenges; its cabinet is subject to a vote on a

rnotion of censure or want of confidence. In addition, beneath the cabinet level, other

governmental ofhcials or civil selvants do not necessarily have Parly affiliation.

Therefore, its policy or platform does not necessarily affect any othel individual ol entity

outsicle the party, unless it is passed by the scrutiny of parliament and ploclairned as part

of the law. Working in such a structure, undel which the Party and State is separated,



Canadian courts can be independent of any political parly and considerably neutral in

paltisan politics. Each parly is subject to the rule of law.

Thirdly, the anangement of state power and a court's position in the

governlnental structure is clucial to whether it can serve as a check or balance on

executive or legislative power ol just act like an instrument of govemment aiming at

applying existing law to particular cases. Compared to its Canadian countelparts, Chinese

courts have much less authority. Within the PRC governmental structure, the judiciary is

relatively weak. On the one hand, courts have a lot of constraints from the CPC, the

executive government, and other state institutions: the Party controls judicial

appointments; executive govemment controls a large part of court funding; the legislature

examines courl work repofts and can even exercise influence on the outcome of specific

cases by making inquiries or suggestions; and the procuracy can supervise the judicial

activities of tlie courts fol conformity with the law and even challenge a final court

decision by petitioning to have climinal, civil and administrative litigations reconsidered.

On the othel hand, the powers granted to courts are limited: having no power to

make law; having no power to conduct constitutional t'eview; having no plenary powers

to hold the executive in check by reviewing administrative actions. As a result, Chinese

courts can become an instrument of government, while adjudicating specific cases. By

contrast, Canadian courts serve as a check or balance on the executive and the legislature.

On the one hand, the judiciary is not accountable to any electorate or government for its

decisions. Instead, legislative and executive powers are brought under the supervision of

the judicial power. Under the parliamentary-cabinet govetnment, what prevails in Canada

is the supremacy of law, not the supïemacy of palliament or the executive. Constitutional



l'eview is the best safeguald for supremacy of law and the power of review vests with the

judiciary. The actions of any political pafty, legislature, executive government and other

social entity are all subject to judicial review. Courts can strike down any legislation or

action which it deems to be in violation of the Constitution and other laws. On the other

hand, many issues vital to the courts and judges, such as appointment and remuneration,

are insulated from the direct control of a political pafiy, legislature and executive

government. With compulsory recourse to an independent third par1y, like the Judicial

Council or Advisory Committee, for judicial appointment and remuneration, the

legislature, government or party cannot pressure a judge by manipulating the judge's

position or livelihood.

II. Court Systems

Differences in the ways courts are formed and operate result in different degrees

of uniformity. competency, authority, independence and bureaucracy. To illustlate, the

following dimensions are discussed in detail: coutl structure and hierarchy, functional

capacity, jurisdictional capacity, qualification of judges, judicial appointment, removal,

promotion and discipline, judicial hierarchy, coult funding and judicial remuneration.

III. Morphology of Litigation

Once we understand differences externally and internally for court systems, we

can identify differences in how Chinese and Canadian grassroots coutts conduct litigation

processes. Differences in autholity, buleauclacy, independence (i.e., relation to other

institutions), as well as modes of trial and legal culture will be illustrated in both civil and

criminal litigation.
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CTIAPTER ONE : C ONTRASTTI.IG LEGAL ENVIROT{MENTS
WITHIN WHICH THE COURTS OPERATE

Section 1: Comparison of State Structure and Its Relation to Its Court System

Part 1: The Unitary System of China and the Uniformify of Chinese Courts

The People's Republic of China is a unitary state with considelable degrees of

decentralization.l Subject to its Constitution, local units of government at various levels

have powers over affairs in their respective geographical ateas, e.9., promoting the

economy, education and pubiic health, enacting local regulations, appointing civil

servants and judges.t Ho*",r.r, the powers that local govelnments enjoy varies from

ordinary provinces to autonomous areas, where ethnic minorities live in concentrated

communities such as Tibet and Xinjiang, to special administrative regions like Hong

Kong and Macau. Under the policy of the 'One Country, Two Systems',3 Hong Kong and

Macau at present enjoy a considerable degree of autonomy from the central government,

each with its own currency, customs, immigration and legal system.o Gorre*-ents of

autonomous areas, second only to those of special administlative regions, enjoy extensive

self-governmental rights beyond those held by other local govemments at the same level.

These include administeling the internal affairs of ethnic minority groups, having

independent control of local revenue, and independently arranging and managing

construction, education, science, culture. public health and other community

undertakings.5

Though all local governments enjoy valying degrees of autonomy, China is still a

unitar.y country with power concentrated in its central level of authority.6 First of all,

jurisdictions of central and local governments are similar. In othel words, functions of



central and local govemments remain similar in form and content, only different in scale.

Secondly, local government has constitutional recognition but not delineated authorities

or functions. So, there is no formal division of authorities between the center and the

provinces or between the provinces and their counties and cities. Instead, the relationship

among central, provincial, and local governments is thrashed out in case-by-case

agreements that are subject to renegotiation as conditions and needs change.T To some

extent, part of the discretion and power in local governments comes from grants or

conferrals by the central govemment. And this kind of granted or conferred power can be

abolished or varied by a decision of the central govemment. Normally speaking, the

power granted or confened by central government concentrates on issues concerning

finance, the econom5,, trade, education, public health, culture, sports, employment and

social welfare. In issues regarding political and social stability, deemed to be of vital

national concern, such as rnajol infrastructural construction, key scientific and research

institutes and universities, the central govemment retains dominant control. Actually,

cerfral government sets general policies and goals on almost all the important issues and

leaves implementation to local governments. Thirdly, the hierarchical system unifies the

governments at various levels under the leadership of the central authority. On the one

hand, superior authority reserves the power of appointment, expenditure budgets, taxation,

and resource re-distribution as levers in controlling inferior units;8 on the other hand,

lower level governments must be answerable and obedient to higher-level governments.

Whenever the local regulations and national laws conflict, the national law prevails;

whatever national policies, laws and resolutions are made, local governments must accept

and carry them out. Under this system, there are no provincial, municipal, or local



governments functioning independently of the national government, except for Hong

Kong and Macau.

This centralized structure extends to the Chinese court system, in its uniformity

and bureaucracy. On the one hand, except for Hong Kong and Macau, all courts in

mainland China ale similar when it comes to composition, organization, management,

finding, administration, judicial appointments and litigation proceedings. Any two courts

at the same level are identical versions of each other. Whv? Because all the coufts are

created by the same authority: Constitution Acl and the Organizational Lav, of'People s

Cotu"ts.e On the other hand, as to a lower-level coult, the higher-level coutt is not only a

couft of appeal, but also of supervision and superintendence. Higher-level coutts have the

right to intervene in many internal aftàirs of lower coults, such as adrninistration,

personnel anangement and other daily work. Lower courls must be subject to decisions

of higher courts or at least give them considerable weight. This so-called "supervisory

power of higlrel coults" is recognized in both the Constitution Act and the Organizarional

Law of Peopleb Cotu"ts.to

Part2: The Federal System of Canada and the Diversify of Canadian Courts

Unlike China, Canada is a federal country with separation of powers between

national and provincial govelnments. Provincial governments have their own independent,

constitutionally guaranteed authority which the federal govemment cannot take over.

Neither can one intelvene in the "subject matters" exclusively assigned to the jurisdiction

of the other.r' Even on subject matters over which both the federal parliament and

provincial legislatures share powels. national law does not always prevail. On some

concurrent issues like immiglation and natural resources, the national law prevails; but on



issues like old age, disability and survivors pensions, the provincial law prevails.l2

Tlris 1èder"al system makes the Canadian court systern chatacteúzed by diversity.

In Canada, there is no uniform procedural code applying all over the country to formulate

a court. Rather, every province has the right to enact statutes establishing and

adrninistering its provincial courts.t3 The Canadian courts vary from one province to

another in terms of name. composition, julisdiction, administration, judicial appointments

and litigation process, especially the civil procedure. On the other hand, compared to

their Chinese counterpalts, courts in Canada have fewer bureaucratic characteristics:

provincial courts are separate fi'om federal courts; except for reviweing trial decisions on

appeal, higher-level courts have little or no influence over lower-level courl affaìrs, e.g.,

budgets, couftroom personnel, management style. By nature, lower-level coutls in Anglo-

American system have more independence but less constraints fiom higher-level coutts.la

However, this is also partially due to the separation of power between national and

provincial governments. In Canada, a Provincial Court's right derives from the exclusive

authority of the province in which it resides; therefore, any higher level coutt established

by federal statute has neither statutory nor inherent power to interfere with the case flow

and day-to-day work of a lower Provincial Court. In total, the Canadian coutt system is

rnore complex, while the Chinese court system is more streamlined, simplified and

uniform.

Section 2: Comparison of Parties in Porver and Its Relation to Court Systems

Part 1: Party-State of China



The People's Republic of China is a country of many political parties: communist

and non-communist. However, the Communist Party of China (CPC) is the sole party in

poweï. It has no opposition parly in government and congress. As the ruling par1y, the

CPC is not elected; nol is the CPC subject to a vote of no-confidence.l5 In China, there is

no contested rnulti-party election for forming the govemment; rather, the CPC's

pervasive authority has already been fixed in the Constitution.'6 Th" other eight non-

communist palties are neither parties out of offìce, nol opposition parlies, but friendly

parlies that are closely aligned with the ruling regime under its supervision and leadership.

The CPC cooperates with these parties through a special confèrence, called the "Chinese

People's Political Consultative Contèrence" (C.P.P.C.C.) led by the Chinese government,

rather than through elections.lT Neveftheless, the effect of the other parties on the

goverrunent remains minimal. As an advisory body to the CPC without real power, the

C.P.P.C.C is quite symbolic.rB

Basically, any Chinese cifizen at eighteen years of age is entitled to apply for

membelship in tlie CPC.le Now with around 62 million members,20 the CPC is a unified

entity organized by centlal and local party congresses and committees at differerit levels.

The highest leading body of the CPC is the national party congress, held once every five

yeal's, and the pafiy's central committee elected at the national party congress. The

leading bodies of local parly organizations are the paÍy congresses at their respective

levels and the palty committees elected by them.2l

The CPC's domination over mainland China is full scale: politically,

economically, ideologically, militarily and organizationally. Any forrn of social activities

in China, including legislation, law enforcement, govetnmental operation, foreign



lelations, education, armed forces and mass media, are under the leadership and

supervision of the CPC. It is not an exaggeration to address China as a "party -state".22

First of all, the key function of setting governmental policy in China since 1949

lies outside the government entirely and is monopolized by the Communist Par1y. The

government must carry out the critical decisions rnade by the CPC.23 Almost all of the

key party leaders also occupy senior positions in the governfiìent, and non-par1y members

in senior leadership positions are still less than l0o/o.24 Moreovet, all officials must work

within the constraint of a single party system. In that sense, the civil service is fal from

the politically neutral civil selvices of other states.2s Chinese government has always

been subordinate to the centralized control of CPC.

Secondly, the party has the power of appointment, since at each governmental

level appointments are the responsibility of the Party organization from the level just

above.26 For example, provincial officials are appointed by the central Parly

organizations; provincial Palty organizations, in turn, appoint off,rcials at the county and

city levels.27 The key appointments are subject to Party approval too, including centlal-

level apploval of the chairman, vice-chairman, and members of the Standing Committee

of the NPC, the president and vice-president of the Supreme People's Court, the

presidents of provincial-level High People's Coufts as well as their countetparls in the

High People's Procur acy.28

Tlrirdly, the CPC has created an organizational structure operating in parallel to

that of the governmental bureaucracy so that Parly members oversee the work of

bureaucrats at every level.2e In other wotds, the governing structule of the PRC consists

of two systems: the Cornmunist Parly and the state government. This dual system of

10



control creates a parallel stïucture of parly organizations at each level of government.30

People's Congresses, local governments, administrative agencies, and the coults are

responsible horizontally to Party Committees and verlically to their superiors in the

relevant hierarchy.3' The performance of ofhcials appointed by the Party is then

rnonitored by Party organizatiotrs." In Mao's ela, Party organizations even expanded to

various walks of life in the country. Almost all the state-owned schools, companies,

factories and anned forces have an organization or branch of the CPC. in the last 25 years,

the Party groups have progressively retreated fiom the non-governmental entities, but

continue to exist within the govelnment, courts, procuracy and troops.

'Ihe Party's political authority has been progressively undermined over the last

thirty years. Allegations of theil leaders' corruption and their policies' irrationality have

created uncertainty and distrust in their people, as the Party has failed to put forward a

new vision for China's future.33 Also, economic refonns have resulted in undeniable

decentralization and fragrnentation of authority.34 The last twenty years have witnessed a

growing separation of the Parly and State in practice; and retreat of the party has resulted

in the transfèr' of powel fiom the Party both to the State and to society.35 However, this

retreat is by no means cornplete. Neither the Party nor the State is in danger of withering

a\,vay any time soon.3ó In a bid to shift towards political liberalization, contested elections

are now being held at the village level and legislatules have shown some assertiveness

fi'om time to time.37 However, the Party retains effective control over governmental

appointments and takes appropriate measures against groups and individuals who

threaten its control and stability.3s Working in this highly politicized sttucture, in which

11



the Party holds powerful leadership, Chinese coufis can often have little political

neutrality and judicial independence.

First of all, courls remain subject to the dual leadership system, like any other

state entity.'e As discussed above, courls are subject to the Party Committee and other

Party organizations at the same level, as well as to supervision by higher-level coutts.

Like any goverrunental office, a couft ofhcial must be subject to the single party system

and many judges are also Patty members. The Party influences the coutls externally

thlough its Party Committee and the Organization Department, and internally through the

Party Group which is composed of all the party members of the court.4O In the Mao eta,

the Party reviewed any judge's individual case decisions as a matter of course. Today, the

Party rarely becomes involved in determining the outcornes of specific cases; however, it

is actively involved in judicial appointments and promotions.al Accolding to the Judges

Act,, the People's Congress at each level elects the president of the couú. The president

then norrinates the vice-presidents, members of the adjudicative committees, division

chiefs, and vice-chiefs. In reality. howeveL, all appointments must be approved or vetoed

by the Party Organ izationDepartment.a2

Secondly, under the influence of the Pafty, the Chinese judiciary plays an active

role in transmitting and promoting Party policies and ideologies. On the one hand, the

Party constantly conducts educational programs to ensure conformity to Party ideology.

On the other hand, from time to time, the Party may initiate such campaigns like "crack

down on crime" or "anti-coruption" and require the cout'ts to consider their underlying

rnacro-policies when handling ceftain types of .ur.r.o' In response to these policies or

ideologies, as annollnced by the Party and government, the Supreme People's Court will
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issue policy statements or guidelines to the lower courts for reference.aa Such campaigns

are not necessariiy inconsistent with the rule of law.as However, in China, Party

organizations often get canied away in their efforts to carry out their objectives, like a

crackdown on crime, rooting out conuption, promoting economics and putting pressure

on the courts to meet quotas. Consequently, judges may feel that they are being urged to

deny the accused their rights, oL at least that professional judgment is being sacrificed to

satisfy political obj ectives.a6

Thirdly, because many judges weal two hats, they have to adhere and considel the

Party's position on important cases that involve issues of the Party-State, although their

profèssional ethics would expect them to identify rnore with their court positions than

their party affiliations.ot In ro-. cases, palticularly individuals suing the administrative

government, judges voluntarily take into account the substantive normative principles set

by state leadels, such as upholding the four cardinal principlesa8 and ensuring economic

growth and social stability. The Parly-State definitely requires the Chinese legal system

to emphasize rtore the law's role in serving the interests of the State and ensuring social

stability and somewhat less the law's role in protecting individual rights.

Part2: Separation of Party and State in Canada

Unlike China's centralized one-party system, Canada has a multi-party system at

both its federal and provincial levels of govelnment. At the federal level, over a long

period of time, the Canadian parly system has been dominated by the Liberal and

Conservative parties, with the New Democlatic Party as a perpetual third party.4e

However, this traditional "two-plus-one" brokerage-style party systern broke down after

the 1993 genelal election.50 In that election, the entry and electoral success of two new
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parties, the Reforrn Party and Bloc Quebecois, transformed the Canadian party system

into a multiparty system.5r Each of the ten provinces in Canada has its own distinctparty

system too. Some provincial parties ale similar in name and affiliation to the federal

parties. In Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, for example, most electoral races are

contested by just the Liberal and Conservative parties. In other provinces though, parties

that have little success on a national level have greater provincial power. This was the

case in Alberta whete the Social Credit Pafiy, which never received mole than twelve

percent of the populal vote in a national election, was in control of the government for

thirty-six consecutive years. 5t

The most important characteristic of the Canadian party system is that it is a

cornpetitive party system. Some parties achieve great success and others are always in the

opposition, but none ever monopolizes power in the way that the CPC does in China.

Canada has a parliamentary form of government, in which political parties win power

based upon the result of a genelal election held at least once every five years.s3 The party

that wins the largest number of seats in a general election ordinarily forrns the

Government.s4 The govemment is held accountable to the voters. It can only remain in

office as long as it has the support of a majority of members in the House of Commons.ss

The parly with the second largest number of votes becomes the "Official

Opposition".56 The opposition parly is entitled to many privileges, such as participating in

par-liamentary committees which can influence govemmental policy, challenging the

government's policies and proposals, having offltces and secretaries paid for by taxpayers,

and so on. Other political parties ol voluntary associations are free to vote with the

gover.nmental party or with the opposition at any time. With many palties in an election,
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howevel. sometimes it is difficult f-or one party to u'in a majority. In this case' the pafty

with the most seats can f-onn a minority government or (together with one or more

opposition parties or independent members) a coalition govefflment, with the approval of

the Governor-General,57 who is the Queen's official agent in what remains in Canada of

syn'rbolic rnembership under the British monalchy'

I¡ this competitive rnulti-party system, no Canadian political party is as powerful

as the CpC i1 China, in terms of comprehensive control over all the country. Unlike

China, Canada is a countly with the separation of parties and state. The co-existence and

competition of multi-parties presupposes the checks and balances of each other'

First of all. in Canacla, any party is subject to the vote of a general election. The

ruling statlls of a party fol a fixed term is won by election, not named in the constitution'

Canadians can decide which candidate to vote for, based on which party they wish to

form the government.ss

Secondly, the governmental party's proposals and policies ale open to a wide

range of challenges. In Canada, an opposition party is not one of a coalition of parties

fofining the govefnment. The role of an opposition party is to oppose the goverrunent by

cliticizing governmental policies, suggesting alternatives and keeping the public

i¡formed about issues relating to governmental administration. One rule of politics in

canada is the principle that there should be ample tirne provided in the House of

Commons for.the Opposition to criticize govet'nmental policy. No matter how urgent the

go\/ernmental policy may seem at the time, the Opposition is always guaranteed at least

some oppor.tunity to debate any issue. Although the constitution does not specify exactly

how much time, even in the case where goverrunent has the power to limit debate' the
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Opposition must still be given a substantial opporlunity to make its views known in

Parliament.se Fufiher, the cabinet formed by the governing party could even be defeated

in the House of Commons on a motion of censure or want of confidence. Under this

circumstance, the Cabinet must either resign (the Govemol-General can then ask the

Leader. of the Opposition to form a new Cabinet), or ask for a dissolution of Parliament

and a fì'esh election.60

Thir-dly, the governing party and government itself is separated, even though the

Cabinet (Prime Ministel and other ministers) ale composed of the Party members. Under

the cabinet, the other civil servants do not necessarily have Parly affiliation. Nor are the

Par-ty leaders necessarily the head of any govemmental office. The governing party's

policy or platform does not necessalily affect any other individual ol entity outside the

party, unless it is passed by the scrutiny of parliament and proclaimed as part of the law.

Working in the current structule under which the Parly and State is separated,

Canadia¡ courts are independent of any political party and considerably neutral in

partisan politics. This independence and neutrality can be largely ascribed to the

Canadian system of selecting ancl screening judges. On the one hand, no Canadian judge

is elected, or must run for re-election.ó' No Canadian judge has appointment subject to

confirmation votes by a majority of elected politicians. Thus, Canadian judges can freely

ground their decision-making in their own values, pliorities and understanding of the law,

rather thal in one pafiy's philosophy. On the other hand, the involvement of judicial

councils and nominating conmissions in the selection and screening of potential judges

has substantially reduced political patronage in the judicial appointment process'62 Under

the Constitution Act of 1867, the prerogative for federal judicial appointments rests with
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the Minister of Justice of Canada. However, since 1994, the Minister of Justice publicly

undertakes not to appoint any person who has not been recommended by a provincial

committee.63 Thi. practice, of course, to a great extent shifts the power of selecting and

screening judges from the govet'nment to the more professionalized committees, though

the politicians who control judicial appointments always tend to be interested in the

policy orientation of tlie persons they appoint. But this political constraint does not mean

compromising the standalds of competence, or seeking signed pledges, or making fuitive

calls on important cases. In Canada, political attacks on judges and their courts, by

politicians or by the media, are generally regarded as imploper attempts to influence the

process of imparlial adj udication. 6a

Part 3: Contrast

Embedded within such a "socialist Party-State", China's judiciary is weak and

dependant on the Party. No court of law has ability to impose meaningful restraints on the

state and on powerful individual members of the ruling elite, especially senior Party

leaders. Fol instance, when it comes to cases involving senior Party members and top

govelnmental officials, the practice is still to rernove it from the courts and to rely on a

Parly discipline committee to curb corruption.65 During the last twenty yeal's, although

Party control of the State has weakened, the institutional ties between the Party and State

remain in place.66 While Party leaders have acknowledged the need fbr the rule of law

and to r-ebuild the legal system, they are reluctant to unleash political and legal leforms

that threaten the survivability and supremacy of the Par1y. On the one hand, the Party

remains hostile to genuine democlacy defined by multi-party elections at all levels of

gover-nment.67 It continues to arrest dissidents, impose limits on the press 01' to tighten
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control on associations or unions. On the other hand, it does not give priority to the

supremacy of law over the leading role of the Party.68 Though a number of provisions in

The 1982 Constitution declare the subservience of the Communist Party to the laws of the

state,6e and the independence of the judiciary fi'om any interference,T0 ifalso incorporates

another plovision like "the Pafty must see to it that the legislative, judicial and

administlative institutions of the State and the economic, cultural and people's

organizations work actively and with initiative, independence, responsibility and in

harmony."T' These provisions plant a contradiction. If the Party is subject to the state's

laws, it cannot legitimately supervise the State as a lawmaking body. Official Party

pronouncements such as these reflect an ambivalent attitude towards the rule of law.

Wlren contradictions between Parly policy and law exist, it is not clear whether such

contradictions will be resolved by following the Party policy, the law, or handling them

on a case-by-case basis.72

By contlast, Canada's separation of Party and State ensures the supremacy of law

and the independence of any court fi'om political interference. In Canada, everyone is

subject to the law. No one, no matter how irnportant or powerftil, is above the law: not

the government, its Prirne Minister', or any other minister; not the Queen or Governor

Genelal or any lieutenant-governor; not the most powerful bureaucrat; not the armed

fbrces: not Parliament itself, or any provincial legislature.T3 In addition, the judiciary is

clearly distinguished and insulated fiom any direct responsibility to either the political

party or the other blanches of government. In Canada today, judges are protected from

ar.bitrary whims of politicians.tu Judges of the highest coutts (the Supreme Couft of

Canada and the Fedelal Court) and also the most important provincial courts (the
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Superior Court of Quebec, the highest courls of the other provinces, and the provincial

courts of appeal) are rernovable only by an address to the Governor General by both

houses of Parliament.Ts Supremacy of law and the independent judiciary is the most

important constitutional constraint upon the assumption and exercise of power by a

political party. especially the executive goverunent they form. According to Section 15

of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 1982, every individual is equal before

and under the law. This means that the normative content of legal rules is to be applied

ivithout discrimination and without exception in lelation to race, religion, sex, social class,

political connections or convictions, wealth or ethnic origin. All similar cases should be

tleated sirnilarly.

Section 3: Comparison of o'Checks and Balances" Regarding Court Systems

Part 1: China's Institutional Framework

In accordance with articles 57 &. 58 of the Constitution Ac[, 7982, fhe political

system of China creates and organizes the govemment with the legislature, the National

People's Congress (NPC), as the supreme source of state authot'ity.76 The functions and

powers exercised by the NPC and its Standing Committee are wide open, including

making laws, appointing goveñrmental officials, approving budgets, deciding wars and

examining work reports of other arms of government, and so orr.tt There are tlu'ee

primary institutional branches created under the NPC, to administer the central

government: the State Council (whicli through its ministries acts in an executive capacity),

the Supreme People's Plocuracy (wliich acts as prosecutor and supervisor of the law),

a¡d the Supreme People's Court. All these institutions are responsible to the NPC and
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operate under its supervision.Ts Although each is ranked equally, in fact the leader of the

State Council is ranked one level above the President of the Courl and Attorney General,

who are bureaucratically ranked equivalent to a vice premier.Te

On the local level, the political structure of any territorial unit, like provinces,

prefectures and cities, is the sanre as that of the center. A local People's Congress is the

legitirnate source of governing authority and enjoys nominal supremacy: government,

court and procuracy at each corresponding level are created under it and supposed to

repoft to its supervision.so

(A)Legislative Authority and the Judiciary

Though the National People's Congress and its Standing Comrnittee is the major

legislature, legislative autholity in China is widely dispersed. The NPC is big and

unwieldy. With some 3,000 delegates,slit only meets in session once in uyear,8z usually

in March for two weeks to a month. Therefore, there is no way it can meet all of the

needs throughout the year fol regulations created by economic reformr.t3 In fact, the

NPC has to delegate part of its authority to the Supreme People's Couft, the Supreme

People's Procuracy, the State Council and its subordinate ministries and agencies for

making and interpreting many legulations.sa Excessive dispersion of law-making

authority is a problem in China. While other countries also provide theil executives with

inherent rule-making authority, in China too many entities have been given expansive

and vaguely defined lule-making authority. As a result, the quality of much legislation

remains low. Many laws and regulations are poorly drafted, due partly to the lack of

practical experience and low' level of competence of the drafters, especially at local

levels.85 Perhaps more wolrisome, howevet, is the astounding high level of inconsistency
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between low level and higher level legislation and the lack of effective channels to sort

out conflicts and then rectify the problem.s6

As mentioned before, NPC is not only the legislature. but also the highest

institution of state power. The other institutions, like the judiciary, the procuracy and the

executive are all held accountable to the external check fiom the People's Congress. On

the other hand, however, having expansive power on written paper does not necessarily

mean the supreme authority in real life. Actually, the NPC has been regarded as a rubber

stamp for a long time. From Mao's era until very recently, every proposal initiated by the

Party and drafted by the executive branch has received nearly unanimous approval by the

tlrree-thousand-ocld delegates to the NPC at their annual meeting in March.87 Th" NPC

has now grown increasingly asseftive. The delegates to the NPC have taken to speaking

out during NPC meetings; and, at their 1995 session, up to a thild of them cast negative

votes, once an unheard-of act of defìance, against governmental measures and candidates

they founcl unacceptable.sB Plus. the outcome of the legislative process is increasingly

determined by factors other than the dictates of the CPC.se While People's Congresses

have begun to shed their rubbel-stamp image, they are still relatively weak. On the one

hand, a congress does not have routine oversight and comprehensive budgetary control

over the work of the executive, judicial and prosecutorial branch of the government. On

the othel hand, while the NPC has gained increased authority and independence, the

imperative of Party control has remained ever present.eO

First, the NPC itself does not function effectively. This could be elaborated from

two dimelsions. Number 1: Because of the natute of the electolal process, People's

Congresses do not enjoy the legitimacy and stature that legislatures in other countries
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do.el Delegates to the NPC are elected to a f,rve-year term, but not directly by the

constituents whom they represent. The process is indirect: delegates to people's

congresses at the city or county level are directly elected by constituents; and, in addition

to these. congress delegates are selected to represent local organizations and interest

groups; these local congresses elect delegates to provincial congresses; and delegates to

the NPC are elected by these provincial congresses or by national organizations and

- o) --interest groups."'However, elections to the People's Congress are not fully democratic

afïairs. Many "honorary" deputies are appointed, and the selection of Party-approved

candidates is frequently a foregone conclusion, regardless of nominal opposition for the

candidate roles.e3 Number 2: the ability of a People's Congress to rein in governmental

and administrative agencies is undelcut by their low level of commitment and

professionalism. Most NPC delegates hold other posts. As a consequence, many

delegates are pre-occupied with other matters. Requiring delegates to devote themselves

full-time to their legislative duties could improve the quality and stature of the NPC,

though there are no signs that such a change is forthcoming any time soou.ea

Secondly, the NPC never loses its subservience to Party power, though it has,

recently, begun to act vigorously as a balance in legislative debates, as contending

institutions and individuals have engaged in bargaining in order to ensure favorable

Iegislative outcomes.et Th. Party's impact on legislative bodies f,rrstly occurs on the

ideological front, with its policies being transformed into laws and regulations to be

legally binding. Legislation, as an instrument for policy generally, must reflect the goals

and priorities of the Party and State. ln fact, legislation has been seen as proceeding

necessarily fiom assessments about national conditions. which remain subject to
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determination and assessment by the Party-State.e6 Today, even though the Party's role in

deterrnining the law reform agenda is considerably diminished, it still controls various

mechanisrns ftrr influencing the legislative process. These means include pre-approval of

the legislative agenda, pressure on legislative leadels to push bills forward, and the

review of drafts of laws.eT The most important means of CPC control, however, remain

the nomenklatura system of appointrnents.es Although people's congresses formally have

the powel to rnake election, appointment and lemoval to imporlant positions in the

goveilrrìent, judiciary, procuracy and military,ee real authority lies with the Party. For

example, the Henan Provincial People's Congress approved all but 6 out of 548 nominees

f-or goverrunent posts between 1986 and 1993. Since 1993, only I of 684 has been

' 100
rejecreo.

Thirdly, as a result of its own subservience to the Pafiy, a People's Congress does

not exercise its checking function effectively. Legislative supervision of the

administration, judiciary and procuracy takes a variety of forms, including hearing and

reviewing or approving work reports, controlling the budget of administrative agencies,

making appointment and removal decisions, monitoring law enfolcement, issuing

interpretations of legislation, and legislative review of local govemmental rules for

consistency with higher-level legislation.'0' While all of these means are potentially

usefil, they all have inherent limitations.'02 Fol instance, hearing and approving work

leports allows the legislature to express dissatisfaction with the executive, judiciary and

pl'ocuracy. In some cases, criticisms by the NPC and local congresses have resulted in

actual changes in practice.'03 Howeuer, a People's Congress only hears a lelatively small

number of wo¡k reports in a year,l0a and their power to effect change is limited lalgely to
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moral censure.l0s In a way, a congress's capacity of examination and approval reduces

itself to only learning about governmental policies and work reports. Similarly, the NPC

has the authority to approve and supervise the budgets of executive offices, military

troops. courts and procuracy, but more than half of administrative spending in China is

off budget.'06 And while potentially useful, China has not made much use of oversight

committees to date, though some provinces have been more aggressive than others.l0T

So far, people's congresses are relatively weak, so they have not had much

influence on courts. The NPC may exercise influence over the judiciary through its role

in the appointment and approval process, but real power lies with the Party.l08 A People's

Congress may also conduct studies of the implementation of major laws,l0e as well as

address inquiries to the courts regarding general issues;lt0 ho*euet, they seldom do it.lll

Much more common, and controversial, is their role in supervising individual cases.l12

On the one hand, people's congress can supervise the outcome of specific cases by

making inquiries or suggestions, upon "petition or visit" of concerned parties or request

of an NPC representative; on the other hand, however', there are no suff,rcient procedural

safèguards."'Out of concern for a People's Congress's interference into specific cases

under the guise of supervision, particularly in the absence of sufficient procedural

safeguards, some scholars propose that legislative supervision should be subject to

limits;lla for instance, the scope of investigations should be restricted to the legality of

the decision (as opposed to its appropriateness) or perhaps even the narrow issue of

whether the courl's decision was negligent or due to cotruption.

(B) Executive Authority and the Judiciary
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The executive branch of Chinese governance is headed by a State Council, or

cabinet. whose members ale the heads of the ten commissions and thirty-one ministries

that make up the 4.5 million-strong central bureaucracy."t Ministries, commissions, the

People's Bank of China and administrations are depafiments that make up the State

Council. Under the unified leadership of the State Council, they are in charge of directing

and administering the administrative affairs in their respective areas and exercise

prescribed state admirristrative powel's. The focus of most rninistries and commissions is

tlre economy, its reform, and its relations with the wor'ld economy. e.g., the case of

Ministry of Finance and State Planning Commissiorr."6 There aLe, in addition, ministries

devoted to non-economic ftinctions, such as public health, justice and foreign affairs.

Cenlralization is the primary feature of the administrative system in China. On the

one hand. the State Council exercises unified leadership over local executive

governments at valious levels throughout the country, regulating the specific division of

power and function of the local governments and even annulling inappropriate decisions

and orders of local governments.llT Each ministry or commission of the State Council

stands at the top of a system of bureaus and offices located in provincial capitals and

connty seats.l's On the other hand, local people's governments at various levels are

responsible and repolt on their work to the administrative government at the next higher

' ' ll9level.

All local governments throughout the country must be subordinate to the State

Council; howeveL, this does not necessarily mean that the State Council can exet'cise its

unified leadership effectively. The smooth operation of these verlical systems is

cornplicated by the fact that buleaus and offices of central ministries and commissions
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report not only to them, but also to the local government of which they form a part.t2}

Ovel the past few years, plovincial and local governments have become more asserlive in

aclvancing their interests, while often at odds with central rules or policies. The Shanghai

education bureau, for example, reports both to the Shanghai municipal governments and

to tlre State Education Commission: its staff appointments are made by the latter, but its

budget is set by the fonner. 'When push comes to shove, the interests of the local

government often take precedence over those of the central ministry or cornmission.12l

Indeed, the tensions between central and local governments have even caused the

problem of local protectionisrn. The economic market in China remains segregated;

provincial goverrunents tend to impose barriers to the inward trade of goods and services

from other regions in order to protect their own localized industries, in order to maximize

their tax tevenues.''2 Due to the supremacy of local interests, this has bred inconsistency

in law enfolcement. This is especially true when a local court is faced with enforcing a

judgrnent against a local patfy, and the court may delay the enforcement when it involves

a case with a coult from a diffelent jurisdiction. Believe it or not, enforcement of civil

judgments and arbitral awards is notoriously difficult in China, with as many as hfty

pelcent of judgments and awards going unenforced.tt3 Why? Because the local-level

government is subject to protectionist sentiment. With funding and other resources

beholden to local govemments, courts are likely to have a greater interest in local

companies.

Under the Constitution, People's Congresses could hold State Council and local

executive governments in check.'2u In reality, the executive is, however, the most

powerftrl institution. On the one hand, administrative officials have too much discretion
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and resources. Due to a lot of factors like incompetent legislators (low level of

professionalisrn, commitment and infrequent gathering), poorly-drafted or impractical

existing laws. r'apidly changing economics, widespread variations in local conditions,

adrninistrative officials in China must be aff-olded considerable discretion with respect to

rule-making.'tt Ar a result, mole laws and regulations are passed by the State Council

than those passed by the National People's Congress. Low-level administrative agencies

can also issue rules and normative documents. However, this regulatory power is easily

abused. Administlative agencies frequently get involved in comrnercial activities, using

theil regulatoly power to benefit the company in which they have an intelest.'26 This

incomplete sepalation of government and enterplises can contribute to widespread

predatory behavior by local governments and the growth of clientelism.'t7In the absence

of clearly defìned propelty lights and a court system capable of enforcing them, private,

collective, and state-owned hlms have sought to cultivate relations with the

governrnent.l2s Plus, the government contlols key resources such as access to technology

and loans, is responsible for a variety of approvals that are required to do business, and

may at times be in a better position to broker a settlement or enforce contractual

obligations than any law court or other public institution.'2e On the other hand, PRC

mechanisms fol reining in the bureaucracy are relatively u,eak.l30 First, as discussed more

fully in the plevious section, legislative supelvision of the administration has inherent

lirnitations. Secondly, courts cannot always protect the rights and freedoms of individuals

against administrative over-reaching.l3lThirdly, as for the Party supervision, it does have

the advantage of being able to reach high-level officials, provided the CPC approves.
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However, the party has not been aggressive in investigating and punishing its own

members, notwithstanding its get-tough rhetoric produced for public consumption.l32

Courts and congresses are often unable to hold the government in check, but

govenlrnental officials are able to interfere with specific cases, pressuring judges to find

in favol of the executive in administrative litigation cases or of local companies in

commercial disputes.'33 Why? Because the independence of the courls is undermined by

the way in which couils are funded. Courts in China are largely financed by executive

governments at the same level. Thus, local courts have to rely on local govemments for

such basic necessities as the cost of courl buildings, computers, and other equipment, as

well as the housing, salaries, bonuses, medical insurance, and other welfare benefits of

judges and staff.r3a Indeed, interfelence fi'om goveilìmental officials is one of the most

common forms of external interference and a much more serious threat to the

independence of the courts in the vast majority of cases, particularly administrative and

comrnercial cases, than the Party. According to a survey of 280 judges published in 1993,

while almost 70% of the judges claimed that as a rule they were subject to outside

interference, they cited the CPC as the source in only 8o/o of the cases. In contrast,

govemmental agencies were the source of interference in 26u/o of the cases and social

contacts in29%0.t35

(C) Prosecutolial Authority and the Judiciary

As rnentioned before, undeL the Constitution, the People's Procuracy, together

with courts and adrninistrative governments at various levels, are the thlee major

governmental blanches responsible to the People's Congless at various levels. Hence

although much of the work of the procuracy in China is equivalent to that of the
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govemmental deparlment responsible f-ol prosecution of criminal offenses in many

countries, the constitutional status of the Chinese procuracy is at least in legal theory

higher than their counterpafts in these countries.l36Actually, the People's Procuracies in

China have no direct analog in a common law regime. They are mole than prosecution

ofhces; they are also the legal supervisory institutions of the State.l37 Inthese capacities,

Chinese procurators are empowered to perform a wide range of legal ftiirctions, including

approving an'ests, launching prosecutions, supervising the work of the courts and general

legality of the activities of the police, detention centres and the labor leform (prison)

authorities.l3s

In the relationship between the procuracy and judiciary, the procuracy is designed

to act as "a watchdog" of the court.l3e Ever since the Chinese Communist Party rose to

power in 1949, China has transplanted from Russia the Soviet institutional amangement

whereby the Procuracy plays a supervisoly role in the legal system. After half a century's

codification and delineation,l40 the supervisory power of the People's Procuracy has

become fairly broad, especially in criminal proceedings; while acting in its capacity as

both supervisor and procurator, the Procuracy is in charge of investigation, prosecution

and supervision. On the one hand, it can supervise activities of the police, coutls,

detention centers and prisons, €.g., investigating claims of extortion ol confession by

tortule or other illegal lneans, reviewing the legality of the composition of an

ad.judicating panel, the fairness of proceedings in a triaI, as well as decisions regarding

arrest, bail and other pretrial or post-verdict motions.lal On the other hand, it can extend

its supervision to the non-state participants of the judicial proceeding, including
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defendants, witnesses, and legal counsels. Activities subject to supervision include

fablication, concealment and destruction of evidence. Ia2

In sum, the theory of prosecutorial involvement in supervision, at least partially,

is to monitor and maintain the quality of law and law enforcement and to ensure

corrpliance with government and Party directives in that responsibility.'o' However, this

prosecutorial supervisory power has exacerbated the tension between the plocuracy and

the courts, and undermined the independence and authority of the judiciary.laa

First, the Pr'oculacy exercises "supervision over the judicial activities of the

people's courls to determine whether they conform to the law."l45ln crirninal cases, the

procurators appear before the court as a party to settle a dispute. They must adhere and

follow the lules and orders of the court. But on the other hand, they have conflicting roles:

they can act as the courtroorn's supervisor and also be a plaintiff in the lawsuit. Due to

this conflict of interest, the Procuracy and the court often clash over which is supervisor,

with each striving to protect its turf. Why? Because the Procuracy's supervisory role in a

litigation ploceeding can challenge the court's authority to command lespect in the

courtroom. Actually, procurators have been accused of failing to cooperate with judges in

trials by not appearing when they are supposed to or not turning over evidence or

documents as requested. laó

Secondly, the Procuracy rnay supervise the outcorne of individual cases by

challenging final court decisions, even after the normal appeal process has been

completed. In other words, procurates may petition to have criminal, civil and

administrative litigations leconsidered.laT Until recently, prosecutorial petitions were

relatively uncommon, parlicularly in civil matters. In light of the new emphasis on
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supervision, however, the Procuracy is apparently taking its responsibility more seriously

and regularly challenging courl decisions, even in civil cases.las In 1998, plocuracies all

across China handled 131,859 petitions for adjudicative supervision in civil cases,

exanrining 54,492 of thern and lodging protests against the court's decision in 11,925

cases, while offeling suggestions in 8,082 cases.'on In 1999, procuracies protested courl

juclgments in 14,069 cases, out of a total of over 5.5 rnillion. Couts ended up revising the

judgnrent in 3, 185 cases, while upholding the judgment in 3, 751 cases.l50Such zeal on

the part of the Procuracy thleatens to undermine further the independence and the

authority of the courts, and again raises the issue of who will supervise the

supervisols?l5l In my view, the Procuracy's right to supervise the courls by challenging

specifìc case decisions outsicle the normal appeal plocess should be eliminated. Why?

Because the authority of a trial judgment is undemrined by this system in which the

judgments are still lield in challenge, even after becoming legally effective. Plus, re-

trying a case in effect can fail the procedural law about case closure and make cases drag

on f-or years.

(D)Judicial Authority in the Government

Within the PRC goverrunental structure, the judiciary remains weak, especially

when compared to the powerful Parly and executive, despite considerable progress in

judicial reform recently, such as the creation of a broad legal framework, the growing

activity of the courls, the promotion of legal professionalism, increased transparency of

juclicial process and so on.l52 Onthe one hand, courts have institutional dependence fi'om

executive government, the CPC ancl other institutions; on the othei' hand, the powers

granted to courts are still limited.
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Judicial dependence on other powers can be identified in four dimensions. First,

the courts are administratively and institutionally accountable to the conesponding level

of people's congresses that created them, as stated in Article 128 of the Constittttion Act,

1982.153 Secondly, courts are subject to the leadership of the Palty, especially in judicial

appointments and removals. Thirdly, the plocuracy exercises superuision over the

judiciary, in dual loles, while being subjected to the authority of the couft as a prosecutor

while overseeing the court's demeanor in conducting litigation processes and challenging

the decisions the couft makes in the cus.s.'50 Fourthly, due to financial dependence on the

executive government, a court finds it hard to ignore or resist the pressure or interference

from governmental officials.

A law court's limited authority can be understood in three ways. First, a Chinese

couft has no power to make law; even the Supreme People's Court's limited power to

issue interpretations on existing law is confined to a small scope, which is called "pure

judicial interpretation."l55 By contrast, administrative agencies are granted broad

interpretive powers. In practice, PRC courts often have to refer or at least give

considerable weight to regulations, r'ules and even normative documents issued by

administrative agencies, because there is often no superior legislation on point coming

from conglesses."6

Secondly, in China the power of deciding the validity of legislation is left to a

People's Congress, and a coufi has no power to conduct 'Judicial review on

constitutionality" and ovenule legislation that it thint<s conflicts with the constittttion.l5T

In this sense, a Chinese couft does not go beyond a purely adjudicative role, not to

mention holding the executive and the legislatule in check.
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Thirdly, courts do not have plenary powers ofjudicial review over administrative

actions. Despite provisions supporting judicial review of administrative conduct, the

Adntinistrative Procedure Law contains a number of ploblematic plovisions that dilute its

effèctiveness.tts N.r-bel i, Chinese courts may only review "concrete administrative

actions" involving abuse of power, eror in application of law and tillra vi¡"es activities

(1.e., actions in excess of their statutory rights). Howevel, courts have no power to

interpret or review adrninistrative rules or legulations (so-called "abstract administlative

actions") or any exercise of administrative discretion.l5e In other words, the courts are

balled frorn making a juclgment on the logic of the administrative regulations. As a result,

the court can overlurn a decision made by an administrative agency only if the decision is

in violation of the agency's own rules; but the legality and interpretation of these rules

lenrains at the discretion of the agency. Number 2, the Adntinistrative Procedrn"e Law

limits the scope of challengeable administrative actions to infringement of personal or

property lights but excludes other important rights, most notably political rights such as

the lights to march and to demonstrate, fieedom of association and assembly, and rights

of fi'ee speech and fi'ee publication.160 Number 3, the forms of remedy that a Chinese

courl can adopt to protect the injured party are few. According to the law, virtually the

only available remedy is to initiate litigation to annul the administrative action or order a

new action.'ó' Generally speaking, however, coufts cannot substitute their own judgment

for that of the adrninistrative agencies.r62

Part 2: Canada's Institutional Framework

Calada is a constitutional monarchy with a parliamentary-cabinet form of

government. Defined originally by the British North America Act of 1867, Canada has a
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governlnent "similal in principle to that of the Uniied Kingdom."'6'This means, prirna

facie, that the supremacy of parliament is a substantive principle fol the Canadian regime.

There is no real separation of powers as in the American presidential-congressional

regime;l6a rather, the legislative branch directly creates and controls the executive.l65 On

the othel hand. unlike England, there are sorne limitations on the supremacy of the

Canadian parliament.'uu Th" most irnpoftant one is judicial authority to conduct judicial

review. Because the institutional structure of each provincial government is almost

stlucturally identical to the fedelal government, only the branches of the federal

government will be described in this thesis.

(A) Legislative Authority and the Judiciary

As a federal state. legislative powers in Canada divide between two levels of

government, federal and plovincial.r6T Federal legislative authority is vested in the

Parliament of Canada, which is a bi-cameral institution: a lower house (the House of

Commons) and upper house (the Senate). The lower house is designed to be closest to the

people, based on relatively frequent popular elections.l68 Th" upper house is designed to

check the powel of popular passion and so is an appointed body.r6e

The BriÍish North America Act of 1867 defined the powers of parliament and of

the plovincial legislatures. Parliament makes laws and controls the federal budget. The

government, as the Prime Minister and the Cabinet are generally known, introduces

budgets and most of the bills that become law. All budgets and bills must be approved by

both Commons and the Senate and receive royal assent from the governor-general in

order to become law. I 70 According to the BNA Act, 1867 , parliament also has exclusive

federal power over taxation, national defense, citizenship, banking, criminal law, Indians
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and Indian lands, trade and commerce, and fisheries.lTl Sectiong2 of the BNA Act also

lists sixteen specific areas of provincial responsibility, including education, hospital and

municipal institutions. Besides these above-mentioned exclusive powers, Parliament

shares julisdiction with the provinces on issues such as immiglation, agriculture and

social policy. Provincial powers have grown, and there is a significant overlap and

interlocking of activities between the federal and provincial governments in Canada.lT2

Making law (passing legislation) is one of the major functions that Canadian

parliarnent has. In addition to it, Parliament has a syslem-ntaintenãnce .function that

contributes to the working and legitirnacy of other parls of the political system and the

state itself.'73 One of parliament's duties is to maintain responsible government by

holding the Prime Minister and Cabinet accountable to the people of Canada. In Canada,

the Prirne Minister and every other minister must by convention. though not by law, be a

member of one house ol the other, or get a seat in one House or the other within a shoft

time after appointment.lT4 All governmental bills must be introduced by a minister or

someone speaking on his or'her behalf, and ministers must appear in palliament to defend

governmerltal bills, answer claily questions on goverrunental actions or policies, and rebut

attacks on such actions ol policies.'ts Th"te are occasions during each parliamentary

session when each opposition party is allowed to introduce motions of "no confidence" in

the government. MPs (the abbreviation for a member of palliament in the Cornmons) can

present such a motion in response to the Speech from the Throne, which outlines the

govemment's legislative program. Members of Commons can also present a motion in

l.esponse to the budget speech. which reviews the govemment's economic record,

taxation, and expenditure plans, and to supply motions, which concern budgets for
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individual depaltrnents.'t6As long as the government can keep the support of a majority

in the House of Commons, it can pass any legislation it sees fit, unless an adverse

majority in the Senate refuses to pass the bill (which larely happens nowadays).r77 On the

othel hand, the House of Commons can withdraw its supporl by voting down a

significant governmental proposal or by approving a specific motion of "no confidence"

in the goverrunent. If a majority of MPs support a no-conf,rdence motion, the government

must either resign (i.e., make way for a government of the opposite party) or call a fresh

election (i.e., seek a dissolution of Palliament to have the conflict resolved by an

election). Therefore, the government and the Ilouse of Commons cannot be at odds for

tnore than a few weeks at a time. If they diffèr on any matter of importance, then

plomptly thele is either a new goveïnment or a new House of Com-ons.tts Th"

government can only lemain in office as long as it has the support of a rnajority of the

members of Commons.

On the one hand, Parliarnent can hold the Prime Minister and Cabinet accountable;

on the other hand, however, Parliament and palliamentarians must respect the judicial

process and judicial independence. Like parliamentary privilege, judicial independence is

a principle of constitutional importance as well.l7e It implies that Parliament and

parliamentarians cannot intelfere with the process ofjudicial decision-making. Once the

courts have rendered their decision, it may be perfèctly legitimate for Parliament to

discuss and criticize the decision and, if it sees fit, change the law. However', when a

mattel is before the courts - sub .judice - Parliarnent and parliamentalians must refrain

fi'om seeking to influence in any rvay the courts' decision.ls0 Mutually, a law coutl cannot

intervene in proceedings before Parliament either. Though a Canadian couft has the
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powet' to review the product of parliamentary decision-rnaking, for example, how a

pa¡ticular law is to be interpleted or whether a particular law is constitutional, it cannot,

however, review or oversee the process of parliamentary decision-making. In histoly,

precedential decisions in common law have established inherent privileges enjoyed by

Parliament collectively. for example, necessary immunity from civil proceedings with

respect to mattels arising from the duties of a member of the Parliament, freedom of

speech, exclusive control over the parliamentary proceedings, the right to eject strangers

fi'om Palliament and the right to control the publication of debates.rsl

(B) Executive Authority and the Judiciary

Canada's constitutional heritage fi'om Britain includes an executive with two pafts.

The formal executive, cornprised of the Crown,l82 Monarchy and Governor General,

performs largely ceremonial functions. The political executive, comprised of the Prime

Minister, ministlies and cabinet, is concerned with leadership and the realities of power

in contemporary Canadian politics.ls3 A large network of committees and agencies

supports tlie political executive in its wotk, such as the Tleasury Board, Aboriginal

Affairs Committee, domestic affairs committees, and so on.

Following the British tradition, governmental functions in Canada are canied out

in the name of the Crown. The reigning Monarch, curently Queen Elizabeth II, is the

personal embodiment of the Crown.lsa In Canada, most monarchical functions are

performed in the Queen's name by her representatives, who are the Governor Genet'al at

the natio¡al level and the Lieutenant Governors at the provincial level. The Queen and

her. representatives have prerogative authority,lss including the use of the Great Seal of

Canada, the appointment of judges, commissioners, diplomats, ministers of the crown,
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along with the power to dismiss or suspend them, and the power to summon, prorogue

and dissolve parliament.ls6 In addition to these prerogative powers, there are certain other

powers that are ceded to the Govemor-General by the BNA Act. The Governor General

has authority to appoint senators and the Speaker of the Senate, to recommend legislation

involving the spending of public money or the imposition of a tax, prevent a bill from

becoming law by withholding assent or by leserving the bill "for the signif,rcation of the

Queen's pleasure."l87 By virtue of the BNA Act and the prerogatives, the Governor

General is empowered with a great deal of executive authority; however, in reality almost

all executive decisions are made by the Prime Minister and his cabinet, and are rubber-

stamped by the Governor-General. Actually, in perfbrming the Queen's 'dignified' roles

in Canada, the Governor Genelal makes little plactical input into the political process. In

accordance with the principles of responsible government recognized at the core of the

Canadian constitution by convention. the Governor General is bound to act on practically

every piece of advice by His/Her ministers, except for the reserve powers which continue

to be exercised without formal constitutional notice such as summoning, proroguing or

dissolving the Parliarnent of Canada.rss

In real practice, the Prime Minister is the central figure in the executive branch of

the Canadian federal government.lse The Canadian Prime Minister provides leadership

and direction to the goverutment with the support of a cabinet, which is the key decision-

making forum in Canadian govetrìment. As a council of ministers chaired by the Prime

Minister, the cabinet has immense alnounts of power in the Canadian system, e.g.,

app¡oving draft legislation, developing policy, managing the country's f,rnances, and so
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on.le0 Below the Prime Ministel and Cabinet, there are ministries consisting of both full

ministers of the Crown and secretaries of state.lel

The Plime Minister and the Cabinet are appointed by the Governor General.

HoweveL, it does not necessarily mean that the Govemor General has any discretion on

appointments, or that he (she) can hold the Prime Minister and Cabinet in check thlough

appointment. In fact, the source of power for the Prime Minister in Canada is as leader of

a political party with the greatest number of seats in Commonr.te2 If the Opposition

wins more than half the seats in an election, or if the government is defeated in the

House of Commons and resigns, the Governor General must, obliged by convention, call

on the leader of the Opposition to form a new government.le3 Similarly, though the

Cabinet is normally appointed by the Governor General, it is in practice selected by the

Plime Minister. He decides on the size of cabinet and selects cabinet ministers and

assigns their departmental responsibilities and portfolios. Iea

Because the executive power is gained by winning the election, therefore

ministerial responsibility to the parliament is at the heart of the Canadian system. There

are two parts to the doctrine of ministedal lesponsibility: collective and individual.'e5

Collective rninisterial responsibility requires the Prime Minister and the Cabinet to

maintain the confidence and supporl of the House of Commons. As already discussed,

Parliament can keep the Prime Minister and the Cabinet accountable by voting clorvtl a

signifìcant governnletltal proposzil or b.v ap¡rroving a specifìc lnotion of "no confidence"

ilr the goverrllllcnt. In addition to collective ministerial lesponsibility, each cabinet

minister also has individual ministelial responsibility, or is obliged to answer fol the

performa¡ce of the department he or she leads. Ministers are expected to introduce and
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defènd new legislation legarding their porlfolio within the House and answer questions

on their job performance fiom the Opposition, for example, in the daily Question

Peliod.re6 In theory, if a minister fails to explain adequately significant mistakes made by

his ol her department, Commons can force the minister to resign from the Cabinet. In

practice. however, Commons no longer folces ministers to resign when unwanted

developments take place in their departments. Instead, the Prime Ministel decides the

fate of such ministers and only demands that a minister resign if he or she is a liability to

the govelnment.l9T

In the meanwhile, the actions of the executive government are subject to judicial

levierv. Courts perfonn a "watchdog" r'ole to ensure that the actions of the government

are taken in accordance with the law, adjudicating claims between and against the

executive ancl legislative officials, as well as claims against and between individuals.

Especially after entrenchment of the Charter,judicial review of administrative action has

developed dramatically. First, the fact that the Supreme Court of Canada is able to strike

clown goverrunent-rnade laws has made goveilrments more careful in drafting legislation

since 1982.re8 Secondly, especially in the field of administrative review, judicial

decisions may harnper the execution of imporlant governmental policies. Why? Because

judicial review involves a "vindication of the legality of the administrative decision-

,, 199rraKlng pl'ocess

(C) Prosecutorial Authority and the Judiciary

In Canada the plosecutor's office is set up within an executive council. which is

called the Ministry (Deparlrnent) of Justice. The Department of Justice has a wide range

of lesponsibilities, including providing legal advice and drafting laws, superintending the
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adrninistration of justice, conducting prosecutions and so on. The Department helps the

federal government to develop policy and to draft and reform laws as needed. At the

same time, it acts as the goverrunent's law firm, providing legal advice, prosecuting cases

under federal law, and representing the goveilrment of Canada in court.200 The

Department's responsibilities reflect the double role of the Minister of Justice, who is

also the Attorney General of Canada: wliile the Minister is concerned with questions of

policy and their relation to the justice system, the Attolney General is the chief law

officer of the Crown; while the Minister is concerned with criminal prosecutions, the

Attorney General is the defense lawyer fol the govelnment in cour1.20l An important part

of the Crowrl's, and thus the Attolney General's, responsibility in conducting criminal

plosecutions is associated with the duty to represent the public interest, which includes

not only the community as a whole and the victim, but also the accused. This

responsibility is to present the case fairly, not necessarily to convict.2o2 Thus, the

Attorney General's responsibility for individual criminal prosecutions must be

undertaken, and seento be undertaken, on strictly objective and legal criteria, fi'ee of any

political considerations.'o' In court, a Crown Attorney has the same status as a lawyer in

private practice, because a fundamental concept of Canadian criminal law is "Whether to

initiate or stay a criminal proceeding is not an issue of governmental policy".'04 This

responsibility has been characterized as a matter of the Attorney General acting as the

Queen's Attorney, not as a Minister of the goverrunent of the duy.'ot

(D) judicial Authority in the Government

In Canada. courts and judges occupy a uniquely protected place within the

system of government. They are not subject to interference by any governmental or
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private forces in the making of decisions. Unlike the othel two branches, the judiciary is

not accountable to any electorate or govemment for its decisions. Instead, legislative and

executive powers are brought under supervision of the judicial power.

First of all, Canadian courts have a wide range of authority to conduct judicial

review of actions taken by a governmental body or by the parliarnent and provincial

legislatures, for example, for constitutionality;2j' and if they find that it is not in

compliance with the Constitution, they can declare it to be unconstitutional.2jT Actually,

the power ofjudicial review is a longstanding tradition in Canada, and has recently been

given textual recognition in the Constitution.t0s ln addition, since 1982, the Charter of

Rights and Freedoms has gleatly expanded powers in the judiciary. Under the Charter,

the Supreme Court of Canada can oveffule legislation and executive acts of govelnment,

not only on the ground that they violate the federal division of power, but also on the

ground that they violate fundamental rights and freedoms of citizens.2Oe Courts have the

power to review the decisions or actions of governmental officials, administlative boards

or tribunals and even parliament itself.2l0 They have the power to strike down that law,

to overturn the executive action, or older a public official to act in a cefiain manner, if a

courl believes the law ol action to be unconstitutional or to be contrary to law in a fi'ee

and democratic society.

Secondly, the Canadian judiciary is insulated fi'om any direct accountability to

either of the other two branches. Though the parliarnent or executive government has

cerlain powers of judicial appointment, promotion, removal and remuneration. there is

the 'Judicial conncil" or "aclvisory committee" approach, which applies to all stages of

the process including selection, screenìng, inquiry, investigation and voting; and this has
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excluded or minimized the control of the legislatule, government or party on those issues

vital to the courls and judges. Plus, the rule of 'Judicial independence" has been

groundecl in laws and conventions. In Canada, the constitutional source of judicial

incleper-rdence flows fiom Sections 96 to 101 of the BNA Act, 1867. Section 99 states that

supedor court judges shall hold offìce during "good behavior" up to the age of seventy-

five, implying that a judge cannot be dismissed for incornpetence or laziness but only for

a criminal offence.2ll Section 99 also provides that a judge is removable only by the

Governor General on a joint resolution by the Senate and the House of Commons. This

means that the executive can remove a judge only at the request of both houses of the

Canadian parliament; and the practice has evolved that even this is undertaken only after

a judicial inquiry into the person's alleged wrongdoings.2r2

In 1971, the Canadian Judicial Council was created. This body, composed of the

chief justices and the associate chiefjustices of all of the provincial superior courts, is

chaired by tlie chiefjustice of the Supleme Court of Canada.tt3 Th" role of the council is

to investigate complaints about alleged judicial misconduct. If the council concludes that

there has indeed been serious misconduct, it has the power to remove county and district

court judges directly, and to recommend such action to parliarnent whele the impugned

judge is fi'om a superior court.214 In addition, the salary of a judge is set by statute, so

that it is not possible fol the judge to become involved in bargaining with the executive

fol salary increments, nor is it possible for the executive to pressure a judge by

controlling the judge's livelihood.2r 5

Part 3: Contrast

Fi¡st. the substance of both Chinese and Canadian constitutions is fundamentally
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concerned with tluee political problems conesponding to the thlee functional

classifications of allocative outputs of the political system: legislative, executive, and

adjudicative. In both China and Canada, the three output functions of govemment are

performed not by one but by several sovereign goverrunents. Under both the Chinese and

the Canadian constitutions, the political branches of government are kept separate from

the judicial branch. In China, in principle, a system of sepalation of powers, if not checks

and balances, is in place. However, the constitutional relationships among these branches

vary a great deal, between the Chinese political system and the Canadian. In China, there

are no mutual checks among political entities. In theory, a People's Congress enjoys

unchallengeable "congressional supremacy", which is, though, nominal. The executive,

judiciary and procuraÇy are all held accountable to congress but the legislation passed by

congress is beyond the check of any other institutions. In Canada, the legislature,

executive and judicial can hold each other in check. Parliament has the power to pass a

"no-confidence" motion and therefore force the government to resign. On the other hand,

Prime Minister and cabinet can seek a clissolution of parliament to have the conflict

resolved by a fresh election. And to some degree, both Parliament and its executive are

held in check by the judiciary because a courl is authorized to conduct 'Judicial review"

of legislation and adrninistrative actions.

Secondly, in Canada, legislative authority has a check system implemented. The

internal check system audits the internal environment to plevent abuse. The Parliarnent is

divided into two branches with different modes of membership and different principles

of action; thus each is independent of one anothe..''u By doing so, the legislature has a

check within itself as well as making sure that provinces are represented proportionately
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and equitably. By contrast, a People's Congress in China might not be the legislature in

the sense that we use the term in the westem political arena. Due to the absence of

genuine adversadal elections at alI but the lowest levels, Chinese citizens have few

avenues for public participation in politics.

Thildly, both in Canada and China, the executive branch is held accountable to

the supelvision of a parliament (congress). However, cilcumstances have enhanced the

itnportance of executive functions. The increasing complexity of society, the exigencies

o1'war. the control of dornestic economies and international trading lelationships, have

all evokecl the exercise of executive power to make speedy adjustrnents to regulatory

legimes.2lT As a result, executive policy has become the primary objective for the

government and its legislation, but it merely serves as an adjunct to the implernentation

of executive policy. The model of a powerftil executive, responsible to but in substantial

control of the parliament (congress), is familiar to both Canadians and Chinese. For

example, in Canada, there is no fixed date for parliamentary elections. Instead, the Prime

Ministel usually detelmines when an election will be held. Thus, the Prime Minister can

call for a general election any time within the five-year maximum life of each parliament.

The Prirne Minister can use this power to put opposition parties at a disadvantage, by

choosing a time when the governmental par-ty is most popular.t'8 Th" Prime Minister can

even stifle dissent in his ol her o\4/n pafiy, since the election of a new parliament

dissolves the old one and MPs of all parties have to carnpaign to win re-election.t'e In

China, legislative supervision of the administration and judiciary is actually weaker. For

instance, under the Constitution, a People's Congress has the power to hear and approve

work reports of administlative agencies, coutts and the procuracy. However, the
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People's Congress can only hear a relatively small number of work repofis in a year, and

their power to effect change is limited largely to moral censure. In a way, the Congress's

power of examination and approval just becomes a learning process about governmental

policies and work repofls.

Fourthly, the authority of the judiciary varies a lot from Canada to China. In

Canada, courts can hold legislative and executive officials in check by conducting

judicial review. On the other hand, courts are insulated fi'om any direct responsibility to

either of the other two branches. Recently, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms has

strengthened the courls by inviting, indeed compelling, them to assume a degree of

political power, for example, dictating public policy.22o Actually, a public expectation is

fosteled that the courls, rather than the parliament, will be the ultimate protectors of the

public good and of individual fieedoms and interests. V/hy? Because the judicial check

on executive and legislative powers provides reassurance that the coercive powers of the

state are subject to lawful authority, imparlially assessed.22l

By contrast, a Chinese court is more like an instrument of government aiming at

applying existing law to parlicular cases.'22 On the one hand, a courl has institutional

dependence on the legislative, executive, the CPC and even the procuracy. On the other

hand, the powers granted to coufts are limited. Courts cannot make law by drawing out

legal plinciples from cases, nor conduct constitutional review to declale acts of a

People's Congress ol legulations of the executive unconstitutional, or ulh'q vires and

therefore void. Even its authority to revieu' administrative actions is confined to a small

ïange. As a result, within the Chinese regime, the stature of the judiciary and judges has

been low and vulnelable. Coults cannot act as a checlc or a balance on the bureauclacy or
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Iegislatures; rather, the congress. executive government and the Party hold it in check.

Fifthly, the stature of the Procuracy is different between Canada and China. In

China, the Procuracy is not a department of the executive council. Instead, it is an

institution dilectly under the NPC and parallel to courl and executive governments.

Unlike the Minister of .lustice in Canada, the Chinese Plocuracy does not have to counsel

go\/ernment to ensure the rule of law is maintained and that administrative actions are

legally and constitutionally valid; nor does it help govelnment deparlments to draft,

develop, Leform, and interpret laws. Though it is not the goverrrment's legal advisor, it is,

however, both a prosecutor iri the courtroorn and supervisor of the same court. This

constitutionally granted double-role leads the Procuracy sometimes to challenge a

judge's authority in court and even tries to overtuln a courl's ruling after the normal

appeal process has been completed. Unfortunately, the Procuracy's conflicting function

as both supervisol and lawsuit participant has exacerbated the tension between the

procuracy and the courts and undennined the independence and authority of the courl.
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CHAPTER TWO: COURT SYSTEMS II\ CHINA AND CANIADA

Section 1: Structure and Hierarchy

Part 1: Chinese Courts

There are four levels of courts in Mainland China: the Supreme People's Court

(SPC), High People's Courts (HPC), Intermediate People's Courts (IPC), and Basic

People's Courts (BPC).r The Supreme People's Court is at the top, supervising all local

courts and overseeing the administration of justice.2 HPCs are supreme coufts at the

provincial level established in the capital cities of provinces, directly administered centers

such as Beijing or Shanghai, and in autonomous regions such as Tibet or Xinjiang.

However, an HPC has no power of final adjudication; its decision can be appealed to the

Supreme People's Court. ln this sense, the Chinese cout-t systern is urnified. There are

almost 400IPCs, established at city levels with district and prefecture jurisdictions. There

are over 3,000 BPCs established at county levels such as the county, autonomous county,

the city without district divisions and the district of a city.3 As the grass-root coufis,

BPCs have the vast majority ofjudicial personnel and handle the largest volume of cases.

In addition to the regular system, there are specialized courts that handle specific

types of cases, such as maritime, military and railroad transportation.a Specialized coutls

only sit on two levels, at the grass-root level and intermediate level; but military cottrts sit

on three levels. Below the intermediate level, specialized courts (except for military

courts) have their own separate hierarchies, e.g., a decision from a grass-root railroad

transportation court must be appealed to the intermediate railroad transportation cout1.

However, above the intermediate level, specialized courts (except for military courts) are

unified into the regular system. To illustrate, the appellate courl of an intermediate
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specialized court is the higher people's court of the province in which it resides. And any

specialized court (except for a military court) is subject to the supervision and leadership

of the Supreme People's Court. Again the exceptional circumstance of the military court

places them outside of the legular system. A case related to military personnel will end at

the Higher Military Court, without going up to the Supreme People's Court.

In the PRC, higher-level courts are responsible for supelvising lower-level courts,

with supervision taking various forms.s Like courts everywhere, PRC coufts directly

supervise the work of lowel coults by leviewing their decisions on appeal. Further,

higher courts may also play a role in the appointment, promotion, and disciplining

pïocesses ofjudges, particularly senior judges, in lowel coults.6 In addition, higher coufts

often engage in a longstanding practice of responding to inquiries from lower couds for

advice regarding legal issues in parlicular cases currently befole the lower court.T Lower

court judges may lequest advice formally in writing or sometimes less formally by

telephone. The lower courts are not bound by the higher couLt's answer, though in most

cases the higher courl's advice will be followed or at least given great weight.s Scholars

have criticized the practice for depriving the litigant of the right to appeal, since the

higher courl will already have decided key issues, albeit in the absence of a complete

lecord and without the parlies having had the opportunity to present their cases.e Despite

scholarly opposition, the practice is likely to continue. However, recently lower-level

courts repoftedly are seeking instruction from higher courts less and less, with the

fì'equency varying from court to court and judge to judge.l0 On the one hand, judges are

not required to seek instruction frorn higher coutts; on the other hand, many judges

choose to be more independent and autonomous in terms of deciding cases.
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Under the Constitution, the Supreme People's Court acts as the head of the

Chinese court system and plays a leading role in adjudication and judicial administration.

All lower courts ale subordinate to it, although much of the work of the lower court falls

within their own boundaries of power and jurisdiction and is unreviewed by the SPC.

Clrina uses the system of "finality" of judgment by two trials, that is, apafiy may exhaust

his right of appeal by appealing only once to the next higher level of courl.ll So, regularly

a judicial procedure will be brought to an end by two trials unless exceptional

circumstances waffant the "supervisoly Leview'' or "death sentence review".l2 Thus, most

cases end with one appellate trial, without going all the way to Supreme People's Cour1.

The primary responsibilities of the Supreme People's Courl as the head of the

court system are to:13 11¡ administer the courts, such as issuing internal regulations,

setting policies, providing judicial training, establishing or upgrading new divisions, e.g.,

enforcement ofhce; (2) interplet law, for example, issuing a number of general

interpletations of key laws enacted by the National People's Congress (NPC) and its

Standing Committee, (like fhe "Cotu't's Opinion on Various Questions Regarding the

Intplementation of tlte General Principles of Civil Lav,"tl), promulgating interpretations

of the application of the laws, e.g., to provide law summaries, including cases, laws, and

regulations so that lower coult judges may know and follow the couect law; (3)

adjudicate, largely as a means of supelvising the conectness of lower couft decisions; e.g.,

reviewing cases coming to it uncler appeals or adjudication supervision, ol other

important or difficult cases that are brought to it, including review of certain death

sentence cases; and (4) participate in law-making preparation, where the Court may

participate in a signifrcant but suboldinate way in the drafting processes in conjunction
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with NPC's Standing Committee's Commission on Legislative Affairs (CLA) or on

occasion, the State Council's Bureau of Legislative Affairs. For example, in 1995 the

Supreme People's Court hacl two of its departments drafting regulations implementing the

new Judge,ç Act. while it was merely participating with the CLA in its on-going drafting

of the new Organizationcil Latv of Peopleiç Com"ts.t5

In real practice, the Supreme People's Court, as head, provides direction to the

lower courts, generally through the HPC at the provincial level, who thereafter pass on to

their subordinate courts within the jurisdiction. In this sense, the relationship between the

Supleme People's Court and the lower courts also can be seen as that of titular head of a

lather loose confederation of courls, which operate more in the realm of goverlmental

boundaries in provinces or municipalities or autonomous regions.l6

Part2: Canadian Courts

There are basically four levels of courts in Canada. At the bottom is the magistrate

court, known in Manitoba as the Plovincial Courl, which handles the great rnajority of

routine cases that involve less serious possible outcomes.lT Generally, these provincial

inferiol courfs are divided into fuirctional divisions: criminal division, youth and family

division, civil or srnall claims'8 di,rision. Plovincial courts are accessible high-volume,

low-delay courts, geograpliically dispersed all around Canada. More than half of all

judges in Canada serve on these courts, and they conduct trials and hearings in more than

eight hundred centers. 
l e

Above the provincial inferior courts stand the provincial and territorial superior

trial courts, variously named in the different provinces: Cour Superieur in Quebec, Courl

of Queen's Bench in the prairie provinces like Saskatchewan and Manitoba, Ontario
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Courl of Justice (Genelal Division) in that province and the Supreme Court of British

Columbia.20 These courls deal with less routine and more serious cases and also take

appeals fi'om provincial inferior courl judgments. On the same level, but responsible for

different issues, is the Federal Court. Trial Division. A federal court, formerly called the

Exchequer Couú, has always been used to deal with matters outside the territorial

jurisdiction of any province, such as certain questions of admiralty law. The court has for

marly years also heard cases involving specialized areas of fèderal law including income

tax, patents, immigration and customs law (but not, for example, bankruptcy law).21

Actions against the government of Canada are also heard by the Federal Courl. So are

actions arising out of the activities of federal administrative agencies.22

At the next level stand the provincial courts of appeal ancl the Federal Court of

Appeal. The apex of the courl system of each province is its court of appeal. Each

province and territory has its appellate division that hears appeals fi'om decisions of its

provincial superior trial courts and provincial inferior courts.23 The nurnber of judges on

these courts may vary from one province to another, but a court of appeal usually sits as a

panel of three.2a All provincial superior appeal courts also have a limited original

jr"u'isdiction (which means that they can conduct the tlial and give the first judicial

detennination, subject to appeal), significant but infi'equently invoked, in the form of the

refèrence ptocess, whicli allows the provincial attorney general to lefer an abstract

question of law directly to the highest plovincial court.25 Generally, the Federal Court of

Appeal hears appeals from the decisions of the federal trial coutt, but some appeals from

inferior tribunals, and some actions to set aside decisions of inferior tribunals, can

proceed dilectly to the Federal Courl of Appeal.26
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The highest level is occupied by the Supleine Court of Canada, established in

1875 by the Sttpreme an¿l Exchequer Courl Act as a general coufi of appeal for Canada.21

The court has, since 1949, been the ultimate couft of appeal for Canada.ts Th. Court is

comprised of a chief justice and eight puisne judges (puisne meaning lanked after'), all

appointed by the federal goveûrment. The Supreme Court of Canada sits in Ottawa for

three sessions a yeff (winter, spring and fall).2e

As the court sitting on the summit of this hierarchical pyramid, the Supreme Court

of Canada is also a supervisory and advisory tribunal, not just an appellate tribunal in the

traditional sense. The role of the Supreme Court of Canada is to promote uniformity in

the application of law across the country, overseeing tlie judicial work of all courts of law

and giving guidance in arliculated reasons on issues of national concern or development

of 1aw.30 As a court of appeal, its jurisdiction is all encompassing. Unlike the Supreme

Court of the United States, which is barred from hearing appeals frorn decisions on

matters of state or local law, the Supreme Court of Canada hears appeals from decisions

on all legal matters, local, provincial, and national. Even parking tickets can theoretically

be appealed all the way to this Courl.3l Secondly, The Supreme Court of Canada

administers both common law and civil law, because it hears appeals from the courts of

appeal from each common law province and Quebec.32 Thirdly, The Supreme Couft of

Canada also plays a special role as adviser to the fèderal govemment.33 The federal

government may ask the Court to decide a question that has not arisen in any actual case.

Refèrences are usually on constitutional questions, such as the validity of a particular

piece of draft legislation. This device enables the validity of legislation to be determined

as soon as it is placed in doubt and has the advantage of putting uncertainty to rest
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without waiting for the point to be raised in actual litigation.3a

In addition to the regular court system, the Canadian federal government has

created specialized courts, notably the Tax Court of Canada and courts that serve the

rnilitary justice system.35 Tax and military courts have been created by statute and can

only decicle matters that fall within the jurisdiction given to them by statute.36 Th" Ta*

Coufi of Canada gives individuals and companies an opportunity to settle disagreements

with the federal government on matters arising under federal tax and revenue

legislation.3t Military coufts, or courls martial, were established under the National

DeJence Acl to hear cases involving the Code of Service Discipline.rB The Code applies to

all mernbers of the Canadian Armed Forces as well as civilians who accompany the

Armed Forces on active service.3e The Military Coult of Appeal hears appeals from

military trial courls and its decisions can be appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada in

a procedure similar to appeals in ordinary criminal matters. In this sense, its function is

comparable to that of a provincial superior appeal courl, and it has the same powers as

such a supelior coud.ao

In the Canadian court system, the superior couú also plays a supewisory role over

an inferior court. However, this supervisory function is accomplished in reviewing trial

decisions on appeal. rather than engaging in activities that can affect the adjudication,

administration and operation of an inferior court. As a general rule, all parties are entitled

to appeal the first determination of a case. Furlher and subsequent appeals usually require

leave (i.e., permission) of the couft, although this leave is frequently granted.al

Theoretically, any decision on a minor case of grass-root provincial cout"t can be appealed

all the way to the Supreme Coufi of Canada. In reality, however, before a case can reach
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that Court, it rnust have used up all available appeals at other levels. Even then, the Court

must grarrt permission oL "leave" to appeal before it will heal the case.o' Leave

applications are usually made in writing and reviewed by three members of the Court,

who then glant or deny the request without providing ïeasons for the decision.a3 Leave to

appeal is not given routinely. It is granted only if the case involves a question of public

impoftance; if it raises an important issue of law or mixed law and fact; or if the matter is,

for any other reason, significant enough to be considered by the Couft.aa

Part 3: Contrast

First, Chinese courts and Canadian courts get their authority from different

soLlrces. All Chinese coufis are established and governed under two statutory authorities:

Conslilulion AcÍ and. Organizational Law o.f People's Courts.ut As a result. the Chinese

coults of the same level always have the same structure in terms of court composition,

administration and jurisdiction. On the contrary, Canada's BNA Act (1867) did not create

any courts. It simply gave constitutional permission to provinces and the parliament of

Canada for provincial and federal courts to be created.a6 So Canadian courts are

established or governed by different statutes. The Supreme Court of Canada is

establislred by the Su¡trente and Exchequer Court Act (1875), provincial superior trial

courts find their authority fi'om inherent jurisdiction and the BNA Act (1867), federal

coults fi'om the same BNA Act (1867) and lhe Federal Court Act (1971), provincial

inferior coults fiorn theil provincial enabling acts. In a word, behind every Canadian

coutt, there is an enabling statute to establish, govern and mandate it and even grant it

jurisdiction. That's why the plecise detail of the respective name, jurisdiction,

composition and administration can vary fi'om one province to another. The Canadian
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court system is more complex, while the Chinese court system is more streamlined,

simplifi ed and generalized.

Secondly, both Chinese and Canadian courl structures are like a unified pylamid,

with a wide base of courts linked by the upward anows of appeal and narrowing to a

sharp point with a national "supreme coufi" at the apex, providing leadership and

overseeing the judicial work. In a way, the Canadian court system is more integrated than

the Chinese courl system. wl'rereby the decision of even a military couft can be appealed

to The Supreme Coufi of Canada; while in China, military justice is an independent

system staying outside the supervision of the Supleme People's Court. However, below

The Supreme Couft of Canada, there are two parallel court systems (federal and

provincial), each with a full repertoire of trial and appeal coufts. When it comes to the

Chinese court structure, this single pyramid structure is mole streamlined and simplified.

Below the Supreme People's Court, jurisdiction is geographically dispersed into all

provincial or territorial courts. There is no other court system (except fol the Supreme

People's Court) that stays beyond the jurisdiction of provincial coufis and concelns itself

with inter-plovincial matters.

Thildly, the relations between higher- and lower-level courts are different in

China and Canada. The structural hierarchy of Canada's court system is imperfectly

developed compared to the judicial hierarchy of China. As I have mentioned before, in

the PRC, higher-level courts are responsible for supervising lowel-level courts, with

supervision taking valious forms, for example, reviewing their decisions on appeal,

playing a lole in the appointment, promotion, and disciplining processes of judges,

parlicularly senior judges, in lower coufis, and even responding to inquiries from lower
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courts for advice regarding legal issues in particular cases cunently before the lower

court. In a way, the Chinese coutl system is strongly buleauclatic because higher courts

are hierarchic superiors to lower courts. By contrast, no higher-level court in Canada can

exercise such power on a lower-level couft, except for the review of a trial decision on

appeal. It is not the responsibility of supreme courts to ensure systematic quality control

over the decisions made by lower trial courts.ot Nor do the higher courts exercise

continuous supervision over day-to-day work of lower coufts. In a fully developed

judicial hierarchy like China, review by a judicial superior would be both more frequent

(nrore appeals) and mole routine (built into normal procedures, e.g., supervisory review

process, lather than triggered by the dissatisfaction of litigants). Accordingly, a Chinese

superiol coud always has a gleater wolkload and more judges than a Canadian superior'

coutt does. Fol example, the Supreme People's Court had more than one hundred judges

completing 3587 cases (including appeals, reviews of death penalty and supervisory

reviews of decided cases) in the year 2003.48 By contrast, the Supreme Court of Canada

has only nine judges. In 2003, their total workload was as follows: 562 cases filed, 609

leave applications submitted, 82 appeals heald and 81 judgments released.ae

Section 2: Functions

Part 1: Courts in China

Genelally speaking, courfs in China sewe thlee functions: adjudication, judicial

interpletation and judgment execution.

(A) Adjudication

Adjudication is the number one responsibility for courts of law. Judges usually

adjudicate in a collegial panel of thlee to five, though undel the procedure of first
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instance there also is the alternative to have one judge and two law assessors, and in a

surnmaïy procedure usually there will be only one judge.so Itt u collegiate panel, there is

always one responsible judge who oversees the trial and writes the final judgment.

Adjudication in China has three unique features: (1) the involvement of courl

off-rcials and an adjudicative committee in deciding cases, (2) the challenge of court

judgment by initiating "adjudicative supervision"; and, (3) the emphasis on formal

mediation in proceeclings.

(a) Courl Officials and Adjudicative Committees

In Chinese courts, judges are in three adjudicative divisions (criminal, civil and

administrative). However, not only the judges who hear the case have the power to decide

the case; court offrcials and some senior judges can exercise ceftain influence on the

outcome of a case, though this kind of intelvention becomes less and less frequent. In the

past, the collegiate panel often had to obtain approval of the division chief, court

president, or adjudicative committee before issuing the final judgrnent. However, since

1999, new rules were issued to give moïe power to the judge(s) who hear the cases.5l The

collegiate panel or single judge now has the right to decide most cases, and the plesident

is not allowed to intelfere.st Ho*ev"r, approval is still needed in major or difficult cases,

such as death penalty cases or economic cases involving large sums of money, ol where

there are major differences of opinion within the collegiate panel.s3 In addition, couLt

offrcials have so called "supelvisory poweL" to ensure the quality of adjudication. Once

the decision is made, if the president finds definite eror in the determination of facts or

the application of law on the part of the collegiate panel, he may submit the case to the

Adjudicative Committee for review and discussion.sa In shor1, despite the above
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mentioned discretion left to court offrcial. their personal intervention in on-going cases is

decreasing dlamatically. Why? As I mentioned above, the recent reform has shifted the

power of making the decision fi'om an individual official to presiding judges and the

adjudicative committee. Now, court officials often refer to the "adjudicative committee"

for cliscussing or deciding only major cases instead of personally jumping into the

litigation proceedings.55

Existence of an "adjudicative committee" within every court is a characteristic of

the judiciary in China. This is a group consisting of the president of the court, vice-

presidents, division chiefs, and senior judges of different divisions. Adjudicative

committee members will get together fiorn time to time to make decisions on some

important issues such as the identihcation of facts and application of law in complicated

or major cases, the withdrawal of judges from cerlain cases and the assignment of

personnel in the court.56 Any decision of an adjudicative committee has supreme

authority over the court. Once an adjudicative committee has determined a case, the trial

judges must follow its decision.

Adjudicative committees can get involved in cases and direct the trial outcome

before or after proceedings, with the refelence of the president or trial judge.

Adjr"rdicative committee confelences ale convened and plesided over by the plesident of

the court, and his secletary is in charge of taking notes of the discussion. Typically, the

adjudicative committee will rneet regularly, perhaps once a week depending on the

caseload, and decide a number of cases or other issues each time.5t Th. adjudicative

committee decides cases by a rnajority vote, usually on the basis of an oral or written

lepofi by the lesponsible judge of the collegiate panel that heard the case. Usually, the
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presiding judge in the case will give a summary presentation and the committee decision

will be based on that and any documents presented. Thus, the president cannot

necessarily determine the outcome.5s The original purpose of establishing the

"adjudicative committee" was to ensure quality control in light of the low level of

competence of many judges. However, under this system, the judges who decide the case

are not the ones who hear it. Accoldingly, the judges who do hear the case feel they have

no power and then lose incentive or sense of lesponsibility to work through the issues

themselves.te Muny PRC legal scholars oppose the system and advocate the abolition of

the adjudicative committee.60 Objections of legal scholars notwithstanding, the likelihood

of abolishing the adjudicative committee in the neal future is low.6l

(b) Supervisory Review

China uses the system of "finality" of judgment by two trials. However, two trials

will not necessalily bling a judicial procedure to an end. There are exceptions undel

certain circumstances. On the one hand, each judgment of the death penalty must be

reviewed and apploved by the Supleme People's Coufi, even after the appellatetrial.62

On the other hand, China also provides judicial and prosecutorial supervisory procedures

as an additional loute to appeal fol court review.63 This procedure may be initiated by

interested parlies (by way of petition), the procuracy (by way of protest) or even by the

couft itselt based on legal criteria defining the bases for review.64 Under the

Organizational Lau, of People's Courts (1983), coufts have authority to conduct

"adjudicative supelvision" to review ceftain adjudicated cases which have exhausted all

the appeal avenues and whose "flnal" judgment have become "legally effective."65 Where

the plesident of a law court discovers eror in the determination of facts or application of
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law in legally effective judgments and orders, and deems it necessary to have the case

letried, helshe shall refer the matter to the adjudicative committee fol "discussion and

decision"; and, r.vhere a higher court or the Supreme People's Coult deems it necessary, it

may thereafter reconsider or re-try the case or direct a court at a lower level to re-try the

"ur".uu 
Because this supervisory plocedure offers the litigants an option to bring an error

to the attention of a higher-level court, including the Supreme People's Courl, disgruntled

parties (or their lawyers) would challenge a"final" decision after appeal by petitioning to

the decision-made coud or any of its superior courts (including the SPC) for supervisory

review, which fileans, in other words, to leave aside the original decision (in civil cases)

and conduct a re-trial.67 In addition, as rnentioned in Chapter 1, the procuracy at various

levels are also given the power as part of their supervisory responsibilities to review the

decided cases and lodge protests against virlually all effective judicial decisions.6s The

party's petition or application for retrial might not necessarily initiate an adjudicatory

review by the court; the coutt must, however, form a collegiate panel for retrial upon the

ploculacy' s plotest. 6e

In China, every couft has an "adjudicative supelvision" division specifically

dealing with this kind of "re-trial" claim. Judges in the adjudicative supervision division

only examine the "re-trial" petition, for example, deciding whether to approve or dismiss

it, or even referring it to the adjudicative committee for clecision. However, they will not

directly le-try the case. In fact, cases will be sent back to adjudicative divisions (criminal,

civil and administrative) for re-trial. Under the Laws of Procedure, a new collegiate panel

shall be forrned to re-adjudicate the case in accordance with the procedure of first or

second instance, depending on where the case oliginated.T0
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The aim of this review is to ensure that erroneous or unjust judgments are

corrected, and it is also one method of addressing the shortcoming of "local

protectionism."Tl On the other hand, however, the authority of a trial judgment can be

undermined by this system in which the judgments are still held in challenge, even after

becoming legally effective. Plus, this supervisory review can fail the procedural law

about case closure and make cases drag on for years. In 1995, for example, there were a

reported 70,000 re-tried cases under adjudicative supervision.T2

(c) Mediation

The emphasis on formal rnediation in a proceeding is a distinctive Chinese

judicial feature. The responsible judge in chalge of a civil case typically will attempt to

mediate the dispute and encourage the parties to settle.73 As a matter of fact, well over

half of all civil and economic disputes brought to the courts are mediated.Ta Reaching a

settlement agreement is considered the best way to end a civil dispute, especially a

divorce. Only when the disputing parties refuse to reconcile or fail to reconcile, will

judges make a judgment. Chinese judges have strong reasons for preferring mediation.

On the one hand, mediation genelally decleases the workload of the judges, who are able

to dispose of cases without the formal tlial or written judgment. On the other hand, a

settlement agreement is not appealable. If a dispute ends with a settlement agreement, the

judge is relieved of the risk that his/her judgment might be overruled. In the practice of

Chinese courts, if a judgrnent is overruled on appeal or supelvisory review, the judges,

especially the presiding judge, will be held accountable, which is a fonn of punishment

witliin his/her court. His/her bonus can be leduced and his/her reputation can be damaged.

He/she will lose face before colleagues.T5
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According to the law, mediation must be based on the free will of both parties.T6

In other words, if one parly refuses to reconcile with the other, the judge(s) must conduct

the fbrmal trial rather than push them to settle.77 In real practice, some judges may give

parties ceftain pressure to settle, like harsh words, menacing faces and so on.t8 However,

this kind of pressure becomes less threatening with the strengthening of the judge's

discipline. Once the parlies feel that they are ill-treated ol threatened by the judge, they

rnay complain to court offìcials.7e

(B) Judicial Interpretation

As in some civil law countries, Chinese courls are not authorized to "make" law.

The court's job is to apply the law to the specific factual situation, not to create new law.

Even the Supreme People's Court judgment does not have precedential value, although in

practice lower court judges are keen to follow or at least give weight to these decisions on

adjudicated cases when deciding similar cases. To begin with, previous judgrnents of a

superior court cannot be cited directly in a trial verdict. And more importantly, lower

conrts are not bound by the judgment of higher coults; if they refuse to follow, it is not a

breach of law.

On the other hand, the Supreme People's Couft has power to interpret law, and

such interpretations are then taken as binding in the parlicular case and on lower courts in

subsequent.ur.r.s0 However, this interpretative authority is limited. Filst of all, the Court

is supposed to limit its interpretation to purely 'Judicial matters". Under the Constitution,

the National People's Congress is the legislatule and its Standing Committee has the

exclusive autholity to interpret laws enacted by the NPC and the Standing Committee

itself.sl Though this so-called "legislative interpretation" is exciusively granted and
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reserved by the Standing Committee of the NPC, as a practical mattel, however, it only

makes interpretations of small amounts of law and delegates part of its interpretative

authority to other institutions, such as the Supreme People's Couft, the Suplerne People's

Procuracy, and the State Council.s2 For example, a lot of administrative regulations,

lvhich often contain "clarifications" and function as an administrative interpretation of

the law, are issued through the State Council and ministries.B3 By contrast, 'Judicial

interpretations" ale to be made by the Supreme People's Court and the Supreme People's

Procuracy, though, as a practical matter. it is primarily the SPC that makes these 'ludicial

interpletations."s4 HoweveL, a provision in the Organizational Lattt of People's Courts

(1983) conf,rnes Supreme People's Courl's authority of interpretation to specific

application of laws and decrees in judicial proceedings.s5 Thus, the courl is only

delegated the right to interpret laws where necessary for judicial work. That is, the Court

is supposed to limit its interpretation to that which is necessaly to decide issues that have

arisen, or arguably are likely to arise, in specific .us"s.86 Secondly, the NPC does not

clelegate to the SPC the right to interpret the Constitution. Thus, neither the SPC nor any

other coufi has the authority to conduct judicial review and strilce down laws or

regulations on the glound of unconstitutionality.sT Indeed, neither the SPC nor any other

couft has the right to intelplet ol declare invalid adrninistrative regulations or regulations

passed by the people's governrnents or people's congLesses at the local level, although

courls may refuse to enfolce a regulation contrary to national law.88

In real practice, the SPC has pushed the limits of its restlicted interpretative power,

issuing a number of genelal interpretations of key laws enacted by the NPC and its

Sta¡ding Comrnittee.se For example, the "Coul't's Opinion on Various Questions
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Regarding the Implementation of the General Principles of Civil Law" consisted of some

200 articles, whereas the original statute "General Principles of Civil Law" itself only

contained 156 articles.eO The Supreme People's Cour-t sometimes even joins with other

administrative institutions, such as the Supreme People's Procuracy or ministries under

the State Council, issuing interpretive administrative documents, which function like

legislation.e' However, this kincl of practice of issuing general interpretations of laws has

no basis in law and the SPC can only be excused for overstepping its authority if the

NPCSC fails to issue such interpretations, as contemplated in the Constitution and left to

fill a vacuuro.et Pl.,s, the other courts in China are not authorized to issue any 'Judicial

intelpretatiotts". Some judges may write into the judgment his/hel own understanding

about certain laws, which he/she is applying; this kind of interpretation, however, has no

binding power.

(C) Judgment-Enforcement

In contrast to other countlies that assign the task of enforcing court judgments and

orders to a sheliff or the police, PRC courts are responsible for enforcing their own

judgments.e' Thus, every court has an enfoi'cement division and enforcement officels to

can'y ol1 this responsibility.e4 The law in China also provides penalties for non-

compliance with a judgrnent and empowels a court to take measures against defiant

parties.es However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, a large percentage of judgments and

ordels. particularly in economic cases (with as many as 50 percent) go unenforced.e6 The

plimary reason for such wide-spread non-compliance, and thus non-enforcement of the

law, is the wide-spread lack of cledibility. For example, according to law, inability to

pay is a circumstance wananting the telrnination or suspension of "enfotcement."eT Thus
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in rnany cases, a disgluntled party takes advantage of this provision by concealing the

property. The court may "issue a search waÍïant" to locate the property;98ho*"rrer, if the

concealed property is not located, a courl has nothing to do but suspend or terminate the

execution. Cumently, the notion of credit history has not been introduced into China, nor

can allyone's credit recorcl be tracked down. The disgruntled parly will not face

unfàvourable constraint on future business activity, even if failing to perform the duties

assigned by the court judgment. In addition, insufficient court funding and "local

protectionism" could be another reason fol non-enforcement.ee The latter may alise when

a local court is faced with enforcing a judgment against a local party, either in a case

fi'om its own jurisdiction or, pul'suant to the law of procedure, fi'om a coufi in a different

1. ,. 100
JUrlsolcIlon.

The difficulties courts have in enforcing their own judgments and rulings is a

serious thleat to the authority, prestige, and image of the Chinese judiciary. Many

scholars argue that enforcement is not a judicial function, but should be left to public

security services (police) and to the"wimer", as in other countries.l0l However, this will

lead to the change of institutional arrangement outlined in the Constitution. What a court

can do must not exceed its scope of autholity. Since 7995, the SPC has tried to shift some

responsibility for appointrnents, funding, and decision-rnaking to higher'-level courls in

order to cut off interfèrence by local govemments.l02 In 1995, the SPC passed a notice

whereby the SPC claimed the right to make final decisions for whether to lefuse

enforcement of arbitlal awards.'03 In accordance with the provisions in this notice, if an

IPC intends to refuse to recognize or enforce a foreign or foreign-related award, it must

first submit a report to the HPC. If the HPC agrees with the IPC that the award should not
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be enfblced, the HPC must report the case to the SPC. Only after the SPC approves may

the IPC refuse to recognize or enforce the award.lOaWhen lower-level courts, bowing to

local pressute, undermine the notice by simply sitting on an awaLd, the SPC also can

become more aggressive, issuing regulations imposing tirne deadlines and addressing a

number of other obstacles to enforcernent.l05

Part2z Courts in Canada

By contrast, Canadian courts have four functions: (1) adjudicating cases; (2)

judicial law-making (i.e., precedential case law); (3) conducting constitutional review;

and (4) advising governments (i.e., references).

(A) Adjudication

Like a Chinese cour1, the essential function of a Canadian judicial body is public

adjudication of two-party disputes. In a Canadian courtroom, adjudication is basically

conducted in the context of an adversarial system.l06 However, on occasion, judges and

courts also engage in activities such as mediation, conciliation or negotiation to settle the

dispute.ì07 For example, in a climinal court, judges ale often concernecl with processing

requests for adjournrnents and bail. In a civil court, judges sometimes do not act as

adjudicators hearing the arguments and determining legal rights, but as mediators trying

to guide the parties to a compromise out-of-court solution which will induce a settled

. r08 -agreement.'"" Farnily court judges may well be found assisting families and social

agencies to find some better means of keeping a young person out of trouble, and small

claims court judges involve thernselves in counseling individuals on management of

theil debts.l0e For example, under the "case management" tule of Quebec's Superior

Family Coutt, mediation in divolce proceedings is mandatol'y.'10
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(B) Judicial Law-Making

A major charactelistic of the Canadian judiciary is that judges can make law

through adjudication. As a common ìaw country, the decision of any Canadian couft can

be recognized as legal precedent binding on itself and courts of lower jurisdiction, and

thus become a rule of law. For example, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council's

and the Supreme Court of Canada's interpretation of Canada's Constitution has become

parl of the law of the Canadian constitution.lll

According to common law philosophy, law has the fèature of inescapable

generality. No body of rules could ever be comprehensive and detailed enough to

anticipate explicitly the circumstances of the specifrc disputes which may arise under a

legal syster',.."2 Plr'rs, many disputes that come before the courts involve a number of

legal arguments based on different and compelling legal rules and principles.ll3 In

applying the law to new and unforeseeable circumstances and in sorting out priorities

between cornpeting legal rules and principles, judges must put flesh on the bare skeleton

of the law by making interpretations; and in the process. this interpretation shapes the

substance of the law.l la

In Canada, not only Supreme Court of Canada justices can shape and develop the

law in the pr:ocess of settling a dispute about it; tlial courts also have their rnajol impact

on development of law and public policy thi'ough their day-to-day, case-by case decision-

rnaking.

(C) Constitutional Review

In addition to the authority of making law tluough adjudication, Canadian coutts

are empowered to veto legislation or executive activities which, in the judicialy's view,
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violate the law of the Constitution.r15 This judicial power of reviewing the

constitutionality of governmental activity has been well entlenched by common law

conventionsincethecountry'searliestdays.l'6AndasnotedinChapterl,since 1982the

pow-er ofjudicial review has been recognized and expanded in the text of the Constitution.

Section 52(1) of the Conslitution AcÍ 1982 clearly established the legal supremacy of the

Constitution: "The Constitution of Canada is the supreme law of Canada, and any law

that is inconsistent with plovisions of the Constitution is, to the extent of the

inconsistency, of no force or no effect." And Section zaQ) of Charter of Rights and

Freedoms greatly expands the judiciary's capacity and inclination to check government:

the Supreme Court of Canada can overrule legislation and executive acts of govelnment,

not only on the ground that they violate the federal division of powers but also on the

ground that they violate fundamental rights and freedoms of citizens.

Accordingly, both by long-standing convention and the constitution, Canadian

courts have the power to conduct judicial leview of clecisions ol actions taken by a

goverrunental body or by the parliament and provincial legislatuÍes, and if they find that

it is not in compliance with the Constitution, to overule it, i.e., strike down legislation or

overturn the executive action, or order a public off,rcial to act in a ceftain manner and thus

lrold legislatures and bureaucracies in check. Under provisions in the BNA Act (1867),

botli the fecleral parliarnent and the provincial legislatures have powers over the

jurisdiction of courts.llT But this power does not enable either level of a legislature to

pass legislation which is immune from constitutional review in the courts.l'8 Inhistory,

there were few occasions when govemments attempted to plevent the courts fi'om

leviewing the constitutional validity of legislation. However, these effoils to bar judicial
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review all failed.l'nAs Buruy Strayer sums up: "ln the struggle between judicial review

and the prerogative, judicial review has emerged supreme."l20

(D) Policy-Folmation

In addition to performing its essential function of adjudication, Canadian courls

and judges also serve some political functions. This political capacity of the Canadian

judiciary can be understood in two dimensions. On the one hand, superior courts (i.e.,

The Supreme Courl of Canada and provincial appellate courts) play a special role as

advisors to the government. The fedelal government may ask The Supreme Coult of

Canada to decide a question that has not arisen in any actual .ase.'t'References are

usually on constitutional questions, such as the validity of a particular piece of actual or

proposed legislation.'2'A sttiking exampleis Ref. re Amenchnent of the Constitution of

Canada (Nos. 1 ,2 &.3) (1981), 125 D.L.R. (3d) 1 (S.C.C.). The fedelal government put

ploposed constitutional changes before the Court and compelled it to determine their

constitutional validity.''3 Th. provincial governments have a coïresponding power to

refer questions to their provincial superior appeal courts.l2a This pre-emptive device

enables the validity of legislation and other matters to be determined by putting

uncertainty to rest before the point can be raised in subsequent litigation.l25

On the other hand, judges in Canada can exercise important political functions ofï

the bench and outside the cout house, in contexts which involve them with other actors

and institutions in the political system. This function is achieved thlough the practice of

assigning judges to royal commissions and commissions of inquiry. In Canada, as in

Blitain and other Commonwealth countries, judges are fiequently appointed by the

executive branch of government to serve on commissions to inquire into and make
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recommendations ou tnatters of public concern and political controversy.l26 The subjects

investigated by commissions, whether they be major policy issues such as federal-

provincial relations or medicare, or the improprieties of cabinet ministers, or allegations

of illegal activities by the national police and seculity service, are usually topics of great

political interest and partisan debate.'27 When serious charges have been made about the

misconduct of ministers or officials, or when there is need to review a public policy,

govemments in parliamentary systems have often favored appointing a royal commission

rather than permitting the matter to be investigated by legislative committees.r2s There

are two obvious reasons for appointing judges to a royal commission. First, from a

technical point of view, they are experienced in conducting proceedings in which

contending views are given a fair hearitrg.'tn Secondly, from a political point of view, the

judge has an aura of impartiality which lends credibility and authority to any inquiry.l30

The reference procedule and the participation of judges in royal commissions

have been criticized for contdbuting to the politicization of the judiciary.r3r Despite

scholarly criticism of a court's political role, this tendency in the Canadian political

system to rely on the judicial process as a means of pleventing abuse of power and

protecting ligìrts is likely to continue. Why? Because Canadians may still believe in the

liberal notion of building checks and balances into their system of government.

Part 3: Contrast

Compared with the Chinese judiciary, Canadian judges have more capacity,

exercise more influence on law development and policy-formation, and enjoy more

prestige. power and authority.
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First, a Canadian juclge's law-making role allows judicial decisions in parlicular

cases to add to the substance of law and exercises tremendous influence on the policies

and rights established through the other sources of law (executive-made law and

legislatule-made law). I 32

Secondly, a court's power to conduct judicial review of the constitutionality of

othel legislation and governmental activities gives it a central word in debates about

constitutional issues and holds legislatures and bureaucracies to account. In recent years,

the spread of judicial review based on written constitutions has increased the political

signifìcance of j udicial law-making.

Thirdly, a Canadian judge's participation in loyal commissions and commissions

of inquiry strengthens their pre-eminent status in the rule of law system. In the meantime,

a judge's extra-judicial work helps shape public policies, and so does the supeliol courl's

practice of giving allswers to the public issues referred by goverrunents.

By contrast, a Chinese coult has no power to make law; even the Supreme

People's Couft's limited power to issue interpretations on existing law is confined to a

small scope, which is called "pure judicial interpretation." Plus, in China. the power of

deciding the validity of legislation is left to the highly political People's Congress, and a

couft has no power to conduct 'Judicial review on constitutionality" and ovemule the

legislation that it thinks conflicts with the constitution. In this sense, a Chinese court does

not go beyond a purely adjudicative loie and claim a role to hold governments and

legislatures in check. All in all, Canadian courts are not only components of the legal

system, but also they are, at the same time, vital and independent institutions in society at

large tlrat cornbine "legislative", "adjudicative" and "political" capacities.l33 By contrast,
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a Chinese courl is more like an instrument of govelnment aiming at applying existing law

to particular cases. Even though in practice, the Supreme People's Court has been

publisliing decisions in its Gazette since 1985 and circulating decisions to the lower

courts through intemal channels, these are instructive examples merely for guidance or

educational value, but not fol citation: they are not binding and are not supposed to be

considered a source of law.ì34

Section 3: Jurisdictions

Jurisdiction of any couft has two dimensions: f,rlst, subject matter competence;

second, territorial competence. Here, "subject matter" competence means the human acts

and negligences for which a court has authority to offer punishment, remedy or redress;

"territorial competence" means the geographical area and limits of a court's jurisdiction

that depend on a connection between (a) the territory or legal system of the state in wliich

the court is established, and (b) a party to a proceeding in the court ol the facts on which

that proceeding is based.r35

Part l.: Chinese Courts

(A) Subject Matter

Basically speaking, except for a couple of special courts, any court in China has

comprehensive jurisdiction over criminal and civil disputes and judicial leview of

administrative action.136 Chinese courts have no power to conduct constitutional review;

the Constitulion Acl of China is not indictable. And except for the grass-root courts, any

higher-level courts, including tlie SPC, have jurisdiction over both f,trst-instance cases

ancl appeals.'" LiL. any other country, the original jurisdiction of a superiot'coutt always

f'ocuses on major cases of more imporlance and complexity.l3s
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(B) Teritorial

In China, the tenitorial jurisdiction of courts is distributed by the laws of

procedule (criminal. civil and administrative) on the basis of geographical locatiorr.''e In

other words, the distribution of jurisdiction is parallel to the hierarchical and tenitorial

divisions of administrative units in which a court is established, like a province, city or

district. Nolmally. a court has jurisdiction over all the lawsuits having connection with

the subject matter that falls within the geographical territory of its administrative unit at

the same level.

In China, higher courts always have more authority and jurisdiction; but

compared to higher courls, a lower coufi's jurisdiction is limited. First, the laws of

procedure for civil, criminal, and administrative litigations all specifically exclude

jurisdiction of grass-r'oot courts on celtain subject matters.la0 Secondly, whele the right of

jurisdiction is in dispute between several courls, it shall be resolved thlough an agreement

with the two parlies involved; whele the agreement has failed, these courts lequest their

comlnon superior courl to designate the jurisdiction.lal In addition, under certain

circumstances, the jurisdiction of courts at different levels can be transfened in and out. It

is up to the superior court to decide whether to take or refuse the transfer of a proceeding.

For example, if the case is of "majol impoftance", lower coufts may request transfer to a

higher court's jurisdiction; moreover, a superior people's court has the light to conduct at

first instance the trial of a case upward, which is under the oliginal jurisdiction of an

infèr'ior people's court; it may also assign a case downward, under its own jurisdiction of

filst instance to an infèrior people's coufi for trial.ta2
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Part2: Canadian Courts

Unlike their Chinese counterparts, Canadian courts find their jurisdictions from a

variety of authorities, such as theil mandating statutes, inherent practice and even

precedential rulings. Why? As I have mentioned before, Canadian coufts are not

established or govemed by a single statute applying all across the country. Therefore, one

must look to many diffèr'ent sources in defining the julisdiction of particular courts.l43

(A) Subject Matter

First, Canadian coutts (i.e., only designated courts of regular jurisdiction) have

jurisdiction on four categories of subject matter: criminal cases, civil cases, constitutional

issues (whether constitutional questions are the only issues raised or whether they are

raised in the context of another issue) and judicial review of administrative actions.

Courts of any level have the powel to deal with the first three categolies; however, the

process ofjudicial review of adrninistrative actions is conducted in accordance with an

inherent jurisdiction vested in courls of superior jurisdiction to grant prerogative

rernedies which, traditionally in English common law were four: certiorari, mandamus,

prohibition, and qtto vtcrr't'crnto.'uo For provincially constituted adrninistrative tribunals, an

application f'or judicial review is rnade to the court of superior jurisdiction in the

province.la5 in particular, these applications are made to the trial division of the supreme

court of a province.'06 For. federally constituted administrative tribunals, such application

is made to the Federal Court.raT

Secondly, there is a separation of subject matter between jurisdictions of federal

and provincial courls. In Canada the adrninistration ofjustice genelally is entrusted to the

plovinces, while the federal court system is not as fully developed as in the United
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States.las Most provincial and territorial superior courts existed prior to confederation;

thus they have inherent jurisdictiorr, which means Lrnlimited power on all criminal and

civil matters except those specifically excluded by statute.roe Plrs, by provincial and

federal statutes, they may also be given jurisdiction to deal with particular matters, for

example, constitutional questionr.tto By contrast, since the Federal Court of Canada

(FCC) was created by an act of parliament, it lacks the "inherent" jurisdiction of the

provincial superiol coutts. It obtains its jurisdiction from the Federal Com,t Act or from

other federal statutes, so it can only deal with matters specified in these fedelal statutes,

which involve federal institutions or arise out of federal law, for example, inter-provincial

and fèderal-provincial disputes, intellectual propefty proceedings (e.g, copyright, patent,

trademark). citizenship appeals, Comltetition Acl cases and cases involving Crown

corporations or departments of the Government of'Canada.lsl In addition, the Federal

Courl has the power of judicial review for decisions, orders and other administrative

actions of federal boards, commissions and tribunals; these bodies may refer any question

of law, juriscliction or practice to the FCC at any stage of a proceeding.l52 For certain

mattets, such as maritime law or constitutional issues, a case may be brought before

eitliel tlie FCC or a provincial or tenitorial superior couú. in this respect, the FCC and

the superioL courts share jurisdiction.ls3 Federal court can only deal with matters

specified in federal statutes while provincial and territorial superiol courls can hear cases

of any area except those specifically excluded by a statute. 
l5a

Thirdly, there is separation of subject matter between a superior couft and inferior'

court. Genelally speaking, the superior courts try the most serious criminal and civil

cases, including divorce cases and cases that involve large amounts of money (the
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minimum is set by each province).155 Provincial inferior courts deal with most criminal

offences, family law matters (except divorce), young offenders (fi'om 12 to 17 years old),

trafÏc violations, provincial regulatory offences, and claims involving money up to a

certain amount (set by each province).rs6 In addition, all preliminary inquiries (hearings

to determine whether there is enough evidence to justiff a full trial in serious climinal

cases) take place before the provincial courts.i5T Although it is true that "lesser" rratters

ale dealt with by the lower courts, it is not correct to assume that the more important

matters are excluded. For example, under the Criminal Code serious crimes called

"indictable offences" are defined as offences for which the maximum penalty is greater

than six months in prison and/or a hne of two thousand dollars. Persons accused of such

crimes (except for murder and a short list of exotic crimes like piracy, which must be

tried in the plovincial superior courl) have the right to "elect" the method of their trial (by

provincial courtjudge alone, provincial superiorjudge alone, or provincial superiorjudge

and jury).158 The consequence of this opportunity to choose is that these lower courls

"exercise a vast criminal jurisdiction which appeal's to be unmatched by the lower

crirninal courts of any other liberal democracy".'tn

Fourlhly. besides the federal specialized couús (tax arrd rnilitary couds), marly

special coufis or special divisions of a court are created within the regular provincial

court system. For example, in the new territory of Nunavut, the Nunavut Court of Justice

combines the power of the superior trial court and the territolial court so that the same

judge can hear all cases that arise in the territory.l60 And some provinces have established

special unified family courts at the superior court level to deal exclusively with cerlain

fàmily law matters, including divolce and property claims.16l A number of coutls at the
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provincial infer'ior level are dedicated exclusively to particular types of offences or

groups of offenders.'6' A recent example is the Drug Tleatment Courts prograÍI, set up in

Toronto and Vancouver. I63

(B) Territorial

Like a Chinese coutt, Canadian courts also define their territorial jurisdictions on

the basis of the geographical ten'itory of an area in which the court is established.

Normally, a court has jurisdiction over all the disputes having connection with subject

matter that fàlls within the geographical limits of the area in which the court presides.

Part 3: Contrast

Filst, the mainstream in both countries' court systems is toward consolidation and

universalism. with the vast majority of courls dealing with all types of matters. The

numbers of specialized coutts that handle specific types of cases remains few and focused

(in Canada: tax cotul and military court; in China: military cour1, railroad transportation

coutt, and maritime court). In Canada, some courts at the lower level may have specified

divisions with a confined jurisdiction on specific types of subject matter; however, all the

higher courts have general jurisdiction.

Secondly, the "subject matter" jurisdiction of Chinese and Canadian courts is

different. Chinese coults (even the Supreme People's Court) have no power to conduct

constitutional review, nor do they have plenary power ofjudicial review of administrative

actions. On the one hand, Chinese courls have very limited review powers. Chinese

coults may only review "concrete adrninistrative actions" involving abuse of power, error

in application of Law, ultra vires aclions, and so on. However, courts have no power to

interplet or review administrative rules or regulations (so-called "abstract administrative
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actions") or exercise ofadministrative discretion.l6a On the other hand, the forms of

remedy that a Chinese court can adopt to protect the injured parly are few. In Chinese law,

viltually the only available remedy is to introduce litigation to annul the administrative

action or order a new action. Generally speaking, however, coufts cannot substitute their

own judgment for that of the administrative agencies.l65

On the contrary, Canadian courts have plenary jurisdiction on crirninal cases, civil

cases and judicial review of constitutional issues and administlative actions. On the one

hand. the actions and decisions of all administrative tribunals, ilrespective of the

categorization of theil particular functions (a "legislative" or "administrative" 01'

"ministerial" or "quasi-judicial" function) are subject to challenge on a wide range of

grounds and might be quashed by courls of supelior jurisdiction.'6ó On the other hand,

upon the applicant's request, courts can grant various types of plerogative remedies

which are appropliate in different circumstances. For example, the granting of a writ of

cerliorat'i ot, in some plovinces. an order in the nature of certiorarl, quashes the decision

of an adnrinistrative tlibunal; a writ of mandamas compels a public offrcial to perform an

act wlrich he has a statutory duty to perform; a writ of quo warranto prevents the

continued exercise of unlawful authority or power on the part of a public official.l6T

The discrepancy in the 'Judicial review" power of Chinese courls and Canadian

courts leflects two different constitutional arrangements for separation of the institutions.

China has not adopted the principle of separation of state power. The judicial review

system has not been designed as a tool to ensure the constitutionality and legality of all

other state powers. Thus, no Chinese couft has been granted complete 'Judicial review"

power'. By contrast, checlcs and balances have been built into the Canadian system. Over
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a long period of time, the Canadian political system has been relying on the judicial

plocess as a means of preventing abuses of executive, legislative and adrninistrative

power and protecting individual lights. That's whv Canadian courts are granted more

competent judicial powers for review of constitutional issues and administrative actions.

Thirdly, in China, the "subject matter" jurisdiction of courts at the same level is

almost the same. That's because Chinese courts are established by the same legislation

(Constitution Act 1982 and Organizational Lcnt, of People's CourÍs 1979) and granted

jurisdiction from the same authority (civil, criminal, administrative plocedure laws). Plus,

thele is no separation of federal and provincial jurisdiction. Thus, subject matters are

geographically dispersed into the court established in the different area. On the contrary,

in Canacla, the precise details of jurisdiction and procedure vary from one court to

another. On the one hand, the subject matters under provincial and federal jurisdictions

are different. Federal Court can only deal i,vith matters specified in federal statutes while

provincial and territorial superior courts have jurisdiction in all matters of any area except

those specifically excluded by a statut".t68 On the other hand, provincial and teritorial

courts (both superior and inferior) are established by provincial legislation, so it is

diff,rcult to clescribe, at least in respect of provincially constituted courts across Canada,

the specif,rc functions of those courts, although they do share certain common

functions.l6e Actually, the uniformity of a Chinese coult's jurisdiction is the reflection of

China's unitaly structure and codified civilian tradition; while the diversity of a Canadian

coult's jurisdiction is the reflection of Canada's federalism and cornm.on law tradition.

Fourlhly, in China, appellate courts can conduct trials of many first-instance

cases. Even the Supreme Peopie's Court has original jurisdiction on subject matters
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which ate, of its own opinion, important. In Canada, appellate courts do not have original

jurisdiction to try litigated disputes. Even in the "reference" procedure, the questions

referred to a provincial superior appeal coufi or The Supreme Court of Canada are not

raised fi'om any actual case.

Section 4: Court Personnel

Part 1: Composition

(A) Cliina

In China, a law court is run by judges and their administrative staff. Judges ale

def,rned as adjudicatory personnel who exercise state judicial authority in accoldance with

the law;170 however, not everyone who is designated a'Judge" will try a case. Some are

assigned to do the research or legistlation ol judgrnent-enforcement work. In a way,

being a judge is more a matter of rank. What kind of work a judge really engages in

totally depends on the arrangemerf of his/her courl. A judge can be transfered from an

adjudicative post to non-adjudicative posts by court officials or the adjudicative

committee. Norrnally, the judge corps includes "presidents, vice presidents, rnembers of

adjudicative committees, division chiefs, judges and associate judges."'7' Administrative

staff outnumber judges, including couft clerks, court police officers (equivalent to bailiffs)

and other supporting staff (fol example, a typist, secretary and computer technician). In

China, court administrative staff ale governmental employees; staff,tng level decisions are

made by the State Organ Staffing Cornmission under the Personnel Ministry, which is

under the State Council.li2 The Supreme People's Courl is seeking reforms that would

allow it mole control over f,rnancial and staffing members.lT3 Currently, some coufts at

the front of this reformation like Chengdu High-Tech District Court are recruiting
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adrninistrative staff on the basis of a one-to-one contract.lTa

The workforce varies from court to coult; fol example, Chengdu High-Tech

District Court has neally 24 judges (including one president, three vice presidents) and 37

administrative staff:l7s while the Supreme People's Court has nearly 600 employees,

including one plesident, eight vice plesidents, 80 judges, 120 assistant judges, 50 judicial

police (equivalent to bailiff) and other staff.r76

(B) Canada

Canadian courts are run by judicial personnel and courl service staff as well. In

2000101, I 1,900 employees (full-time equivalents) were employed in Canadian

provincial, teritorial and federal courls, which has remained stable since 1998199. Of the

total nurnber of employees, 9,890 (83%) were employed as court staff and 2,011 (17%)

were judges.lTT

In Canadian courts, judicial personnel have two categories: full time and

supernumerary justices. Full-time include all full-time judges appointed by the Minister

of Justice Canada or by a province. Supernumerary include all non-retired. active judges

over the age of 65 years. Eighty-eight percent (1,771) of all judges work full-time while

the remaining I2o/o (240) arc employed in a supernumerary, usually part-time capacity.tTs

Couft staff includes any stafl ernployee in the court services branch not presiding

over court functions, such as administrators, security, registrars, court clerks, law library

and legal research staff, sheriffs, judicial officers and judge's secretaries.lTe Som"

administrative staff, such as justices of the peace, masters and couú clerks can perfotm

certain quasi-judicial functions. I 80

In Canadian courts, the administrative stafl also outnumbers judicial staff. The
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plopoftion of pelsonnel accounted for by judges is generally lower for the federal courts

and the tenitolies than for the provinces. The ploportion ofjudges ranges from 6%o of the

total personnel at The Supreme Coufi of Canada T.o l5o/o in the Tax Court of Canada.18l

Among tlie provinces, the proportion of personnel accounted for by judges ranges from

14%o in Blitish Columbia and Nova Scotia, to 25%o in Saskatchewan and 27o/o in

Newfoundland and Labrador. 182

(C) Contrast

In China, judges may fulfill a vaúety of achninistrative or non-judicial functions

while in Canada, thele is an unbleachable boundary between those who judge and those

who administer. A Canadian judge can never be transferred from adjudicative to non-

adjudicative posts.

Part2: Prerequisites for Being a Judge

(A) China

In China, the prerequisites for a judge include citizenship (a PRC national), age

(23 years ol older), physical status (healthy) and political integrity (advocates of the

Constitution).183 Palty membership is not necessarily required, although in reality many

judges join the party to take advantage of opporlunities for personal advancement.lsa

However, the influence of pafty rnembership on personal promotion is decreasing

dramatically. Mole and more emphasis is given to educational background and work

experience.ls5

Priol to the 1995 Judges Act,therc were no prerequisites of technical cornpetence

(legal skill) fol being a judge. Until lecently, many judges in Chinese coutls did not hold

a law degree.ls6 What is more, over a long period of time, since the courts were
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considered an instrument of state control, Chinese courts recruited a lot of retired military

officels with no legal background, on the basis of their allegiance towards the Chinese

Comrnunist Party.

Recently, China has taken steps to promote the plofessionalism of judges. The

SPC has called for an end to the practice of promoting administrative persorurel to

judgeships, and the number of former rnilitary offrcers acting in a judicial capacity has

already decreased.'tt Und"t the 1995 Judges Act, all new judges are required to have a

college education and pass a public examination.tss In 2007, the amended. Judges Act

even upgraded the standards to a higher level. For example, new judges must have a

bachelor's degree in law or a bachelor's degree in some other subject combined with a

knowledge of law, plus two years of experience in legal work to become a judge in a

lowel coutt, ol tluee years of work experience to be appointed to an HPC or the SPC.l8e

In addition, new judges must take a unified national judicial examination, which is not

easy. Once they pass that exam, new judges are required to undelgo three months'

training before assuming their post.ìeoTh. Jtrdges Act also addresses the issue of existing

judges who lack suff,icient legal training, requiring that they either meet the standards for

incoming judges within a definite period of time or be lemoved.lel According to the

SPC's five-year plan announced in 1998, unqualified judges are to be dismissed or

tlansferred to non-adjudicatory posts.le2As a result, cunent judges who do not meet the

standards are eager to undergo remedial training to raise theil level of competence. The

SPC has also intensifìed efforts to provide judicial training. For example, it has

established a formal training program at Beijing University and at People's University,
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where judges attend courses f-or from one to three yeals.'e3 In addition, its 2001-05 Plan

requires that all judges undergo at least one month of legal training every three years.lea

(B) Canada

Canadian ideology about selecting judges is that appointment is part of the

process of recruiting a society's governing elite. Thus the legal professional bachground

is decisive fol judicial recluitment. Canadian judges are appointed from the lanks of

practising lawyers.le5 The practice of selecting judges from the bar was adopted in

Canada tiom England as soon as thele were barristers available and incolporated in the

Clon.çtitntion Act 7867 for all federally appointed Section 96 judges.re6It hus been applied

by statute to the federal courts established undel Section 101 and, in more recent yeals, to

the lower provincial courts.leT Today in most provinces it is a statutory requilement that,

to be eligible for appointment to the provincial court, a person must be a practicing

lawyer. And it is now normal to require at least five and, more typically, ten years of

practice as a lawyel before appointment.les So, aside from lay justices of the peace who

hear cases involving traffic violations and other summary offences, the judges of all

provincial cout'ts, except those of Alberta and Newfoundland, are required by statute to

be members of the bar.lee Even in Alberta and Newfoundland, it is the custom to appoint

peïsons with experience in professional practice.200

In the past, provincial judges (or "magistrates" as they were usually called) did

not lrave to be lawyers. However, the professionalization of the magistlacy has nearly

elinrinated the lay judge in Canada.z0l "Grandfather clauses" in the new legislation have

enabled a few non-lawyers to survive on the provincial bench; but they will soon leach

retirement.tl'The only place where lay persons continue to perform an adjudicative role
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are in those provinces and territories that use justices of the peace to try minor

rî 20ìorrences.

(C) Contrast

While China is still struggling with the promotion of professionalism of its judges,

Canada has been served by a highly qualified judicial workforce for decades.

Part 3: Appointment, Promotion, Discipline, Removal

(A) China

In contrast to many countries, PRC judges do not enjoy life tenure. Rather', they

are appointed for an open term and continue to serve until they are removed or

voluntarily resign.2Oa The Judges Acl doesnot set out the term of offrce for judges. In real

practice, only the president of the court serves a term of years, with a 5-year limit, once

renewable.t05 All other senior and junior judges serve like civil selvants, once appointed

to be a judge, rarely removed unless engaging in severe misconduct.206 However, this

does not necessarily mean that they are protected by the security of life tenure. Chinese

judges are subject to annual appraisal which aims at examining and assessing their'

achievement in judicial work, legal skills, professional competence and molal

charactel.2Ot The result of appraisal is taken as a basis for reward, discipline, promotion,

training, dismissal and for readjustment of his/her grade and salary.20s

(a) Appointtnent

Accolding to the Judges Act, the authority to appoint and dismiss judges is

granted to the People's Congress and its Standing Committee. However, the real power

lies with the Party. For example, the Judges Act (1995), Article 11 stipulates that the

People's Congress at the same level elect and disrniss the president of the court. The
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president then nominates the other judges of his/hel courl to the approval process of the

conesponding level's standing committee of the People's Congress, including vice-

presidents, members of the adjudicative committee, division chiefs, vice-chiefs and other

senior.iudges with the exception of assistant judges. Assistant judges are appointed and

clismissed by the presidents of their courts.2Oe In reality, however, CPC officials name for

local people's congresses the candidates to select for the judiciary, and all appointments

must be approved or vetoed by the Party Organization Department.2l0 The rank of the

judge determines the level of the Party Organization Deparlment and the degree of

scrutiny.2l ' In some cases the approval of the Party organ at a higher level is requiled; in

some cases, approval of the Parly organ at the same level is suff,rcient; while for lowel

level judges, sirnply submitting the appointment to the Organization Department for the

record is sufficient, although even in that case the Organization Depaftment can still veto

the appointments, though it ralely does.2l2 To illustrate, the president of a provincial-level

HPC has a bureau chief rank. Thus, the appointment must be approved by the Central

Party Organization Department.tt3 The vice-president of an HPC has a vice-bureau chief

rank, and thus is approved by the Organization Depaltrnent at the provincial level, with

the appointment filed for the record with the Central Oryanization Department.zla After

tlre candidate has been selected, the Organization Department then collects information

on the t'ecommendees and prepares the file where approval is necessary. Once the Party

vetoing hurdle is cleared, the People's Congress at ihe same level formally appoints the

plesident, and the People's Congress standing committee formally appoints the vice-

presidents, division chief, vice-chiefs and other senior judges.2l5

As indicated ear{ier, the cunent selection of a new and assistant judge is to be
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based on the educational background and a unified national judicial examination.2r6 Work

experience is also needed, though not the crucial prerequisite. Fresh graduates can be

recruited into the court first as a senior judge's assistant, then after one or two years

articling with the court, once they pass the national examination, they can be appointed as

a judge with the nomination of the president.2rT On the other hand, for the position of

senior judge or a coutt official, like president or vice president, being a member of the

adjudicative committee, division chief, plofessional experience is important. For example,

supreme and higher court judges are now to be selected fi'om lower level judges with at

least five yeats'experience, and from academics and elite lawyers.2ls As of 2001, BPC

presidents are to be selected fi'om among the best judges in the couft, and should be at

least thirty-five years old, with at least five years of trial experience.2le

(b) Promotion

In China, there is a regular caÍeer path through the various levels of the judicial

hieralchy. A young person can enter the judicial sewice immediately following university

graduation in law at the bottom of the judicial ladder and gradually work his/her way up

toward a higher position in the judicial hierarchy, e.g., from assistant judge to judge of

lower rank to judge of higher rank. In addition, an ordinary judge, if found to have

outstanding perfolmance, can be promoted to the position of chief judge (president) of

his/her courl or to the position in a higher-level court. The result of annual appraisal is

taken as a basis for rewald, promotion, demotion and other disciplinary measures.

I{owever, as indicated earlier. Parly apploval lemains an important factor in judicial

promotion, especially in selecting chief justices or chief judges (often, president of a

court).
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(c) Discipline

The Judges Act creates standards of performance and conduct and sets out various

sanctions fol judges, including a disciplinary warning, a recorded demerit, dernotion and

even dismissal.22o Judges today are subject to arurual "examination" and "assessment",

which include "work performance, professional competence, molal character and legal

skill". This annual appraisal is conducted by a committee which is established in the

couú and made up of courl officials, division chiefs and some senior judges.22lIf ajudge

is found to lack competence or career ethics in an appraisal, he/she may be given a

disciplinary war'ning or demotion or deprived of allowances .222 In addition, judges may

be given more severe sanctions such as crirninal penalty or even dismissed for engaging

in various fonns of misconduct such as embezzling money, accepting a bribe, extorting

confessions by torture or falsifying evidence."3 Some grounds for dismissal involve

political considerations, such as divulging state secrets, spreading statements that damage

the plestige of the state, joining illegal organizations, participating in assemblies,

processions, demonstrations, or strikes against the state and the catch-all "failing to

perfonn a judge's duty."22a However, judges may challenge a decision to impose

sanctions or disrnissal through an internal appeal process, appealing f,rrst to the organ that

made the decision and then to the next highest level.225

(d) Rernoval

Because Chinese judges are not protected by security of tenule, they can, if found

incompetent or in poor health or engaging in serious misconduct such as conuption, be

removed or dismissed fi'om office. In China, judicial removal is irnposed on disqualified

judges. When it comes to judicial removal, the People's Congress at each level is
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responsible fol rertoving judges, while their standing committee may remove vice-

presidents and division chiefs and other judges.226 The authority and process of judicial

lemoval is the same as for judicial appointment.2zT However, like the appointment

process, all dismissals must be approved or vetoed by the Party Organization Department

as well. As a matter of fact, few judges have been disrnissed for incornpetence or

corluption.22s

(B) Canada

Though it is a federal country with separation of powers between national and

provincial goverrurents, Canada has a centralized control over judicial appointments

(a) Appointment

In the broad perspective, the Canadian system of selecting and appointing judges

is based on the practice developed in England."e This system has two basic features: first,

the judges are appointed by those who head the executive branch of government; and

secondly, the judges are selected fiom the practicing bar.230 Precisely speaking, this

system of executive appointrnent of plactising lawyers can be understood from three

dimensions.

First, there is sepalation of "appointrnent" power between fedelal and provincial

governments. The complement of Canadian judges has three main components. The

largest group is made up ofjudges appointed by provincial and territorial governments.23l

These judges preside in the provincial and tenitorial inferior coufts. Next numerically ale

Section 96 judges. These judges are appointed by the federal govemment and preside

over the provincial or territorial superior trial courts and courls of appeal.23z Finally, a

much smallel group of federally appointed judges serve on the Federal Trial Court,
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Fedelal Court of Appeal, Supreme Court of Canada and specialized courts (Tax Court

and military courts).233

Secondly, there may be no uniformity in the processes of judicial appointment in

Canada.23a Essentially, there are eleven, not one, processes of appointment.235 First, there

is the single federal process of appointment of justices to The Supreme Court of Canada,

to the fèderal courts and to courls of superior jurisdiction in the provinces.236 In addition,

each of the ten provinces has its own process of appointment of provincial judges to the

provincial coutts, though the requirements for provincial appointrnents are sirnilar.t3' Fo,

example, among twelve judicial councils established in Canada, only seven perform a

role in the appointing process.'3s Th" council established at the federal level, the

Canadian .Iudicial Council, is involved only in discipline and education.23e Similarly, the

judicial councils of Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Quebec play no part in

appointments.2aO However, in British Columbia, the judicial council acts as a true

nominating commission: the council. not the minister, has the primary responsibility for

collecting names and establishing a bank of good prospects for the provincial judiciary.2al

And the Provincial Court Act of British Columbia stipulates that the cabinet may appoint

only persons who have been recommended by the British Columbia Judicial Council.2a2

While in some provinces, such as Ontalio and Saskatchewan, the judicial council's role

in appointments has been much more passive, closer to the screening function performed

by the Canadian Bar Association's National Committee on the Judiciary in federal

appointments.2a3

Thirdly, political patronage has been a factor in appointing judges in at least two

ways. The federal governing rnajority party can defer to choices suggested by its
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provincial agents and, of coul'se, a judicial candidate's plior membership or suppoft for

the party in power can help. In the past, most judges appointed by both federal and

provincial Liberal governments were Liberal, judges appointed by Conservative

governments were Conservative, and the general trend was rnerely qualified by the minor

disturbance constituted by cross-party and non-political appointrnents.244 Today, the

political component in the appointment process has substantially been reduced. Recently,

public disclosures and scholarly research has levealed that the propoltion of appointed

judges overtly involved in politics has significantly declin"d.tot However, the influence

of political power on judicial appointments will never be completely eliminated in a

parliamentary system. Why?

Nurnber 1: in Canada, at both the fedelal and provincial levels, appointment to the

judiciary is made by the replesentative of the crown and the cabinet: the governor general

ol the lieutenant-governor in council.to6 However, the selection and screening of

candidates are under the control of cabinet and its individual ministers. More specifically,

the Canadian system concentrates the responsibility for judicial appointment in the hands

of the federal Minister of Justice and Prime Minister. At this level, both are responsible

for submitting a recommendation to cabinet; the person to fill a judgeship by the Minister

of Justice and for a chief justiceship, by the Prime Minister.2aT In 1967, when Pieme

Trudeau became minister of justice, he began to adopt the practice of seeking the opinion

of a committee of the Canadian Bar Association before appointing any judge.2a8 However,

the lole of the Canadian Bar's judiciary committee is based on an informal alrangement.

It has no statutory basis and its composition has evolved considerably over the years.2ae

This cornmittee comes into play in the rniddle of the selection plocess: after candidates
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for- appointment have been identified by a minister of justice but before the minister

makes his lecommendation to the cabinet.250 The committee members would conduct

inquiries or investigations and then report individually to the chairman about the

candidate's legal ability, temperament, character, health and so on.t5l The chairman may

check back with membels if there appears to be a serious disagreement among the

appraisals.2t2 The committee does not vote on nominees, nor does it compare candidates

for a particular vacancy or rank them.253 In each case the chairman, on the basis of

ntembers' lepofis. arrives at a determination of whether a candidate is "qualifred",

"highly-qualified," or'"not qualified."2to The chairman's repofi is given to the minister on

a confidential basis.255 This practice of intervening in the appointment process at a later

stage, and carrying out the investigation after the government may be stlongly committed

to a candidate, of course, decreases the impact of the C.B.A.'s Judicialy Comrnittee; but

it increases the political forces that can be brought to bear on the selection of judges.256

As William Angus has pointed out: "Behind the closed door of a cabinet meeting, the

considered recommendations of the Minister of Justice or Attorney General may go for

nought in the face of local, ethnic, paftisan, personal or other considerations."2sT The

control by the cabinet also means that individual ministers, especially the minister in

charge of patronage for the province in which an appointment is to be made, have

frequently intervened in the appointment process, sometimes to the point of having a veto

over appointments.2ss The federal approach of selecting and screening judges has been

roughly duplicated by the provinces, so the Provincial Court appointment was contlolled

by the provincial cabinet too. Of course, this brought a good deal of political patronage at

plovincial level.
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Number 2: in the last thirty years, Canada has taken some steps to reform the

judicial appointment process. The involvement of judicial councils and nominating

commissions in the selection and screening of potential judges is the most signihcant

lef'orm that has been made in the Canadian system of appointing judges. Since the 1980s,

a new system ofjudicial appointment at the federal level has been conducted.2se The new

process abolishes the C.B.A. Judicial Appointments Committee and replaces it with

provincial and territorial committees mandated with the responsibility of scleening names

o1'prospective nominees.'uo Each committee consists of a nominee of the provincial or

telritorial branch of the Canadian Bar Association, a puisne judge of one of the federally

appointed coufis, nominated by the Chief Justice, a nominee of the provincial Attorney

General ol territorial Minister of Justice, and a nominee of the federal Minister of Justice,

and the latter must be a lay p".son.t6l A candidate for judicial office may be nominated

by hirnself or others.2ut Upon nomination, the candidate's name is forwarded to the

applopriate committee for a detennination as to whether the candidate is "qualified" or

"not qualifi r¿t'.263 If determined to be "qualified", the name will be retained by the

Commissioner for the Fedelal Judicial Affails for a two-year period, during which the

candidate remains eligible t-or appointment by the Ministel of Justice.26a

This new process alters the means by which names of prospective appointees

come to the Minister. Since 1994, the Minister of Justice publicly undertakes not to

appoint any person who has not been recommended by a provincial committee.t65 This

practice, of course, to a great extent shifts the power of selecting and screening judges

frorn the govemment to the committee. This reform is a belated response to growing

pnblic distaste for blatant patronage.2u6 Horv.u.r, the new appointrnent process does not
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alter the basic constitutional fact that under the Constittttion Act of 1867, the prerogative

of federal judicial appointments rests with the Minister of Justice of Canada. Actually,

the fìnal decision still rests in the hands of membels of the political executive, typically

the prime minister/premier and the minister of justice/attorney general, individuals who

are accustomed as a matter of loutine to balancing official obligations with party

considerations.t6t So, the new process has blunted rather than broken the edge of

patronage appointments.26s The influence of political power on judicial appointments can

never be completely eliminated.

(b) Promotion

In the Canadian judicial systetn, unlike the Chinese or French, there is no 'judge

school" and a lawyer does not enter the judicial seryice immediately following graduation,

at the bottom of the judicial ladder to gradually work toward the top.tun In this sense

there is no regular careel' path through the various levels of the judicial hierarchy.27o

Although there is no regular system of promotion within the Canadian judicial system,

promotions do occur. They are not usually referred to as such; the less indelicate term

"elevation" is favoured.2T 
I

In Canada, there are two kinds of judicial elevations. One is the promotion of

judges of a lower court to positions in a higher cout1.272 The other is the promotion of

ordinaryjudges, ol puisnejudges as they are called, to the position ofchiefjudge or chief

273
JUSuCe.

In terrns of promoting judges from a lower court to a higher court, most occur

within tlre Section 96 courts.2Ta Canada follows the English and American pattems of

drawing heavily on judges fi'om superior trial coults for appointments to coutls of
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appeal.275 Bouthiller''s study of the Quebec judiciary, for example, shows that nearly half

(thirty-four out of seventy-four') judges have served on Quebec's Court of Appeal after

plomotion frorn the Superior Cout1.276 And The Supreme Court of Canada has filled the

highest proportion of its vacancies by promoting judges from a lower court.277 Thirty-six

of tlre sixty-two justices who have served on that Court between its founding in 1815 and

1984 had previous judicial experience on the highest provincial trial court, a plovincial

court of appeal, ol the Federal Court of Canada.ttt On the other hand, the least fi'equent

kind of plomotion ol elevation is fi'om the provincially appointed lower (magistlate)

courts to the higher, Section 96 courts.2Te William Klein found that only thirty (4 percent)

of the 749 judges who served on the Section 96 courls of Manitoba, Ontario, and Quebec

between 1905 and 1970 had begun their judicial careers as magistrates or judges in

provincially appointed cour1s.280

As for the upgrading of judges, the positions of chief justice are most frequently

filled by promotion within a court.28r A study leported that of the eighteen chief justices

appointed during John Turner''s and Otto Lang's periods as justice minister (1968-1975)

fburteen came from within the court (or the bench at another level) and only four came

directly from practice.282 Very little is known about the process of selecting chief justices

or chief judges.2S3 At the federal level, the appointment of a chief justice is the

prerogative of the Prime Minister'.28a Provincial chief judges are appointed by the

provincial cabinet.285 No doubt at both levels the minister ofjustice and attomey general

play important roles in identifying candidates.2s6

(c) Discipline
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Aside from removal, Canadian judges who enjoy security of tenure are also under

other "professional responsibilities" to live up to the standards of professional conduct

that justify such a plivilege. Iu recent years a formal mechanism has been established in

Canadafor responding to complaints of all kinds of common misconduct about judges.287

That mechanism is the judicial councils across Canada. While the functions perfonned by

a judicial council vary considerably from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, one function

common to all is the investigation of complaints about misconduct.2ss Most statutes

establishing judicial councils also plovide judges who are under investigation with the

right to a fäil hearing.2se The ways judicial councils conduct inquiry and investigation

vary fi'om julisdiction to jurisdiction. In the Canadian Judicial Council, most of the work

in relation to complaints is done by a small executive committee established within the

judicial council. This committee considers all complaints and identifies those which are

serious enough to rnerit a formal inquiry.2eO Then, the full council votes on whether a

forrnal inquiry should take place.2el

The only sanction plovided for in the Judges Act, aside fi'om lemoval, is

telmination of a judge's salary.2e2 Ho*euer, in dealing with conduct which is serious

enough to be questioned and reviewed but not to justify removal, the Judicial Council has

found it more appropriate to adopt "sanctions" that are more educational and conciliatory

in nature.2e3 As fol altelnative sanctions to lernoval, a number of provinces provide for an

offìcial reprimand by their judicial council and most provide for suspension of the judge

cluring the course of an inquiry that might lead to removal.2ea
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In Canada judges have been reasonably well plotected from removal by political

authorities who might be displeased by their decisions.2es Since Confederation, a basic

degree ofsecurity oftenure for the federally appointed seniorjudiciary has been provided

in law.2e6 Later, the legislation protecting the lower court judges' security of tenure also

carne in.2e7 Thus, thele ale only two lirnitations on a Canadian judge's tenure of office:

mandatory retirement and the requirement of "good behaviour".2es

Federally appointed judges may remain in off,rce during "good behavioul'" until

the age of retirement, for judges serving on The Supreme Court of Canada and the

Federal Court of Canada at severfy-five years, pursuant to provisions contained,

lespectively, in the Sttpreme Cou"t lcl, R.S.C. 1985, c. 3-26, and the Federal Court Act,

R.S.C. 1985, c. F-7.2ee For judges serving on courts of superior jurisdiction in the

provinces, the age of compulsory retirement is seventy-five years, pursuant to S. 99(2) of

the Con,çtiÍtttion Act of 1867.300 Judges serving on the county or district cour1 benches are

compttlsorily letiled at the age of seventy-five years pursuant to S. 8 of the Judges Act,

R.S.C. 1985, c. J-1.30r Finally, judges serving on provincial couft benches are

cornpulsorily retirecl in accordance with plovisions contained in the enabling provincial

statutes establishing those cour1s.302 However, in some provinces, fol exarnple, Manitoba,

there is no mandatory retirement age for Plovincial Court judges.3O3

Aside fiom mandatory retirement, the only other grounds for removing a judge

from his/her office is "misbehaviour". There is no test common to all courts as to what

constitutes good behavior and, therefore, it is necessary to consult the various enabling

statutes.30a According to S. 65(2) of the htdges Act,3}s a recommendation for removing a

judge from ofÏce might be based on the following four grounds: (a) age or inhrmity; (b)
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having been found guilty of misconduct; (3) having failed in the due execution of the

office; (4) having been placed, by conduct or otherwise, in a position incompatible with

the due execu4on of the office. The grounds set out in provincial and ten'itolial statutes

for removal of lower court judges resemble those in the federal Jttdges Act.306 Although

no two jurisdictions have exactly the same wording, the grounds that are covered include

physical and mental irifilmity, neglect of duty, and scandalous conduct or, to use the

language of Quebec's Com"Ís of Justice Act,"an act derogatoly to the honour, dignity or'

integlity of the magistracy."307

More imporlant than the wording of the statutory criteria for removal are the

mechanisms through which these terms are applied, and the judgment of those who

operate these mechanisms.3Os For judges who serve in the upper echelon of Canadian

courts (tlre courts included in the ,Iudges Act deftnition of superior and territorial courts of

appeal and the superior trial courts), the lemoval procedure involves a most intricate

system of checks and balances in which all three branches of government parlicipate.3oe

Tlie judiciary is now involved at the beginning of the process: the Canadian Judicial

Council, established by parliament in 1971 and made up of the chief justices and

associate chiefjustices of the superior courts and given the responsibility of investigating

complaints that might lead to removal of a county or superior court judge, is responsible

fol investigating any alleged wrong which may lead to removal.3lO Under the federal

Judges Act, the Council must investigate if requested to do so by the minister of justice

ancl may do so in lesponse to a complaint from any other source.3t'Th. Council may

(and in most cases plobably will) establish a committee to cany out the investigation.

When the investigation has been completed, the full Council reports its conclusions to the
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Minister of Justice.3l2 Should the Council find a judge's behavior constitutes grounds for

Letnoval, the Minister might proceed with a resolution in parliament to have a select

cotnrnittee consider the Judicial Council's report and conduct its own inquiry;

altematively, the Minister might immediately proceed with a motion for a joint address of

parliament requesting the Governor General to remove the judge.3l3 In response to such a

request presurnably the Governor General will remove the judge.3'o Theoretically a judge

could be removed by the Governor General after the whole process passes; in reality,

howeveL, this complex removal procedure has rarely been taken to the final stage. Often,

a judge will lesign frorn off,rce in anticipation of the invocation of the impeachment

process or even die before that.3l5

Provincial and territorial infèr'ior court judges have always been subject to a

simpler removal procedure. However, as the Valente case was proceeding through the

coutts. the practice of adopting an independent review process in judicial removal has

been built into all the provinces and ten'itories.3l6 In most provinces and ten'itories,

judges can be removed by the provincial cabinet following an inquiry by an independent

judge or judicial council.3rT Ontario has gone even further: it requires a vote of its

provincial legislature to remove Provincial Court judges.3ls

(C) Contlast

First of all, China is a unitary country with a powerful central government.

Ilonically, howeveL, Canada has a mole centralized control over judicial appointments.

Judges of the highest provincial courts as well as the judges of the federal courts and The

Supreme Courl of Canada are all appointed by the central govertment. In China,

authority for judicial appointment is more evenly dispersed into governments at all levels.
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Chinese judges are appointed by the People's Congress at the corresponding level; only

judges of the Supreme People's Court ale appointed by the National People's Congress.

Secondly, both in China and Canada, political patronage has some influence.

However, in Canada the partisan role appears to have declined dramatically. The

requilement of a selection or screening by a judicial council or an advisory nominating

committee as a pre-condition of appointment meets the basic institutional lequilement for

judicial independence. In China, one party control of the appointing process has led to a

kind of ideological rnanipulation of the bench, but this also appeals to be declining.

Thirdly, staff,rng the Canadian judiciary is guided by two concerns:

plofessionalisrn and democracy. On the one hand, Canadian judicial recruitment relies

exclusively on experienced lawyers. On the other hand, the judicial council or advisory

committee apploach applies to all stages in the process. Without the involvement of an

independent council or committee in selection, scleening, inquiry, investigation and

voting, any decision about appointing, removing, disciplining, or promoting judges can

not be made. On the contrary, China is still struggling with promoting the

professionalisrn of its judges. And in China, none of the appointing, removing. promoting

or disciplining processes are consonant with judicial independence. Rather, all these

processes depend on a partisan system. Unlike Canada, China has not adopted any

independent leview process such as a 'Judicial council" or "advisory committee"

approach to exclude or minimize the control of government or party on judicial

appointment, promotion, discipline and dismissal.

Fourthly. in the Chinese judicial system, a young person can enter the judicial

service immediately following graduation at the bottom of the judicial ladder and
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gradually work his/her way up toward a higher position in the judicial hierarchy, e.g.,

from assistantjudge to judge oflow rank to judge ofhigher rank and ifpossible, even to

the top, chief justice of Supreme People's Coud. In Canada, there is no such regular

career path through the various levels of a judicial hierarchy. Canadian judges will either

be promoted to the position of chief judge or justice of a higher court, or most often stay

at the same position for an entire career.

Fifthly, Canadian judges enjoy life tenure and Chinese judges do not. Though in

both countries, the numbers of judges being dismissed or removed are few, a Chinese

judge has to be more concerned with how to keep the position than his/her Canadian

countelpaft does. For a Canadian judge, as long as he/she meets the proper standald of

professional conduct, he/she can remain office until retilement. On the contlary, a

Chinese judge can be sanctioned, disqualified or even removed from office for many

reasons such as lack of competence, health or political allegiance. In addition, as

indicated earlier, in China, having a 'Judge" title does not necessarily mean exercising

adjudicative power. What kind of work a judge really engages in totally depends on the

arrangement of his/her courl. If compared to their Canadian counterpafts, Chinese judges

are just like judicial cadres.3'e They can be transferrecl ûom adjudicative posts to

administrative or othel non-adjudicative posts, e.9., reseaÍch or registration (case filing)

or judgment-enforcement.32o Under this circumstance, helshe is still identified as a

member of judicial clew and can be transferred back to an adjudicative post at any time;

therefore, it is not a removal. HoweveL, they are, in fact, deprived of adjudicative power.

In China, a judge who is viewed as professionally incompetent ol cortes into conflict

with ol attempts to resist interference by a couft official, local party or government
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oflicials may face the risk of being transfered a*ay,3tt if not removed.

Sixthly, uniformity is the feature of the judiciai process in China. All jurisdictions

follow the same approach and procedure in appointing, removing, pr'omoting and

disciplining judges. These processes in Canada are more diversified. Different provinces

or tenitories can have different approaches.

Part 4: ÍIierarchy

(A) China

Judges hold different positions in the hierarchy. According to the Judges Act,

Chinese judges ale divided into twelve ranks, with the president of SPC "ranked at the

top. and chiefjudges, senioL judges, and judges...classified from 2d to 12tl'r'anks."322In

accordance with the evaluation criteria provided in Arlicles 17 8. 18 of the same Act.

t'arious factors are considered when deciding the rank of a judge, including the judge's

work performance, legal skills, seniority and moral character. According to official

statistics, there is now one Chief Gland Justice,4l Grand Justices, 30,000 senior judges

and 180,000 other judges across the country.323

In the Chinese language, there are no two similar but distinguishable terms like

'Justice" and'Judge" in English language. Judges of various rank are addressed the same

in coult. On the other hand, the rank of judge is somehow related to the level of court

tlrey work with. Normally, the judges of a grass-root court are at the lowest level of the

hierarchy. For example, the plesident of Chengdu High-Tech District Courl, who is also

the chiefjudge of the court, is only a third degree seniol. His colleagues are below him in

ranl<. It does not necessarily mearl that a judge who holds a higher position in the

hierarchy has more author'ity than others below him/her in rank. 'When judges at different
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levels constitute a panel to try a case, they are equal in hearing and judging. The higher

lank does not necessarily lead to a predominant position on the bench. though as a matter

of fàct a senior juclge's opinion is more likely to be valued than that of a junior judge. On

the other hand, the administrative rank of judges has been important within the court,

because senior judges can exercise influence over the promotion ofjunior judges.

(B) Canada

Canadian judges also have diffelent positions in a judicial hierarchy. According to

the intelpletation of terms given by the federal Judges Act, "jtdge" includes a chief

justice, senior associate chief justice, associate chief justice, supernumerary judge, chief

judge, associate chief judge, senior judge and regional seniol judge.32a

Genelally speaking. juclges of the higher courts (including The Supreme Court of

Canada, Federal Coufi, Tax Cour1. Provincial Superior Courts) have the title of "Chief

Justice", "Senior Associate Chief Justice", "Associate Chief Justice", "Justice of Appeal"

and "Puisne Justices".3t'Judges of lower courts (e.g., provincial magistrate courts) are

addlessed as "Chief Judge", "Associate Chief-Judge" and "Judge". However, "chief'

cannot be applied to the courts of thlee territories (including Supreme Court of Yukon,

Supreme Court of Northwest Telritories, Nunavut Court of Justice), where the judges can

only be distinguislied as "senior Judge" and "Judge".326

Canadian Judges wele tladitionally addressed as "your honol" in benches of a

lower court, and "my lord" or "my lady" in the higher coutts. However, this distinction is

avoided today. Some lower courts still make the request that its judges be addressed "my

loLd" oL "my lady".327

Moving fi'om the position of an ordinary judge of a lower coutt to chief judge of
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the same court or to justice of a higher courl is promotion. Chief judges have

adrninistrative responsibility, e.9., assigning judges to cases and courtrooms or circuits.

Senior Justices often join in judicial councils which can have a word on many affairs with

respect to the appointment and removal of a judge, the continuing education of judges,

the coult administlation, and so on. Plus, serving in the position of chief-judge or justice

of a higher coufi does lead to differentials of remuneration and social status.

(C) Contrast

First of all, either a Canadian judge or a Chinese judge can find his/her position in

the judicial hierarchy. However, unlike China, Canada does not have a ranking system to

divide its judges into groups with respective grades. In a way, the Chinese ranking system

is the careel ladder': a junior judge enters the judicial service immediately following

graduation at the bottorn of the judicial ladder and gradually works up towald the higher

lank. Though most lower-court judges will not be promoted into a higher court, their

judicial rank, howevel', will be promoted after ceftain )'ears of service. While in Canada,

'Judge" or "chiefjudge", 'Justice" or "chiefjustice" is more a matter of title than of rank

which recognizes the profèssional achievement of judges. A judge will not necessarily

rlove up to the higlier position simply after long-time service.

Secondly, both in China and Canada, judges of a higher position can exercise

certain influence on the appointment, promotion and removal of judges of lower ra¡k.

HoweveL, Chinese low ranking judges ale often subject to high ranking judges in

deciding the outcome of cases, even though under the law all judges of the panel are

equal. The reason is that in China, couft off,rcials (who arc at the same time, the high-

rankilg juciges of the court) have a great deal of power in the benefits, discipline,
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promotion and even working situations of judges. In a way, this explicit hierarchy of

judicial posts reflects a Chinese law courl's position as one of many bureaucratic

"systems", but not superior to, all others.328 This integlation of courts into the entire

Chinese bureaucracy causes adjudication to be different from that of a jurisdiction in

common law countries. As Professor Stanley B. Lubman sums up: "Chinese judicial

decision-rnaking is more of an administrative process than a judicial one, especially if the

criteria are judicial independence and the judge's individual responsibility for the

clecision".3'n By contrast, Canadian judges are more independent-minded. By natule,

judges in the common law countries tend to enjoy mole internal independence. In

Canadian legal culture, the ideal of judicial independence means not only court as a

whole has independence, but also each judge is equal-one to anothel.330 Plus, the

requirement of an inquiry by a commission or judicial council as a pre-condition of

appointmerf or discipline or removal minirnizes the influence of a chief-judge on the

benefits, discipline, education and other working situations ofjudges in his/her court.

Section 5: Court Administration

Part 1: Internal Organization

(A) China

Internally, almost all PRC courts are divided into substantive and administrative

divisions. The substantive divisions deal with adjudication related work while the

administrative divisions exist to support the substantive work.33l

Genelally speaking, the substantive divisions include three adjudicative divisions

(criminal, civil, administrative),"t cas. filing, judicial superuision and enforcement
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divisions."' Administrative divisions include a research office, planning and finance

section and a political department, which is involved in ideological work, policy, and

personnel matters.33a Some courts of the higher level may, with SPC approval, establish

additional divisions such as bankluptcy, real estate, intellectual property, or juvenile

division.335 As a supervisory body sitting on the top, Supreme People's Court has one

specific division for petitions and appea1s.336 Each division has a division chief and may

have one vice-chief; above these division chiefs are the president and vice-presidents of

the courls.

Besides these divisions, evely coult has an adjudicative committee and a pafty

gtoup (pafty cell). An adjudicative committee consists of the president of the court, vice-

presidents, division chiefs, and senior judges of different divisions.33t The Communist

Party gr'oup (pafty cell) within each court is composed of all the party members of the

court, genelally headed by the highest or second highest-r'anking Party official, who is, in

most cases. the president of the coult.338 Over a long period of time, the political fact in

China has been that within any entity, ¿.9., goverrunent, court, school or factory, there

must be a party group which internally organizes all party members and externally

answers to the party branch at higher levels for the paftisan work of that entity. In the past,

this kind of parly group had supleme authority within the entity in which it resided.

However, in the last twenty years, the authority of the Party group has been in decline

with the retreat of the CPC.33e Today, an adjudicative committee lather than Party group

holds the supreme authority within a cour1. Adjudicative committee members will meet

regularly to make decisions on imporlant issues, such as the identification of facts and

application of law in cornplicated or important cases, the withdrawal of judges from
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ceftain cases and the arrangement of personnel in the coult. The adjudicative committee

handles most cases on its own without the involvement of Party Organization and all the

cour1 personnel (par1y members and non-par1y members) are bound by its decision. By

conttast, a pafty group is now confined to ideological wolk, policy dissemination and

implementation, and supervision and punishment of Party personnel for violations of

Palty discipline.3aO Cunently, the Party Group within a court rarely becomes involved in

handling particular cases. Nor can it do any'thing unfavorable to non-partisan judges or

administrative staff. In today's China, the position of a judge is increasingly based on

legal skill and education, rather than party affìliation (membership).

Criminal, civil and administrative adjudicative divisions deal with the

adjudication of cases. According to the different degrees of complexity and impoftance,

cases are heard by a panel of judges or a judge alone. However, even under the

adjudication of a panel, only one judge, mole specifically, the presiding judge of the case,

will be held responsible if the judgment is overruled by an appellate court.3ar Normally,

juclges heal cases in the appropriate divisions, e.g., criminal adjudicators hear criminal

cases, civil heal civil, administrative hear administlative. But sometimes a criminal

adjudicator can be a member of a civil or administrative panel, if the other civil or

adrninistrative adjudicators are unavailable.3a2 Likewise, a civil or administrative

adjudicator can also be a member of a criminal panel. The difference is that a criminal

adjudicator cannot be the presiding judge of a civil or administrative case, nol can the

civil or administlative adjudicatols preside in criminal cases. In a way, these sitting

judges are in a silent role. They do not make final decisions, not do they answer for

judgments over-ruled by an appellate coutt.343
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Some judges work in othel substantive or administrative divisions, such as a law

research office, case filing office, judicial supervision division, judgment enforcement

division or political department. in this case, they have the title of judge but they do not

adjudicate cases. However, they can also turn into adjudicators under the appointment of

the adjudicative committee.3aa Likewise, the incumbent adjudicators can be transfelred to

the law research office or the lawsuit registration office.

(B) Canada

In Canada, the internal organizalion of a court varies fi'om jurisdiction to

jurisdiction. Some courts, like Quebec's Superior Courl and the Saskatchewan Queen's

Bench,sas concentrate the jurisdiction on one general adjudication division for dealing

witli all types of matters; while other courts, like Ontario's Supreme Court and Alberta's

Provincial Inferior Court,3a6 divide jurisdiction into several adjudicative divisions for

handling a specific type of case, such as small claims, family, civil, youth and criminal.

Otlrer provincial courls, like the Provincial Court of Manitoba, are only established for

crirninal and family divisions.3aT

(C) Contrast

The rnost salient difference between the internal organization of a Canadian court

and Chinese courl is that the Canadian court does not have its own administrative service

division; rather, this is supplied by the executive Ministry of Justice. Unlike a Chinese

couft, Canadian courts ate not administrative agencies fol themselves.34s Moreovet,

judicial administration varies frorn higher coutl to lower coutt.

The judicialy in Canada consists of judges who only exercise the adjudicative

function, including chief judge, associate chief judge and other judges.3ae Some coutts,
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¿.g., Queen's Bench of Manitoba,3s0 may have mastels to hear motion proceedings such

as enforcement of support orders, bankruptcy. assessing the value of marital property and

so on. The administrative and management staff, including administrator, couft clerk,

judge's secretary, magistrate, sheriff and registrar are not judicial personnel. Rather, they

are all members of the provincial civil selvice, falling within the governmental

departrnent called Justice, within a subdivision of Court Service.3sl By contrast, Chinese

court's built-in adrninistrative division reflects a facl that the main responsibility for court

administration also vests in the judiciary.

Though coult service staff is not a part of the Canaclian judiciary, some of them,

however, do exercise quasi-judicial powels. For example, magistrates (ustices of the

peace) may hear, tly and determine prosecutions, charges, matters and proceedings undel

nrunicipal by-laws and cerlain parts of the Criminal Code, which ale always offenses of

less severity.352

Part 2: Court Operations

(A)China

Evely Chinese court is headed by a president. There are also several vice-

plesidents, each one in chalge of certain matters. Chengdu High-Tech District Court, for

example, has one president and three vice-presidents. One vice-president is in charge of

criminal and civil adjudication, one is in charge of administrative adjudication and

supervisory review, the third is responsible for political and adrninistrative matters. The

president and vice-presidents are the court officials. The president is also tlie chiefjudge

of his/hel courl. However, the plesident is always busy in the management of the court so

he rarely tries a case. In fact, the president spends much of his time outside the court
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attending meetings, so the vice-presidents handle much of the work of supervising daily

.. 153operauons.

The president has carte blanche when engaged as chief of the coud in interacting

witlr other external institutions, organizations or entities, including the local government,

congress, plocuracy and Party organizations (branch). However, within the court, the

pr-esident hirnself camot rnonopolize administration, though he can exercise considerable

power on many issues. for example, deciding whether to submit cases to the adjudicative

committee, playing a role in assigning cases, having an important voice, though not

necessarily the decisive or1e, in recruitment, promotions, transfers, and removals.35a

Today, an adjudicative committee holds the supreme authority. Almost all the major

issues, such as deciding cases, selecting judicial candidates, promoting judges and so on

must go tluough the discussion of an adjudicative committee.

Below president and vice president are the division chiefs and vice-chiefs. They

are in charge of management of his/her division and, generally speaking, hold a higher'

rank than other junior judges ol adrninistrative staff. However, the power glanted to these

clivision chiefs is iimited, though they will have their voice as adjudicative committee

members on some issues. On the other hand, division chiefs can exercise some influence

on the rewards, promotion or discipline of subordinates by way of making comment at

the annual appraisal. This kind of influence is limited too. If a judge really has

outstanding achievement and makes contributions to judicial wot'k, his/her division chief

has no way to conceal his/her accornplishment. Actually, chiefs of a civil, criminal or

administrative division have the same power as other judges when they constitute a panel
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to try a case. The outcome of the case is up to the presiding (responsible) judge of the

panel, not necessarily to the division chief.

(B) Canada

Canadian judges at both federal and plovincial levels work within a structule in

which adjudicative power belongs to the court, while administrative services are

organized by the outsider (Department of Justice or Off,rce of Commissioner for Federal

Judicial Affairs). Thus, the Chief Justice (Judge) becomes the liaison with the

administrative staff and ideally the judges are to be in control of the court processes

established by its enabling act or by the rules of courl.

Courl officers, such as its registrar', coult clerk or administrator play an

important role in the functioning of courl. Normall5, speaking, the administrator is

responsible for the overall administrative and case processing activities of the court. The

Registrar may process, record and direct the flow of all documents filed by the pafties,

and lecord all events which take place during the life of a case. The court clerk may have

power to aclminister oaths, take affidavits and statutoly declalations, r'eceive affirmations

and examine parties and witnesses, as the court may direct.

Every court is headed by a chief judge. The role of the chief judge has three

main parts:judge, administrator of the coult, and a public representative for the court. As

an ad.judicator, the chief judge presides at all sittings of the court at which he or'she is

present. Under the administlative capacity, the chief judge is responsible for the judicial

functioning of the coutt, includirig clilection over sittings of the couft and the assignment

ofjudicial duties. Internally, a chief judge has general supelvisoly powers in respect of

judges, magistrates, justices of the peace and other staff in matters that are assigned by
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law to the cour1. Externally, a chief judge acts as a deputy to the public and government,

generally representing tlie judges of his/her court and advocating on behalf of his/her

couft.

Some courls have Associate Chief Justices (Judges) to assist their Chief Justice

(Judge) in managing the business of the court. For example, there are three Associate

Clrief Judges in the Plovincial Court of Manitoba, each having an area of primary

responsibility, e.g., youth, regional courts, and justices of the peace,"' and two Associate

Chief Justices in Manitoba's Court of Queen's Bench.

Theoretically, judges do not have to engage in the running of the court. But

practically, at the present time, the judges intelvene in issues they feel are important. For

example, presently the Manitoba Provincial Courl judges are taking over the layout of

courtrooms and types of plocedures for how cases run through the system.3s6 Similar to

rnany law firms, this court has a management committee consisting of the Chief Judge,

the Associate Chief Judges and several other members of the judiciary.3sT In some courts

there are also formal Rules which have been developed as to the judge's involvement

with the lunning of the courts and procedures.

The chief Justice shall, whenever necessaly and at least once in
each year', convene a meeting of the judges for the purpose of
dealing with matters relating to the administration of and
plactice in the courts or for any purpose relating to the
administration of justice or the pulposes of an Act of the

Legislature.35s

(C) Contrast

As indicated in Chapter 1, China's unitary structure extends to its court system,

in its uniformity and bureaucracy. First of all, Chinese coutts have a lot of autonomy in

rnatters of admi¡istration ancl day-to-day operations, except for funding and lemuneration.
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The Ministry of Justice is charged with supervising personnel management, training, and

flscal planning. However, control of most court services vests with the judiciary. In a way,

courls are organized and have operated like administrative buleaus.35e During the Mao

era and even to a considerable extent today, administration has been a heavy part of a

court's work. But the operational mechanism of the court is not scientific. Why? Because

adjudicative work is not completely differentiated from adrninistration and court

operation, with no legal guarantee of financial support.360 As Ronald C. Brown sums up:

"as a law court does its business, it apploaches its judicial functions in a way

recognizable as a bureaucratic administrative agency charged with enforcing the law and

lesolving legal disputes".36l By contlast, Canadian courts are administered by the

outsider. In Canada, adjudication is differentiated from other activities and is conducted

by plofessional specialists.

Secondly, courls in mainland China have achieved a great degree of uniforrnity

in composition, opelation and administration as well as many other respects like fuirding,

judicial appointments and litigation proceedings. Any two courts at the same level are

identical versions of each other. By contrast, the administration and operation of

Canadian coufts vary fi'om one jurisdiction to another, especially between higher and

lower levels. And generally speaking, provincial and territory coutts don't enjoy the same

benetìts and independence the fèderal coutts enjoy.362

Number 1, on the provincial inferior (magistrate) courl level, the administration

of judicial power is given to the executive governments throughout all provinces of

Canada.363 Mole explicitly, the support functions, such as sheriff services, human

resouïce Ílanagement, financial and administrative services, are provided by the Ministry
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of Justice.36a Coufi services division within a Ministry of Justice manages all the courl

offices in communities across the jurisdictional territory: court staff schedule court cases,

maintain couft records and files, collect fines and fees, enforce civil orders, provide

justice information to the public, and facilitate the delivery of other justice services,

including civil and family mecliation proglams, victims' selvices and legal aid services.365

Under tliis institutional arrangement, the Minister of Justice, who is also Attomey

General, superintends all matters connected with the running of courts.366

However, an executive governnÌent's control over court services laises sorne

problems as well. In the first place, the relationship of courl staff with its employer

government and the judiciary is arnbivalent. On the one hand, the staff are civil selvants

appointed or recruited by the minister of the government, the Attomey Genelal (Minister

of Justice). The minister also provides working instructions, job descriptions, trainings,

appraisals, promotions and othel directives or policies. Therefore, they must be primarily

answerable to the Minister.367 On the other hand, court staff must take directions and

instructions from the chiefjudge and other judges as well.368 Their mission is to provide

couft services and co-operate with judges to carry out the adjudicative work. However,

ambivalence arises at this point. To whorn a staff should give faithful allegiance, the

judge or the minister, especially when their directions conflict with one another? In the

second place, the Attolney General's responsibility for court administration and budget

competes with his many other roles, such as the public prosecutor, the principal legal

advisor of the goveÍìment and the key law-making body within the government. If an

Attorney's General's functions of public prosecution and court services are not separated,

how can helshe balance these interests with one another?36e
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Number 2, on the federal and provincial superior coufi levels, the Office of

Commissionel for Federal Judicial Afïairs acts as deputy to the Minister of Justice in

perforrning duties and functions in relation to the administration of federally appointed

juclges, within the responsibility of the Minister.370 The Commission was established in

1978 trnder Section 73 of the Judge,s Act, to safeguard the independence of the judiciary

and to put federally appointed judges at arm's length from the Department of Justice.3Tl

For the courts at this level, the Ministry of Justice still provides administrative

arrangements with regard to equipment and supplies, services and staff; and the Minister

of Justice still supervises administlation and management. However, since 1978, the

Cornrnission has taken ovel fi'om the Deparlment of Justice the administlation of

persomel matters with respect to all federally appointed judges, except the judges of The

Supreme Court of Canada.3t' Th" Commissioner's duties include the aclministration of

salaries. allowances and annuities and survivor beneficiaries' benel'rts for the judges,

leaves of absence, moving expenses and opting for early retilement or supernumerary

status.373 All these details of personnel managernent must be worked out with individual

judges.3ia It was felt that judges should not be negotiating these mattels with offrcials

fi'om a government department which fiequently appears in cases before them. The

Commissioner acts as a deputy of the ministel but he and his staff are not paft of the

Department of Justice. He/she is appointed by the Cabinet after consultation with the

Canadian Judicial Council to serve as a bufïer between these judges and the executive

branch. 375

Number 3. for The Supleme Court of Canada, rnost coutt services and staff are

provicled by the federal N{inistry of Justice- but the Minister does not supervise
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administrative matters. Rather, it is the Registrar who superintends the officers, clerks

and employees appointed to the Court and also manages the library and registry.3t6 Whut

is rnore, the registral is subject only to the direction of the Chief Justice.377

Part 3: Court Funding and Judicial Remuneration

(A) Court Funding

(a) China

China has no specific legislation regarding court funding like some countries

do.3tslnpractice, courts have valious sources of funding, which include an annual budget,

supplementary budget appropriations, percentages of fines and court service fees.37e

First, governments are in charge of all court budgets. Budgets fol any court are

submitted by tlie executive govemment for approval of the People's Congress at each

corresponding level.380 Judges and courts have relatively little involvement in their own

budgetary process. Rather, the Ministry of Justice at various levels is responsible for

fìscal planning of the whole system, including budgets.3sl Courts are represented by the

responsible minister in negotiation with other ministers or in governmental discussions.

As a matter of fact. budgetary resources are rarely adequate for running a court.382

Secondly, Chinese courts are beholden to the various levels of central,

plovincial, municipal/county governments for additional funds to meet operating

expenditures. For example, financial and judicial institutions at the provincial level

(including the Ministry of Finance, People's Court, People's Procuracy, Ministry of

Justice, Ministry of Public Seculity) could jointly apply to the National Ministry of

Finance for additional costs fol specific items such as office supplies and technical

equipment.'83 Also, local courls rnay apply to the Ministry of Finance at each
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corresponding level for extra funding to handle cases of great impofiance ol cornplexity.

To some extent, these kinds of additional funding ale a big help to insr.rfïciently funded

courts. However, supplementary funds are not as reliable as the regular budgetary

appropriation. Rather. approving or declining a court's request for extra-budgetaly

resources is totally up to the availability and willingness of the local government.

Thirdly, fines and couft service fees are signihcant sources for court funding.3Sa

In practice, courts have to submit the fines and fees to an exclusive account in the

Ministry of Finance at each corresponding level and then get lewalded with the return of

a ceúain percentage.3ss In this process of re-distributing revenues, a large amount could

be concentrated in the Supreme People's Court and Provincial Higher People's Court for

equipping courts nationwide or funding the courts in remote a.eas.386

(b) Canada

In Canada, a court's budget is part of funds voted by legislatures to their

departments of justice.3st Th" judges are not directly involved with budget negotiations.

It is therefore essential that the Coult be represented by the responsible minister

(Attorney General) in negotiation with other ministers or in Cabinet discussions. For

example, in Manitoba. the Assistant Deputy Minister responsible for the Court Services

Division of the Manitoba Depafiment of Justice would be the budgetary planner for the

courts in Manitoba, putting forwald proposals, for example, for any projects that a court

wishes to undertake, and overall in advising how the budget requested would be allocated

alr1or1g the various couft services.388

Besides the voted budget. there is no other source for supplernentary funding.

Fines and court fees are all paid to the Minister of Finance, meaning that such fines and
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fees go into the general revenue fund for the executive government.3se It does not get

directed to the Courts Division or even designated to the Department of Justice.

(B) Judicial Remuneration

(a) China

A Chinese judge's overall compensation package has several varieties

dependir,g on the courl he/she is serving on. First, base salaries and benefits come from

the court's budget and apply to all the judges across the country. On this base

compensation level, judges are paid the same as civil servants in government. Secondly,

judges can be granted additional benefits, e.9., allowances from the executive

governments at each corresponding level. The amount of this non-budgetary

remuneration valies fi'om jurisdiction to jurisdiction, because it depends totally on the

availability and willingness of local government. Even within the same jurisdiction, the

amount is valiable fi'orn year to year.3e0 As a matter of fact, local governments tend to

expect courts to be a source of revenue. Courts have to submit fines and fees to the local

revenue fund and get paltially rewarded in the form of benefits and allowances. For

exanrple, fi'om 1 997 to 2000, Chengdu High-Tech District Court was rewarded a lot fiom

its subrnission to the levenue fund for its operating expenditure and judge's allowances.

But in 2001, the distlict government cut down the reward rate because of jealousy and

disagreement from other civil servants.3el

(b) Canada

When it comes to judicial lemuneration in Canada, the systematic differential

betr.veen the remuneration of federally and provincially appointed judges must be noted.
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First, the salaries, allowances, and pensions of all federally-appointed judges

are established by act of Parliament of Canada.is2By contrast, the level of compensation

for plovincially-appointed judges is left to the executive discretion of each province or

territory.3e3

The Judges Act fixes the base yearly salary level of all federally appointed

judges.3ea This Act has provided periodic amendments, after review, to accommodate

judicial remuneration with inflationary increases. A remedy to inflexibility was

introduced in 1981 when the Judges Act was amended to provide for automatic annual

acljustrnents equal to the increase in the industrial composite index of prices or 7 per cent,

whichevel is lower.3q5

In all provinces and territories except Ontario, the final determination ofjudge's

salaries, pensions and benefits invariably rests with political branches of govemment.3e6

In the Valenle case, The Supreme Court of Canada rejected the argument that this

anangement violated the guarantee of judicial independence in Section 11(d) of the

Charter.3eT The province of Ontario has incorporated into its Courts of Justice Act a

fi'amework agreement between the judiciary and the executive which establishes a

binding process for the determination of judge's compensation and promotes co-

operation between the executive branch and the judiciary. Under this agreement, Crown

and the judges' association may designate one or more persons acting on their behalf to

constitute a Plovincial Judges Remuneration Commission, for conducting inquiries

lespecting the compensation package of provincial judges and making recommendations

related to judge's salary, pension, allowance and other beneflts.3es This commission's

decision on appïopt'iate base level of salaries is f,rnal and binding on the Crown and the
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judges' associations.3ee

Secondly, at both federal and provincial levels, a third parly is established as an

independent mechanism for determining judicial compensation. Since 1981, the Triennial

Commission process has introduced a process to examine and make recommendations

with respect to the adequacy of the salaries and benefits of federally appointed judges

every thlee years.uOo As fol the remuneration of provincial j udges, on 1 8 Septembe r 1997 ,

The Supreme Court of Canada released a series of key decision relating to the

constitutional requilement of financial security ofjudges: Reference Re: Rentuneration of

Judges qf the Provincial Court of P.E.I., Reference re Independence and Impartiality of

,ludges of the Provincial Court of P.E.l; R. v. Campbell; R. v. Ekmecic,' ft. v. Wiclcman,'

Maniloba Provincial Judges Assn. v. Manitoba (Minister of Justice).4ol These decisions

reinforced the principle of judicial independence and stated that there must be an

independent, objective and effective commission that makes recommendations on all

aspects of judicial compensation. Any salary reduction without recourse to such

independent, obj ective and effectir/e process is unconstitutional.a02

(C) Contrast

On the one hand, both Chinese and Canadian courts have challenges arising from

issues of funding because neither has control over its budget. In China, because of the

lack of funds, effective judicial administration is hampered and rnore subject to

corruption where "outside" economic support may induce court offrcials to seek political

and economic supports. Actually, there are reports of sporadic inadequate funding and

lelated attempts at political influence.oo' Und.r the Canadian system, there are no

gualantees that courl services will be fully or even adequately funded either. In Canada,
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Minister of .Tustice has a duty to prepare and defend a buclget fol the operation of his

department and its linctions. The rninister has a duty to replesent all of his or her

departmental interests and the public, ensuring that all funds voted to the department and

all revenues generated by departrnental programs are completely accounted for and that

all expenditures are propelly authorized and made in accordance with applicable

governmerfal policies.u0o However, it is unlikely a minister will obtain all the budget

requested. The minister must at that point decide whele the departmental priorities lie.

The result may be l'estrictions on its judicial obligations if the minister chooses to dilect

scarce funds away from the court. For example, a leduced buclget may lead to leduced

court administrators with the resulting reduction in docket schedules.

On the other hand, compared to the Canadian judiciary, the Chinese judiciary has

way more fiscal dependence on executive governments. First, Canadian judges have

enjoyed a certain deglee of financial security. With the compulsory recourse to an

independent commission that makes recommendations on judicial compensation, the

paymasters cannot use their power over the purse strings to interfere with judicial

decision-making, fol example, by reducing the salary of a judge who consistently decides

against claims of the goveniment. By contrast, without the safeguards by such an

independent third palty, Chinese judges have to lely on governments fol additional

allowances ar-rd benefits. Secondly, besides the voted budget, Canadian coutls have no

other supplementary fuüding fiom government. Chinese coufts, however, rnay ask the

executive for non-budgetary appropriations. Couft's reliance on go\/ernfitent for funding

makes it hard to overcome the interference of the latter'. "Local protectionism" and

inconsistent enforcement are two curent endemic problems.a0s
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China is a big country with huge regional differences in geographic and economic

terms; some local governments have much more revenues than others. This regional

income disparity can lead to disparity among court funding and judicial remuneration. In

China, the courls of more economically developed regions are better equipped and its

judges are bettel remunerated. Out of consideration for its own benefits, couús also

worry that enforcement of an adverse judgment or award could result in the loss of key

equipment or the closing of a factory and eventually the decline of the tax revenues

generated from local companies. Therefore, courts are often subject to local

governlnental officials' pressure to decide a commercial dispute in favor of local

companies or deny an outsider's application fol enforcement. Plus, due to this

institutional arrangement whereby the local government funds the courts, local

goveffrments can hold courts in check. Thus, in administrative litigation cases, courts are

rnole likely to make decisions in favor of the administrative agencies.
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CHAPTER THREE: MORPHOLOGY OF LITIGATION

Section 1: Court's Role in Conducting Civil Process

China, a unitary state in the modern civil law tradition, regulates civil litigation

proceedings with a unified code that applies to all jurisdictions, namely its Civil

Procedure Law.t Basically, except for a couple of specialized courts, any court in China

has comprehensive jurisdiction over criminal and civil disputes, and judicial review of

administrative action.2 All of these jurisdictions follow the same rule in managing and

conducting litigation, which means that all civil cases, no matter in which court they are

litigated, pass through the same procedural mould, respecting different kinds of

proceedings and differences between cases which make certain parls of the rules relevant

to some cases and not to others.

By contrast, Canada is a federal state with a common law system (except for civil

pleadings in Quebec). Each jurisdiction has its own legislation that establishes the coutl

system, defines its substantive jurisdictions, provides for certain basic procedural and

substantive rules respecting civil actions and, perhaps most importantly, provides for a

procedure by which rules of civil procedure rnay be enacted from time to time by

regulation instead of statute.3 ln Manitoba, these tasks are accomplished in the Cotu't of

Queen's Bench Act and Court of Queen's Bench Rules. Why? Because Queen's Bench

has first-instance jurisdiction over civil pleadings across Manitoba. The theory and form

of Manitoba's Court of Queen's Bench Rules (hereinafter QBRM) is similar and, in many

respects, even identical to the rules in other Canadian provinces.
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So, to compare each country's court process for civil litigation, I choose Chengdu

High-Tech District Court and Manitoba's Coufi of Queen's Bench.

Part 1: Canadian Practice

A fundarnental feature of Canadian civil procedure is its distinction between pre-

trial and trial, between discovering evidence and presenting it. Normally speaking, a

typical civil case can go through five stages: pleadings, discovery, pre-trial conference,

tlial ancl decision-making.

(A) Pre-Trial

Under the Canadian adversarial system, pre-trial proceedings not only mean a

series of steps or stages that must be gone through before a trial, but also the compulsory

stop to certain matters. In other words, after proceeding to tlial, whatever is not

accomplished or completed in pre-trial stages cannot be newly introduced at trial. For

example, after the closure of pleadings, the parties are not allowed to submit extra claims

after the discovely is done, nor can a party plesent new evidence which was not disclosed

to the adverse parly without leave of the court.

(a) Pleading

All civil proceedings commence with the issuing of an originating process by a

courl registrar, unless the rules or a statute otherwise plovide.a Basically, there are two

kinds of proceedings: action and application.5

The originating process for commencement of an action is a Statement of Claim;6

the originating process for commencement of an application is a notice of application.T In

this thesis, I focus my research on action proceedings because an action is a civil dispute
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between opposing pafties, while an application is about a single pafiy's request for a

court-oldered implementation of cefiain civil rights.

Nonnally speaking, a Statement of Claim indicates the names of all pafties,

informs the defendant of the tirne limitation for response and possible consequence (i.e.,

default judgment) for non-response, and identifies the specific claim(s) and the relief(s)

sought, if any.8 The Statement of Claim should be served on the defendant by the plaintiff

within six months after it is issued:e and the defendant needs to file a statement of defense

within the prescribed time (cunently, in most cases, 20 days).r0 When the plaintiff has

filed a reply to every defense in the action, or the time for hling a reply has expired,

pleadings in an action are closed.l I In this pleading process, the court itself does not even

scratch the surface of a case, except for the registration work. After preparation of the

Statement of Claim, tlie plaintiff, or his/hel counsel, should take it to the court registry for

issuance. The registrar will issue it by signature, date and number.'t A copy will be kept

for the couLt's case file, which is thereby opened.

This does not necessarily mean that the couft's autholity is not being applied in

the pleading process. Mole accurately, the court intervenes in pleadings in a passive way.

It does not initiate any intervention, but it does employ its discretion to decide some

issues upon the pafty's request. For example, if the defendant fails to f,rle a statement of

defense within the prescribed time, tlie plaintiff may, on filing proof of service of the

statement of claim, require the registrar to note the defendant in default.l3 A defendant

who has been noted in default is deemed to have admitted the truth of all allegations of

fact made in the Staternent of Claim and then cannot file a statement of defense later or

take any other step in the action, unless there is a lule to the contlary.la The plaintiff can
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next move, or require, a default judgment against the defendant from the courl.ls

However, both the noting of default and the default judgment itself can be set aside later

by the couú on such terms as are just.l6

(b) Discover'y

After delively of pleadings, litigation proceeds to the discovely stage, to enable

palties to exchange inf'ormation and evidence relevant before the trial. There are mainly

f-oul types of discovely: discovery of documents, examination for discovery, inspection

of property, and mental examination of the parties.rT Just like the pleading process,

litigants or their couusel perform all of these disclosures and examinations, involving the

court only when they perceive a problem with the progless of their case.

(i.) Disclosure

The parties must make fulI disclosure of all relevant documents after the

pleadings are served.ls Each party must serve an affidavit listing every document,

whether or not privilege is claimed, "relating to any matter in issue"le that is or was in the

party's possession, power or control.2o Rule 30.04 further provides that by serving another

parly with a request to inspect documents , a party is entitled to see any document that is

not privileged and that is leferred to in the other party's affìdavit of documents and

pleadings, if it is in that pafty's possession, control, or powe..2' In order to enable parties

to change inf'ormation and evidence before trial, the document must be produced if it has

"some semblance" of lelevan"..tt Ou the other hand, any dispute over documents

withheld on the basis of privilege are at the discretion of the Manitoba Courl of Queen's

Bench. Where privilege is claimed for a document, the couft may inspect the document to

detelmine the validity of the plivilege claim.23 Plus, there is no prÌma føcie right in
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Manitoba to secure documents and depositions directly from non-par1ies. Rules only

provide the parties with the automatic right to inspect a relevant unprivileged document

that is in the possession, control and power of the other adverse parly(ies). A lelevant

document in possession, control or power of a non-party must be inspected with leave of

the court. The court may, on the motion by a party, order that a non-pafty produce a

relevant document where it would be unfair for the moving party to proceed to trial

without that docurnent.24

(ii.) Examination for Discovery

After disclosure of documents, the parties ploceed to inspect and examine the

credentials behind the evidence. An examination for discovery can take the form of an

oral examination, or by inten'ogatories, or both, in Manitoba.25 Basically, fhe Rules

plovide that either sicle, without leave of the court, may, on leasonable notice, examine

tlre other palty on oath belòr e trial.26 The time and place of the examination can be

ananged by consent of the patties, but the examination does not take place in a court

rooffL. Normally, the examination will be held at a lawyer's office and before a court

reporter or official examinel.2T After oral examination commences, examination and

closs-examination proceed as at the trial. The examining party or lawyer is entitled to ask

the opposing palty any question relating to any matter in issue, as defined by the written

pleadings in the action, ol to any matter made discoverable by the rules, such as names

and addresses of possible witnesses, findings, opinions and conclusions of an expeú and

insurance policy.28 The court recorder ol official examiner will record every examination

and the certified transcript of the examination for discovely can be used in evidence at

lrial.2e An exarnination f-or discoverv can also be conducted in the fot'm of interrogatories,
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which are a list of questions which are to be answered by one parly under oath by an

. ìrì
attldavrt.-"

Though litigants or their counsel basically control the pace and scope of

examination for discovely. many issues are still left to the court's discretion. First,

generally a party can only examine the other party once. If he/she wants to exarnine the

othel party more than one time, he/she must apply to the court to grant leave.3l Secondly,

Manitoba does not permit non-par1y oral discovery without leave of the courl. There is

only the automatic right to examine each individual party and one lepresentative of each

corporate pafty. Additional witnesses can be exarnined with leave of the couft, but such

leave can be difficult to obtain.32 Thirdly, where any person neglects or refuses to attend

for examination or to answer any pr:oper question, the court may, at the request of the

moving pafty, order or permit the person being examined to re-attend at the person's own

expense and answer the question, or even dismiss the action where such person is the

plaintiff ol stlike out the defense where such person is a defendant.33

(iii.) Inspection for Property

Generally the inspection of ploperly is commenced by consent of the parlies and

also exercised by the parties themselves. If the consent is not forthcoming, the SBRM

provide that the couft may on motion make an order for inspection of real or personal

property, whele it appears to be necessaly for the proper determination of an issue in a

t. 3.1 -tproceeding.'* The couft may authorize the entry into or taking of temporary possession of

any propefty, and also perrnit the measuring, surveying ol photographing of the property,

or the taking of a sarnple, the making of observations, or the conducting of tests on the

propelty.35 The order for inspection of property may be made in respect of the property
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that is in possession either of a party or a non-party.36

(i".) Physical / Mental Exams

A physical or mental examination can be conducted at the consent in writing of

the parties.3T The Court of Queen',ç Bench Act provides that, where the physical or mental

condition of a party is in question, the court, on motion, may order the party to undergo a

physical or mental examination. The order will not be made unless the allegation is

relevant to a material issue in the proceeding and there is good reason to believe that

thele is substance to the allegation.3s

(c) Pre-Trial Conference

After discovery, litigation proceeds to a pre-trial conference. In Manitoba, the

fonnal pre-trial conference is required in all cases unless the court orders otherwise.3e

Mandatory pre-trial confelence is also a form of case management adopted in Manitoba.

The typical pre-trial conference is a conference attended by counsel and ajudge or other

judicial officer a few weeks before the trial date.a0 Pre-trial conference is normally

initiated by parties, though in family proceedings it may be initiated at any time by either

palty or the court.ar Rule 48.01(l) provides that any pafty may initiate the procedure for

setting a case down for trial as sooll as it is ready for trial. This party needs to hle a trial

recold and pre-trial brief, obtain a date for a ple-trial conference from the court and then

serve the notice for the pre-trial conference witliin prescribed days on each party to the

proceeding.a2

During the whole conference, the pre-trial judge's parlicipation in discussion and

negotiation is active. He/she monitors and manages progress, encouraging the parties to

effect a settlement and even compelling counsels to narrow and define the issues
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preparatory to trial.a3 It is usual to start with the statement of claim and to ascertain what

mattels are agreed and what contested.aa The second matter for consideration is the listing

of documents, the admission of copies or originals and the making of admissions as to the

sending and receipt of such documents. The third matter for discussion is whether there is

a prelirninary question of law which can be submitted and decided in advance of the

trial.as The fourth question which arises at times is whether, in cases where there are

questions both of liability and damages, the trial can be split.a6

After discussion has taken place concerning the various matters raised, the judge can

issue a memorandum setting out the results of the conference and indicate the issues that

are resolved and the issues requiring a trial or hearing; and the judge may, by order, give

such directions necessary or advisable for purposes of the proceeding.aT This

mertorandum or order normally constitutes part of the official file or record of the case

and is binding on the parties. unless the judge presiding at the trial or healing orders

otherwise to prevent an injustice.os ln light of it, we can conclude that conference is an

ideal forum for discussion of a settlement; however, the primary aim of the ple-trial

conference is to narrow and define the issues, obtain admissions of facts and documents,

explore other matters which may avoid unnecessary ploof and therefore shorlen any

subsequent trial.ae

Under Manitoba procedure, a judge who presicles at a pre-trial conference in a

proceeding shall not, except with consent of the paúies, preside at the trial or the healing.

In the pre-trial conference there should be a full discussion of the issue and of possible

settlements between the parlies.'0 Sin.. the pre-tlial judge has been involved, it would be

diffrcult to remain impartial and uncommitted during the trial. Therefore, Rule 50.01(9)
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provides that discussions at a pre-trial conference are without plejudice and cannot be

mentioned in any subsequent motion or at trial. On this point, the practice dramatically

diflèrs from what occurs in China.

At the end of the confelence. if the judge considers that the action is ready for

trial, he or she will hx the date and place.5l

(B) Trial

The Canadian legal system provides fol two modes of trial: by a judge alone or by

a judge sitting with a jrty.tt HoweveL, the types of civil cases allowed fol trial by judge

and jury in Canada generally are limited. In Manitoba, only civil action for defamation,

malicious aLtest, malicious prosecution or false imprisonment can be tried with a jury. All

othel actions shall be tried, and damages determined, by a judge without a jury.s3

(a) Oral and Documentary Evidences

One basic premise of the Canadian civil litigation system is that it is the parties

who forward the evidence, not the judge. Usually, in pre-trial confèrence the parties

identify all witnesses, documents, records and other physical evidences that will appear in

the courl.sa At trial, in the opening statement, the parly or counsel states the facts of the

case, the evidence he/she has to adduce and its effect on proving the case, with remalks

upon any point of law involved in the case.tt

Normally, after the opening addless, the parties call witnesses, adduce evidences

and cauy out examinations. The lawyer presents evidence by asking questions of each

witness and obtaining answers on oath. The evidences adduced in trial should be marked

as exliibits by a court clelk.56 The pre-conducted examination for discovery can be used

at trial too. There are two basic ways in lvhich an examination for discovery may be used
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at trial. First, a parly may rectd into evidence any part of the examination for discovery of

an adverse party (if otherwise admissible);57 secondly, the evidence given on an

exanrination may be used for the purpose o.f impeaching the deponent in the same manner

as any pervious inconsistent statement.5s To ensure fairness, where only part of the

examination is used in evidence, the trial judge rnay direct the introduction of any other

part that qualifies the part used.se

Under the adversarial litigation system, the oral testimony of witnesses is

extremely imporlant to the fact-gathering, and either side yealns to have its witnesses. In

Canada, it is the party who calls the witness to trial and pays the witness for attendance,

and even provides an interpretel if the witness does not understand the language or is

deaf or mute.ó0 After the pre-trial conference , a pafiy needs to serve all witnesses with a

subpoena and pay the requiled attendance money to them, if the party requires their

appearance at the trial6l (except those who will surely appear at the trial, such as the paid

expert). Rule 53.04(2) defines how a subpoena is issued: at the request of a party or a

lawyer, and on payment of the prescribed fee, a court registrar shall sign, seal, and issue a

blank subpoena bearing the file number and the title of the proceeding.62 The parly or

counsel then completes the subpoena by inserting the names of any number of witnesses,

etc. The party or the counsel serves the subpoena on witnesses personally and the service

of a subpoena and the payment of attendance money may be approved by affidavit.63

The scope of witnesses is wide. In Manitoba, parties have a broad range of rights

to call an expefi and even an adverse parly as a witness at trial. A party who intends to

call an expeft witness at trial shall include as paft of the paúy's pre-trial brief a copy of a

repofi, signed by the expert, setting out the expefi's name, address and qualihcations, and
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the substance of the proposed testimony.6a Generally, this kind of expefi reporl is

adrnissible in evidence.6t And a party may also secure the attendance of an adverse party

as a witness at a trial by selving the person with a subpoena.66 The adverse party's failure

to testify may bring an unfavorable judgrnent or adjournment of the trial.67

(b) Direct-Examination and Cross-Examination

Exarnination is the main undertaking of a trial because the adversarial system

assumes that the self-interest of parties makes direct and cross examination the best fact-

finding mechanism. The examination of witnesses by the lawyer for the party calling

them is known as direcl-exatninaÍion or examination in chie.f. On the other hand, the

examination conducted by the lawyer for an advelse party is called cross-examination.In

a trial, after the opening statement, counsel for the plaintiff will call witnesses (perhaps

including the plaintift's) and examine them about the matters in issue. After the plaintiff s

counsel has examined a witness in-chief, the clefendant's counsel has the opportunity to

cross-examine that witness. Following that cross-examination, should thele be any point

that tlre plaintiffls lawyer rvishes to clarify, the witness may be re-examined on new

matters raised in cross-examination.6e This procedure will repeat for each witness called

to support the plaintiff s case, until the evidence is concluded. When plaintifls evidences

are concluded, the defendant may rnake an opening addless and begin to call his/her

witnesses and adduce evidences. Then, defendant (or counsel) will examine a witness in

cliiet and plaintiff (or counsel) will cross-examine him/her and the same procedure will

repeat for each witness as well.To

The object of direct-exallination is to get the u,itness to tell the story, while

counsel stays in the background and contlols the dilection and flow of the examination.Tr
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Mostly, counsel cannot use leading questions on materially disputed matters in direct-

examination because "A leading question is one that suggests to the witness the answer

desiled by the examineï."tt Ho*.u.r, the judge has discretion to permit a leading

question if it is considered necessary. The situation is set out in the QBRM:

Rule 53.01(2):

Where a witness appears unwilling or unable to give responsive
answers, the trial judge may permit the parly calling the witness
to examine the witness by means of leading questions.

On the other hand, the main purpose of cross-examination is to test the veracity of

the rvitness and to obtain answers which assist the case of the cross-examining party.

Thelefore. a leading question can be used as a test in cross-examination. Counsel for the

adverse party may ask questions intended to test the truthfulness of the witness or to test

the ability of a witness to perceive things.73 in the adversarial system, cross-examination

is regarded as a pafticularly important device, in terms of clarifying the fact and

disfranclrising evidence, so it is full of lawyer's art. Fol example, in Alan Williams v.

Darryl Brocker & Ellison Cartage Ltd., because defendant's counsel Mr. Klavetsky's

cross-examination made it clear that Dr. MacDonald (plaintiffs witness) was basing his

opinion (the accident exacerbated the plaintiffs left knee condition) on the plaintiff s

repofi to hirn, as to what happened in the accident, and was unaware that the plaintiff had

a pre-existing condition, the judge later decided to dismiss Dr. MacDonald's conclusion

on the ground that it was based on incomplete ol wrong information.Ta

After all the evidence is examined and witnesses are testified, both plaintiff and

defense make their closing arguments. In their closing atgurnents, each side sums up their

case.
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(c) Judge's Role

Generally speaking, the role of the judge during trial is essentially passive and

peace-keeping. The judge always comes to the trial with only a very general picture of

the case, which is usually derived fiom reading the pleading and the pre-trial conference

tnemorandrr.n.tt As a result, he/she is not familiar with either party's detailed story before

trial begins. However, a judge's intervention in trial examination is not in depth either.

His/her part in all this is to hearken to the evidence, only asking questions of witnesses

r,vhen it is necessaly to clear up any point that has been overlooked or left obscure.T6

Common law's conception of an adversarial trial is that ajudge must not go beyond the

role of an irnpartial umpire and weal the robe of an inquisitor or advocate.TT

On the other hand, being passive, dispassionate and impartial does not necessarily

mean that a judge has no authority in a trial. It is the judge who ensures that proceedings

are conducted in an orderly and efficient manner. Briefly speaking, a Canadianjudge's

authority in controlling the sequence of events is widely applied in three aspects.

Filst, the judge has authority to compel the attendance of witnesses at trial. Where

a witness whose evidence is material to an action is served with a subpoena, and the

proper attendance money is paid or tendered to him oL her, and the witness fails to attend

at the trial or to remain in attendance in accoldance with the lequirements of the

subpoena, the presiding judge may. by a warrant for arrest, cause the witness to be

applehended anywhele within Manitoba and forthwith brought before the cour1.78 A

judge even can? either on motion by a pafty or on his/her own initiative, appoint one or

rnore inclependent expefis to inquire into and report on any question of fact or opinion

relevant to an issue in the action.Te
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Secondly, when a party is examining or cross-examining a witness, if the adverse

palty laises an objection, the judge has authority to stop the questioning or allow it to

proceed. For example, in Alan Williams v. Darryl Brocker & Ellison Cartage Ltd., when

plaintiffls counsel Mr. Slobodzian was leading the plaintiff to tell the story of his post-

accident hearing loss, defendant's counsel raised an objection on the ground that

plaintifls hearing loss was not related to the accident. However, the judge allowed the

plaintiff s counsel to continue asking questions about hearing problems that plaintiff was

experiencing.s0 And as I indicated at a prior point, the judge has discretion to justify some

exceptional situations , e.9., approving a "leading question", if it is considered necessary.

Thirdly, a judge can influence the jury by expressing an opinion with legard to

what eviclence is believable and what evidence is not, when delivering his/her charge to

the jury.sr And the judge must instruct the jury on the law that they must apply to the

facts as they find them. Where the jury disagrees, or makes no finding of fact on which

judgment can be granted, the trial judge may direct that the action be re-tried with another

jury at the same or any subsequent sitting.s2

(C) Decision-Making

After both parties have presented all of their evidences and arguments, the judge

will rencler the judgment. For Canadian judges, independence and imparliality is the

plimary doctline to uphold in decision-making.

Filst of all, ajudge must be, and be seen to be, fiee to decide honestly and

impartially on the basis of the law and the evidence, without external pressure or

influence and without fear of interference fi'om ur.yon..*' In Canada, judicial

i¡dependence is an unwritten nol'ln, recognized and affirmed by the prearnble to the
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Consíittttion Act,7861.84 As indicated in Chapters 1 & 2, Canad,ds political structure (the

separation of party and state), rule of law regime (separation of powers, checks and

balances, supremacy of law), and institutional anangement for judicial remuneration and

appointment, ensure that judges r'eject any attempt to influence their decisions in any

matter before the court. On the other hand, judicial independence is not only a matter of

appropriate external and operational arangements. It is also a matter of independence

and impartial decision-making by each and every judge.Ss The judge's duty is to apply

the law as he or she understands it without feal or favor and without regard to whether

the decision is popular or not. Even the chiefjustice, as senior judge in the same courl or

a higher collrt, cannot exeft any influence on the trial judge in decision-making.

Secondly, judges must be and should appear to be impartial with respect to their

decisions and decision-rnaking. On the one hand, judicial independence is the cornerstone,

a necessary prerequisite for judicial imparliality.s6 On the other hand, irnpaltiality is not

only concerned with perception, but more findarnentally witli the actual absence of bias

and pre-judgment.87 Therefore, judges have an obligation to treat all parties fairly and

evenhandedly and to avoid creating in the rnind of a reasonable, fair rninded and

inforrned person any impression of pre-judgment and intemperate behavior.8s On this

point, the Canadian adversary system pennits the judge to remain unbiased as between

the palties thloughout the proceedings. Number'1, the trial judge is not presented with

any evidence until the case is heard by him.se So he/she always comes to the trial with

only a general picture of the case based solely on information supplied in the case file, to

not bias tlie judge tou'ards one side or other. Nurnber'2,the trial judge is not responsible

for any investigation of facts upon which he/she is to rest his/her judgment.eO Therefore,
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the judge does not need to form certain tentative hypotheses about the assefted reality in

the case; and as a result, if a witness seems evasive, disrespectful, hostile in the court, the

judge should not become antagonistic towards that witness ol tend to discredit his/her

testimony.er Number 3, the judge shall reject ex parte effofis by litigants or others to

influence his/her decisions in mattels under litigation bet-ore him/her. Any attempts to

influence a court must only be made publicly in a court room by advocates or litigants.e2

On the one hand, a judge shall not have any ex parte contact with a litigant; on the other

Irand, any submission to the court must be served by a copy to the adverse party.e3

Number 4, thejudge must be specific and exhaustive in explaining his/her decision.ea

Because the evidences, testimonies and applicable laws submitted by parties are always

cornpeting, the judge must give detailed explanations for his/her acceptance or denial of

evidence and selection of each legal lule, to make sure that balance in the case remains.

(D) Enfolcement of Judgment

Tlie judgment of the court is the final determination of the lawsuit, subject to any

appeal. Undel the Manitoba Q.B.R., an appeal to the Courl of Appeal does not operate as

an automatic stay of execution for the judgment appealed from.es The party wishing to

delay implementation needs to apply separately for a stay, pending an appeal.

In many cases, the judgment will be in the form of an award of money that the

loser is required to pay.e6 The fact that the winner has been awarded damages is of little

signifìcance unless the winner can collect. The burden lies on the winnel to take

appropliate, lawful procedures to collect his/her money.

After judgment is obtained, a judgment creditor may apply to starl enforcement

proceedings. Upon the judgrnent cleditor's request, the trial court may issue writs and
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othel orders to compel fulfillment of its award against the judgment debtor. The measures

of enforcement vary in accordance with the different type of orders. If the judgment is an

order for payment or recovery of money, it can be enforced by a writ of seizure and sale,

a notice of garnishment, or the appointment of a receiver.eT

(a) Writ of Seizure and Sale

A judgrnent creditol is entitled to have a writ of seizure and sale at any time

r,vithin six yeals of the date of the order.e8 After six years have elapsed, or some change

has taken place in the parties entitled to enforce or be liable under the order, the judgment

creditor rnust obtain leave of the court.ee The writ of seizure and sale is issued to one

court officer, usually the sheriff, to seize the debtor's unencumbered property and, if

necessary, to sell it at apublic sale and use the proceeds to satisfy the creditor's award.100

In this case, the debtor might conceal or make away with property to shirk lesponsibility.

Irr liglrt of it, Manitoba Courr of Queen's Bench Rules provide the creditor with a right to

conduct an examination in aid of execution to obtain information about the judgment

debtor's ability to satisfy the judgment. A cleditor may examine either the debtor or any

pel'soll who has knowledge of the matters, after obtaining an order fi'om the courl.lOlIf

the person who is served with an order fol examination in aid of execution fails to attend

at the time and place set out in the order, couft may issue a contempt order to compel

his/her attendance.'O2 Wrere it appears fiom such examination that a debtor has

concealed or made away with property to defeat or defraud creditors, a judge may also

make a contempt order against the debtor'.103
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The method of garnishment permits a creditor to seize or attach a debt owed by a

third party (a garnishee) to the debtor. The common targets for garnishment are the

debtor's wages or bank accounts. Leave of the court is not required for obtaining a notice

of garnishment. All the creditor has to do is to file with the courl's registrar two copies of

a notice of garnishment and an affidavit stating the issued judgment for payment and the

amount payable, including interest.r0a On filing the required notices of garnishment and

affidavit, the registrar shall issue a notice of garnishment.l05 A garnishee selved by the

notice must respond either by paying into the court the full amount shown in the notice,

or paying into the couft a lesser amount, or no amount while filing with the court a

completed garnishee's statement disputing his liability to pay the full amount.106 If the

garnishee fails to respond, the court may make an order or motion against the garnishee

for payment of the amount owing to the debtor.l0T

(c) Appointment of a Receiver

A receiver'Os i, a third party having no interest in the assets of the debtor,

appointed by the courl having equitable jurisdiction on the motion of an intelested party

or parties. The receiver's function is to leceive and hold the property.

Beyond these three alternative orders there is also an order for the recovery of

personal property othel than money, which may be enforced by a wlit of delivery.'Oe If

the property is not delivered under a wlit of delivery, the order may be enforced by a

contempt order.llo

Similarly, an order for the recovery or delivery of the possession of land is

enforced by a writ of possession."l A writ of possession is issued only with leave of the

court.' '' Th. execution of a wlit of possession is done by a sheliff.
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And there is also a case whele the plaintiff s recovery takes the form of an order

lequiring the defendant to stop doing something, known as an injunction. This judgment

is said to be against the defendant's person. If the defendant fails to obey, the plaintiff

may apply to have the defèndant found in contempt of cotn't;tt3 and, if so found, the

defendant may be punished by a fine or imprisonment.r14

Part2: Chinese Practice

Under the Chinese civil inquisitor'ial system, there is no clear distinction between

pre-trial and trial, between discoveling evidence and presenting it. Trial amounts to a

series of hearings that are not necessarily continuous. There is no closure of pleadings,

discovery and conference, as under the Canadian adversarial system. In practice, parties

are allowed to subrnit claims and evidences from pleading stage until after the trial is

started.

(A) Pre-Trial

Strictly speaking, there is no such kind of pre-trial proceeding as defined under

the Canadian adversarial system. Before the first hearing starts, all the steps the couú and

parties have gone through fìt into pre-trial process. However, in different cases, whatever

the courl ancl parties have accomplished before opening that first hearing can be different.

For example, in some cases, the judge may conduct a conference among parties to seek

settlement before trial; while in other cases, the parties may not even meet until the first

lrearing. Because the Civil Procedure Law does not give specific plovisions about what

steps shall be completed prior to trial, therefore, the judge can schedule a hearing fol any
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time he/she thinks necessary; and whatever is not completed before the trial will be

continued during trial proceedings.

(a) Pleadings

The plaintiff or his/her counsel commences a civil lawsuit in China with a

complaint, eithel a written statement of claim or an oral complaint. Like its Canadian

counterpaft, the Chinese complaint namates the key facts. frames the legal issues, lists

evidences, and asks for a remedy or other specific relief.l's Unlike its Canadian

couuterpart, the Chinese complaint is served on the defendant by the coufi clerk within

fìve days after it is filed; and the defendant needs to submit a statement of defense within

the prescribed time, which in most cases is 15 days.l 16 Then coufi selves the statement of

clefense on the plaintiff within five days after it is fìled.rlt Upon receiving the defendant's

statement, plaintiff can eithel reply or ignore it. If a plaintiff wants to react to a defense,

he/she can hle a reply even aftel the trial is started. And parties are even allowed to add,

deduct, change or even withdraw claims during and after a hearing.lls So there is no

closure of pleadings, as in Canada.

As soon as plaintifls complaint is filed, the court stafts to put its finger on the

case. In China, not evely complaint is acceptable to the court. A registry will not file the

case for healing until it has examined a complaint and is satisfied that it meets the criteria

for acceptance.l'e If a complaint fails, the court shall issue a ruling rejecting the

complaint with reasons briefly given and the plaintiff m ay appeal against the decision.l20

(b) Discovery

Under the Chinese inquisitorial civilian systern, digging for facts is part of the

work of judges. Though it has become a principle of civil litigation that parlies shall be
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primarily responsible to plesent evidence to supporl their own allegations or assertions,

on the other hand, if a party fails to obtain ceftain evidence related to the case or if a court

feels it needs to clalify a facf, the party can staft a motion to request the court to collect

evidence; ol the courl itself, under ceftain circumstances, will initiate an investigation and

collection of evidence.'t' Discouely is not only a fixed pre-trial proceeding, it extends all

through the trial, especially after a hearing, when some points of fact might be found to

be unclear; then judges may announce a recess and schedule the next hearing to allow

parties and the corut itself more time to collect evidence.l22

Motivated by the client's interest, both plaintiff s and defendant's counsels work

hard to conduct significant searches for witnesses or other evidence unknown to his/her

client; however, they do not have as wide a range of power as their Canadian counterpafis

do. On the one hand, no party is under liability to disclose evidence or a witness to

his/her opponent prior to tlial. Whatever a party submits to the courl is not required to be

serviced on the adverse party. Though court may, on a motion of a party or out of its own

decision, conduct a pre-hearing meeting for information exchange,lt' on. rationale

behind the Chinese civil litigation system is to seek the truth and this truth-seeking

purpose allows the acceptance of evidence disclosed later during trial hearings.l2a

Therefore, parties and their counsels like to throw in key evidence in a trial hearing and

make opponents dumbfounded. As a result, a parfy or counsel does not really know

his/hel adverse pafiy's case until the very last minute. On the other hand, a lawyet cannot

compel a witness to present evidence ol attend a hearing or even answer a questionnaire.

If a party lefuses to present the evidence unfavorable to him/her. his/her adverse party

can request the court to rule that that evidence is against him/her and then quash the
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related statement or asseftion alleged by him/her.'2t Br'rt if a witness other than the other

party lefuses to present evidence or appear in courl, lawyers basically can do nothing

except ask the court to collect it. Evidence in the possession of banks or state agencies

cannot be obtained by parties dilectly, and as a result it is sometimes necessary for judges

to travel to collect evidence.l26

In contrast with its Canadian counterparts, Chinese judges have extensive power

to conduct an independent investigation into the merits of each case, such as questioning

or examining a witness, assigning an expert to appraise or evaluate the technical issue in

contloversy, having an on-location inspection, and so on.tt7 However, the court's active

intervention in discovery does not necessarily mean that the truth of the mattel will be

clarified. The law just says that a witness shall provide information and evidence when

questioned or examined by the court.l28 It does not delineate how to secure a witness to

fulflll his/her duty. If an agency or entity does not give assistance when requested to help

tlre courl investigate or collect evidence, e.9., a bank refuses to answer a couft's inquily

about a party's deposit, the court rnay impose a fine on its head.t2e But if an individual

witness refuses to provide evidence or information, the court cannot impose any

punishment against him/her.'30 There is no subpoena used on an individual witness other

than one of the two parlies, and "contempt of court" citation is also not available against

a witness.

(c) Pre-Trial Meeting

The pre-trial meeting is not a folmal, compulsory step in the civil litigation

process. it is up to the trialjudge to decide whether or not to have one or several meetings
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with parties before the trial hearing. If so, the pre-trial judge is also the judge who

presides at the trial and makes the judgment.l3l

Normally speaking, there ale mainly two agendas in a pre-trial meeting. The first

aim is to let the parties exchange infonnation and sift evidence. After the information is

disclosed and exchanged, the judge records the agreed facts and indicates the evidences

in dispute.r3t But unlike the pre-tlial conference in Manitoba civil proceedings, this pre-

tlial meeting is not to define or enter issues and evidences. It does not confine the scope

of issues and evidences to be brought to trial. The truth-seeking concept behind the

Chinese inquisitorial system allows the acceptance of evidence disclosed later in the

hearing. And parties are even allowed to add, deduct or change claims after the trial is

started.l33 In this respect, a pre-trial meeting only plays a limited lole in facilitating the

future trial. The second aim served by a pre-trial meeting is to bring parties to a

settlement agreement. In China, reaching a settlement agreement is considered the best

way to end a civil dispute, especially in a divorce.'3u If a settlement agreement is reached,

the trial will be saved and the judge does not have to make a judgment. Often, judges will

suggest avenues of compromise and urge parties to reach a settlement agreement.

(B) Trial

The Chinese legal system provides two modes of tdal: by a single judge or by a

collegiate panel (bench). Generally speaking, civil cases in which summary procedure is

followed are tlied by a single judge alone; all the other cases are tried by a collegiate

panel (bench).r35 Unlike its Canadian counterpart, there is no jury trial in Chinese civil

proceedings.

Tlial amounts to a series of hearings that are not necessarily continuous. As
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already indicated, under Chinese civil procedure there is no clear distinction between pre-

trial and trial, between discovering evidence and presenting it. Trial is not only designed

for evidence-presentation, witness- examination and parly-to-par1y debate. On the

contraly, cliscovery (evidence-gathering). pleading and mediation often extends to trial

ploceedings.''u In a hearing, when a point of fact is found to be unclear or a party

requests summoning a new witness or stafting a new investigation, the judge may

announce a recess for firther collection of evidence and adjourn the hearing to a later

time. That's why proceedings in a diff,rcult case may often require several hearings across

many months.

(a) Oral and Documentary Evidences

Presenting evidence happens not only in situations where both parties are present,

fbr exarnple, a trial hearing or pre-trial meeting.l3T Nevertheless, the court hearing is the

most important chance for parties to get to know each other's case. Why? Because

wlratevel a pafty separately submits will not be served on the adverse parl-y, as in

Mariitoba civil proceeding; but during couft hearings, all these submissions must be

exhibited and examined. Often, counsels will request time to read the file during an

adjournment and this request is always approved.l3s

The evidences collected by the judge shall also be exhibited and examined in the

couft hearing. Like pafties, the trial judge canies out evidence-presentation by reading

signed written testimony (if the witness is absent), asking the witness questions and

exhibiting other clocumentary evidence like photographs, written records of inspection

and expelt statements.

It is prirnalily the iitigant's duty to provide evidence at the initial court hearing to
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support his/her allegations. But unlike their Canadian counterpafts, parties can neither

control the scope of evidence nor secule the attendance of a witness. First, only the court

in China summons each participant, including the parlies, their agents ad litem, and

witnesses to attend the hearing by serving them notices of appearance.'3e Therefore, if a

partl, vuunrs to bring a witness to the court healing, he/she must get the judge's apploval.

Second, a pafty (or counsel) rnay, out of considelation for his/her own interest, choose

not to present cedain evidence that might be unfavorable to him/her or call a specific

r.vitness to appear in the court. But if the judge deems that evidence or witness is

important for clarifying the facts of a case, he/she can collect and exhibit that evidence by

himself/herself and even summon that witness to attend the hearing without the consent

of the pafty. Why? Because the Chinese civil procedural system is designed primarily to

seek the "objective tLuth".l40 Guided by this concept, judges are required to base their'

judgments on the truth that is supposed to be completely consistent with the facts. To

achieve this end, the judge must check all the facts relevant to the case, even those not

claimed or undisputed.lal This truth-seeking priority entrusts to each judge a kind of

"investigatol'" role and drives the judge to go beyond any submission by the parties.

Third, even the coult cannot secule the attendance of an individual witness. If a defendant

keeps refusing to attend the trial after having been selved two subpoenas, the couft may

take hirn/her into custody and compel appearance in the court hearing.'ut But if an

individual witness other than the defendant refuses to testify in a court hearing, the court

can do nothing about it. Thele is no compulsory measure available to be used on an

individual witness: no subpoena, no "contempt of court" oLder, no imprisonment, neither

corporal nor rronetary punishment. As a result, what happens more often in a Chinese
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civil court is that the judge and parties examine signed written testimonies instead of

directly questioning the witness.'43 Unlike his/her Canadian counterpart, a Chinese

witness does not have to testify or give evidence under oath. China has no such practice

or legislation.

(b) Examination

Like its Canadian countel-part, the Chinese inquisitolial systern also requires that

all the evidence, including testirnony of witnesses, statements of expefts, recolds of

inspection and audio-visual materials shall be subject to the test and examination of both

sides at trial.laa But unlike its Canadian counter-parl, counsel does not play a prominent

role in examination.

First, the trial judge instead of counsel is the main examiner. After both parties

adclress opening statementsla5 and present evidence, the judge will pi'oceed to

examination. in practice, the judge will call the witness to the hearing and ask him/her'

questions. After finishing the questioning, counsels can ask additional questions with the

pennission of the judge. When testing the credibility of documentary evidence, such as

signed written testimony, a record of inspection or audio-visual matedals, the judge will

exhibit or read it out and ask whethel counsels have questions ol opinions about it. Then

counsel might make comments on the evidence, such as challenging its credibility or

pointing out its defects and even suggesting fuilher proofs. For example, if an issue of

technical difTculty arises on which the judge or counsel wish to obtain the views of an

expert, the judge will, at the request of counsel or by his own decision, select the experl

to evaluate or applaise the technical point at issue.la6 Aftel the expeft's conclusion comes

out, the judge may organize anothel hearing to examine it. In this way, non-adversarial
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proof-taking alternates with adversarial dialogue across as many hearings as are

necessary. Like its Canadian counterpaú, examination is also the most important part of

Chinese civil procedure because it merges the investigatoly and evidence-presenting

functions.laT

Second, there is no strict requirement as to the manner of questioning. Compared

to its Canadian counter-part. the examination in a Chinese court does not follow the

direct-and cross-exalnination model. There is distinction but no separation between the

plaintiffs and defendant's cases. Examination means moving fi'om one evidence to

another. until the last one is exhibited and discussed.las The judge is the examiner-in-

chief f-or each evidence; anrl counsels just ask supplementary questions after the judge

fìnishes his/her questioning. Nor is there any plohibition on counsel or the jr-rdge in terms

of asking questions; for example, leading questions are not forbidden.lue In China, the

credibility of testirnony or other evidence is not tested by an adversarial cross-

exanrination, as in common law countries like Canada. Rather, it is the judge who

evaluates each single testimony or evidence in relation to other evidence in a case, to

decide whether it can be used as a basis for proving or disapproving an alleged existence

of fàct.l50

(c) Debate

After examination, the trial proceeds to debate, when the parlies can make

closing statements and ask each othel questions to set fofih one's own points and lebut

the opponent's case. Usually, the ordel is plaintiff, defendant, and the third party, if

any.l5l In practice, plaintiff (or counsel) may frrst stand up to make a closing speech, re-

elabolating his/her viewpoint, reviewing the strongest part of the evidence in his/her
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favor and challenging the defendant's ol third party's asseftions. After plaintiff

announces the cornpletion of his/her speech, the defendant (or counsel) will respond to

plaintiffs challenge, pointing out the defects in the plaintiffs evidence, denying

causation in the facts alleged by plaintiff, asking plaintiff questions and even querying the

validity of the plaintifls statements.'tt Lik" the examination stage. the court debate must

remain under the control of the judge and be recorded by the couú clerk. Fol example, a

judge may interrupt the speaker if the debate becomes a kind of verbal fight or personal

attack or ifa question raised is not relevant to the case.

At the end of the court debate, the presiding judge will ask whether the parties

still want mediation. But this time, unlike in the pre-trial meeting, the judge will not push

parlies to reach a settlement agreement. If one party does not want mediation, the judge

will announce an adjourrunent so that he/she can have some time to make the

judgn:rent.l53

(d) Judge's Role

.iudges play ¿¡ active role at trial. Actually, he/she is more than a judge by any

common law definition. In Cliinese civil procedure, the judge combines the role of

adjudicatol and investigator. Chinese inquisitorial system entrusts a judge with extensive

powers in adjudication. He/she not only decides issues of law but also those of fact; and

his/her determinations of fact are not restricted to the evidences plesented by litigants. In

recent years they have shown considerable interest in placing the burden of proof on the

parties; however, it does not change the existing judge-dominated model. The judge can

gather evidence from any individuals or organizations and may also obtain assistance on
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specialized issues from an "appraisal authority".l5a Actually, he/she controls and shapes

each stage of the civil litigation.

When a judge comes to trial, he/she ah'eady has an outline in mind. He/she knows

what undertakings shall be made at trial, such as what kind of questions should be asked,

which witness should testify, and which facts should be clarified and conoborated.

Before tdal, a judge should have already carefully read the file, checked each litigant's

submissions, talked with palties and witnesses, and even conducted a property inspection.

As a result, the judge knorrys exactly which issues, both factual and legal, are in dispute

and helshe is prepared to tackle these problems at trial. In some simple civil cases,

especially those with evident facts and clear rights and obligations, and where the

disputes are trivial in character, the judge might already have an understanding of the

likely lesult of the litigation before the trial comlrences, making the hearing into a "show

trial". I5s

During the trial, the judge is the examiner-in-chief. He/she controls the process,

dominates the examination, defines the focus of legal issues or facts in dispute, and

dilects parties and witnesses to followthe court's way of thinking. To some extent, the

judge's extensive power in trial examination weakens the party's opportunity for defense.

Litigants or their counsels may not bring a witness or expeft to the court without the

judge's permission. Though they are allowed to challenge any evidence offered by the

judge, neveftheless, due to their lack of power in discovery and examination, they may

not be able to find enough opposing evidence to use at trial to discredit or quash the

judge's evidence. For example. a judge can stop a litigant (or counsel) when he/she is

questioning a witness. Even in the debate stage, when parlies are addressing closing
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statements or asking each other questions, the judge can interrupt whenever he/she deems

Íìecessary.

(C) Decision-Making

Required by the Basic Ethical Nortns .for .Iudges 2001,156 a judge must perform

judicial duties independently and impartially. In leality, however, when making decisions,

judges often are subject to external pressure ol at least give weight to influence fi'om

outsiders.

First of all, though institutional independence of the court has been written into

the ConsÍilution Act since 7982,t57 however, as discussed in the first two chapters,

China's political structure (the Party State), the court's weak status in relation to other

institutions (i.e., court's accountability to Congress for judicial work, dependence on

executive goverrtment for funding, subservience to the Party for judicial appointment and

even fear of the procuracy for supervisory challenges) and limited rule of law (i.e.,

supremacy of Palty leadership, lack of constitutional review, inadequate checks and

balances) make judges vulnerable to outside interference. So far, most interference comes

fi'om local executive government. Governmental otlicials actively interfere with specific

cases and pressure judges to find in favor of the administrative agency in administrative

litigation cases ol of local companies in commercial disputes because they have an

interest in it.l58

By contrast, the Communist Party and People's Congress seem not to be rnuch of

a threat to courts because now they rarely interfere with individual cases. However, due

to their privileged constitntional supeliority ovel the coutt, it is not possible to eliminate

their potential obstruction to judicial independence. On the one hand, a coutl must be
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subject to Palty leadership, which means ideologically and actively responding to Party

policies,lse and in judicial appoirfments, subject to Party nominations,l60 and in

individual cases, subselvient to Parly suggestions or decisions in cases that are politically

sensitive.16l On the other hand, according to the Constitution, one rnajor function of the

People's Congresses and their standing committees is to oversee the work of the

coults.l62 But indeed, no law defines the actual scope and form of supervision by the

Congress. Nor does any law provide for any procedural safeguards for such supervision.

In practice, some local people's congresses even occasionally interfere in individual cases

by adclressing opinions, making suggestions or inquiring into adjuclication of a particular

case.'ó3 At hrst glance, the inquiry of Congress irrto the adjudicative process seems to be

useful to superintend judges to uphold some kind of social justice, for example, the rights

and interests of a disadvantaged party. But we can sense a problem: will the autonomy

and independence of judges be infringed upon? Can Congress exercise effective

supervision if Congress interferes with individual cases under the guise of supervision,

particularly where members of a Congress have a stake or potential conflict of interest?l6a

Secondly, in addition to external interferences, a Chinese judge also has to face

the intervention of insidels, such as court off,rcials, the Adjudicative Committee and

senior judges of a higher court.165 Sometimes, these interventions are imposed on a

presiding judge without his/her consent; for example, in some cases that are politically

sensitive or legally complex or socially influential, the court plesident or division chief or

higher court jucige might inquire into the proceedings, issue approval for the judge's

decision, or even take the case away from the judge and re-assign it to the Adjudicative

Committee of his/her court fol discussion and final decision.ló6 But since 1999, new rules
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exist to give more power to the judges who heal the case, so this kind of initial

interfel'ence from these officials or seniorjudges should become less and less frequent.l6T

Actually, what happens most often now is that presiding judge(s) actively invite or

request their Adjudicative Committee to offer guidelines or, 
"as"s.'68 

Why? Because there

is an unwritten rule applied to the courts all across China: 'Judges must be liable for

erloneous judgment". Until now, the exact definition or scope of an"erroneous judgment"

has not been clear,'6e but in practice, within the court system, the overruled judgments or

rulings have also been taken as a kind of "enoneous judgment". If the judgment of first

instance is ovenuled by the appellate couLt, the judges, especially the presiding judge of

the fir'st instance will be held accountable, in the form of economic punishment (such as

fines or reduction in bonus) ol ernployment-related sanctions (such as suspension of

promotion or removal from the judicial post) within his/hel own court. If a judge often

has his/her decision overruled by a courl of appeal, his/her professional competence will

be belittled and he/she will lose face before colleagues. That's why a Chinese judge likes

to urge parties to reach a settlement agleement or lefer a case to the Adjudicative

Committee of his/her court fol decision, especially if one is not confident about the

outcome.lT0 On the one hand, a settlement agreement is not appealable; on the other hand,

if an Adjudicative Committee's decision on a case is overruled by an appellate court, the

trial judge(s) is exempt fiom any liability. However. as indicated in Chapter 2, this

Adjudicative Committee system separates the real decider fi'om the adjudicative bench:

the committee members who decide the case are not the judges who hear it. Accordingly,

the judges who do hear the case often feel they have displaceable power, losing the

incentive oI sense of responsibility to work through the issues themselves.
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Thildly, it is really hard for Chinese judges to lemain imparlial with respect to

their decisions and decision-makirig. On the one hand, as already indicated. judicial

independence is a necessary prelequisite for judicial impartiality, which can be subject to

interference of powerful outsiders and insiders. On the othel hand, under the Chinese

inquisitorial procedure, judges are likely to become biased or prejudiced as between the

parlies tluoughout the proceedings. Nurnber 1, the trial judge is presented with a file of

elaborate evidence before the case is heard.lTl So he/she always comes to the trial with a

fairly clear picture of the case, and the information supplied in the file might bias the

judge towards one side ol other. Number' 2, the trial judge is, at least partially,

lesponsible for the investigation of facts upon which he/she is to rest his/her judgment.

Thet'efore, the judge will either deliberately or unconsciously folm cefiain tentative

hypotheses about the facts and, as a result, if a witness seems to be evasive, disrespectful,

hostile, ol in some way does not live up to the expectation of the judge, the judge might

become antagonistic towards that witness or tend to discredit his/her testimony.lT2

Number 3, though a judge theoretically cannot have ex parte contact with either parly or

counsel, in real plactice, a Chinese judge's ex parte meetings with litigants or witnesses

ale inevitable. Because Chinese law requires judges to conduct independent

investigations to seek the "objective truth" on which the judgrnent will be based, meeting

with the parties or witnesses constitutes an essential part of such discovery. Plus, as

inclicated previously, each palty is allowed to keep submitting evidence to the court

throughout the proceedings but not required to serve a copy of such submissions to the

adverse par1y. So, until the trial officially starts, aparty does not know the adverse party's

case well ancl thelefore cannot immediately respond to its attack. With one paúy's
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competition missing for a period of time, a judge is likely to be affected by ex-parte

efforts by litigants or others to influence his/her decisions in the matters under litigation

before him/her.'i3 Number 4, there is no formal requirement for a written judgment.lTa In

the past, the judgments were unbelievably simple: judges didn't even give explanations

for theil decisions. During the last ten yeaLs, this has improved a lot. Now a judge must

give explanations to his/hel acceptance or denial of evidence and selection of one legal

rule instead of another. However, compared to Canadian judges, Chinese judges are not

specific or exhaustive in writing their judgments.rT5

(D) Enforcement of Judgment

After a judgment is obtained, a judgment creditor may apply to start execution

proceedings. Upon the judgment cleditor's request, a court may issue rulings and other

orders to compel compliance by the judgment debtor. As already indicated in Chapter 2,

PRC courts are responsible for enforcing their own judgments and rulings.lT6 Thus, every

court has an enforcement division, with enfolcement offrcers to cafty out this

lesponsibility. And as in Canada, the measures of enforcement also vary in accordance

with the different type of orders.

(a) Garnishment

If the judgment orders payment or recovery of money, it can be enforced by a

luling of garnishm ent.t11 Like Canada, the comnìon targets for garnishment are also the

debtor's wages or bank accounts. But unlike its Canadian countetpaft, a creditor cannot

staú a garnishment by himself/herself. The leave of court is the prerequisite for obtaining

an order of garnishment. Besides, the court will issue a notice for assistance in execution

to the garnishees, who are, in most cases, the banks, as well as the employer of the debtor'.
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A garnishee rnust comply with the notice. If they refuse to fulfill assistance obligations.

accolding to the Civil Proceclure Lav,, a people's court may impose a fine.l78

(b) Seizure, Confiscation, Sale

Like its Canadian counterparts, the writs of seizure. confiscation and sale are

issued to a court officer in the execution division, usually the sheriff, to seize debtor's

unencumbered properly and, if necessary, to sell it at apublic sale and use the proceeds to

satisfy the creditor's award.lTe In this case, Chinese debtols also might conceal or make

away with propelty to avoid responsibility. In light of it, the Civil Procedure Law

elrpowers a courl to issue a search warrant against his/hel domicile or the place where

tl-re properly may be concealed.'80 According to Article 102 of the Civil Procedtu'e Law

1991, any person concealing, transfèrring, selling or damaging plopelty already sealed up

or confiscated, may be, according to the seriousness of the act. subject to a monetary fine,

or detained, ol penalized for criminal responsibility.

(c) Compulsory Eviction

Compulsory eviction from a building or a plot of land requires a public notice

signed and issued by the president of a court, instructing the person subjected to

execution to comply within a specified period of time. If the person subjected to

execution fails to do so, upon the expiration of the period, a compulsory eviction shall be

can'ied out by the officer in the execution division, who is, usually the sheriff.lsr

(d) Enforcement of Order to Do or Not Do

If the debtor fails to perform acts plescribed in a judgment ol ruling, the courl

may carry out colltpulsory execution or commission a lelevant entity or another person to

do so at the expense of the disobedient par1y.l82
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Though the law in China also provides penalties for non-compliance with a

judgment, and empowers a courl to take measures against defiant parties, large

percentages of judgments particularly in economic cases (as many as 50 percent) go

trnenforced.ls3 As explained in Chapter 2,the primary reason fol such wide-spread, non-

enforcement of judgments and thus non-enforcement of the law, is a lack of public

respect for autholity. For example, according to the law, an inability to pay is a

cilcumstance warranting the termination or suspension of "enforcement".ls4 Thus in

lnany cases a disgluntled party takes advantage of this provision by concealing the

property. The court may "issue a search warrant" to locate the property; however, if the

concealed property is not located, a courl has nothing to do but suspend or terminate the

execution. Cumently, the notion of credit history has not been introduced into China, nor

can anyone's credit lecord be tracked down. The disgruntled party will not face

unfavourable constraint on future business activity, even if failing to perfor:m the duties

assigned by the court judgment. In addition, insufficient court funding and "local

protectionism" could be other reasons for non-enforcement. The latter may arise when a

local court is faced with enforcing a judgment against a local party, either in a case fi'om

its own jurisdiction or, pursuant to the law of procedure, from a court in a different

jurisdiction.'85 It many cases, State-owned enterprises, those companies affiliated with

the army and local authorities, are often the most diff,icult to collect outstanding debts

fi'om.l86

Part 3: Contrast
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Comparing the Canadian and Chinese coufi roles in conducting civil process, we

can conclude that a Chinese coufi has more intervention into civil cases but that a

Canadian court has rnore authority.

First, the discrepancy between a Canadian and Chinese judge's role in conducting

civil process could be primarily ascribed to differences in civil procedural systems

appliecl in these two countries, which are, respectively, advelsarial and inquisitorial.

Under the Canadian adversarial system, courts only play a passive role throughout

litigation. It is the parties who shape the case and drive the process. Litigants ol their

counsel control the pace of litigation, only involving the court when they perceive a

problen with the progress of their case. From the tirne a Statement of Claim is filed,

litigants work thlough the steps of the litigation process - fi'om pleadings, to disclosure, to

examination fol discovery, through to the trial itself - at their o*r, pa"".'87 While all cases

make use of some of the court's services and resources, there is less opportunity in the

Canadian justice system to manage the progress of cases. This has begun to change over

the last twenty years and many jurisdictions have adopted some kind of case management

to supervise the progress of cases, e.g., fhe mandatory pre-trial conference, expedited trial,

and rnediation;188 however, this still has not changed the fact that litigants and counsel

detelmine when activities, events and dispositions will occur. The courl only obtains

information on case status when a case is ready to be set for trial. In practice, many cases

still drag along for years.lse

By contrast, under the Chinese inquisitorial system, judge(s) control the progress

of the case and in a major way shape it. Ever since the complaint stage, judge(s) stafi to

check the claims, collect the evidence and contact parlies and witnesses. At trial, judge(s)
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act as the main examiner and they can expand examinations beyond either pafty's claims,

submissions and disputes. Under the judge's direction, parties or their counsels examine

the evidence and question each other and the witnesses. Unlike its Canadian counterpaft,

Chinese law has a time limit f-or processing a case. Generally, a civil case shall be

concluded within six months fi'om the day it is filed,leO which means that judges are

nnder statutory liability to bring the end to an action within the given time limit.

Therefbre. the courl must manage the progress of cases and determine when activities,

events and dispositions will occul'. If a judge allou's counsel to ploceed at his/her own

pace, that courl cannot meet the requirement of law.

On the othel hand, although Chinese courls have extensive involvement with their

litigation throughout the proceedings, they still seem weak when there is resistance. If an

individual witness refuses to provide evidence or information, no law empowers a court

to impose any punishment against him/her. Plus, though courts are required by law to

"independently exercise the right of adjudication",lel however, China's political structure

and a court's weak status in the institutional structure make judges vulnerable to outside

interference in making decisions and enforcing judgments. By contLast, a Canadian court

has more power to f,rght such resistance. First, the judge has authority to compel

witnesses to attend the discovery, trial and presenting of evidence. Where a witness is

served with a subpoena and the proper attendance money is paid or tendered to him oL her,

and the witness fails to attend at the discovery or trial and remain in attendance in

accordance with the requirements of the subpoena, the judge may, by a warrant for anest,

cause the witness to be apprehended. Secondly, the judge has powers to enforce a

judgrnent or an order. If a judgment debtor fails to fulfill his/her liability prescribed by a
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judgment or an order, the creditor may apply to have the defendant found in "contempt of

court", and, if so found, the defendant may be punished by a fine or irnprisonment.

Thirdly, Canada's political structure, rule of law regime, and institutional arangement for

judicial lemuneration and appointment, insulate judges fi'om any attempt to influence

their decisions in any matter before the court, outside the controlled process of the court.

In addition to external interferences, a Chinese judge also has to face the

interference of insiders, such as courl officials, adjudicative committee and senior judges

of a higher court. The People's Courts are required by law to "independently exercise the

riglrt of adjudication," but in current Chinese view this means that the couft as a whole

enfily shall be independent, not the individual judge.ret While in Canadian legal culture,

the ideal ofjudicial independence means not only couft as a whole has independence, but

also each judge is equal-one to another-and that the role of the Chief Judge is one of

leadership of his/her peers, and equally one of representing the views of the court as a

whole in dealing with the executive.'e3 Therefore, when adjudicating a case, an individual

judge is exempted fi'om any pressule fiom the senior judge, chiefjudge or a highel courl.

Section 2: Court's Role in Conducting Criminal Process

For regulating criminal proceedings, both China and Canada have a unified code

applied to all jurisdictions, which are respectively the Criminal Procedw'e Lau, and the

Crintinal C.ode. However, due to theil diffelent state structules (unitary state versus

federal state), these two countries achieve different degrees of uniformity in the

inrplementation of their national codes. Except for a couple of specialized courts, any

regulal court in China has complehensive jurisdiction over criminal and civil disputes, as
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well as judicial review of administrative actions. And like the uniformity achieved in civil

practice, all these jurisdictions follow the same rule (i.e., provisions in the Critninal

Procedure low) in managing and conducting criminal litigation. By contrast, in Canada

the constitutional division of powers, federal and provincial, results in the provinces

"administering" the criminal law.lea In practice, each province creates its own courls of

criminal jurisdiction and its own prosecution office (Attorney General's Departrnent).

There is therefole no necessary uniformity in the provinces and territories. Plus, the

Crintinal Code is not exhaustive as to criminal procedure. It only has basic rules which

are supplernented by provincial practice. In order to have an understanding of practice

and procedure within the province, it is important not only to know the procedure set out

in the Criminal Code, but to be aware of how it is implemented within each province.le5

So, for comparing the courl's conduct of criminal litigation, I choose Chengdu High-Tech

District Court and Manitoba's Provincial Court and Queen's Bench. Why? Because the

Provincial Court and Queen's Bench have the first-instance jurisdiction over criminal

cases across Manitoba. 196

Part l: Canadian Practice

The most distinctive feature of Canadian criminal procedule is that the "due

process" principle infuses and permeates the entire fabric of crirninal proceedings.leT

Canadian criminal procedure provides extensive protection for individual rights, which

limits governmental power and safeguards against arbitraly and unfair state procedures.

This includes the right to counsel, r'ight to remain silent, protection against self-

crimination, presumption of innocence and the light to a fail hearing.les
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(A) Ple-Trial

After being amested, a person is formally charged with an offence and may appear

in court a numbel of times befole the actual trial: to attend a bail hearing, make a plea of

guilty or not guilty, attend a preliminary inquiry or any other pre-tlial hearings ol motions,

and set a date for trial.

(a) Charge

The police may lay a charge it based on reasonable grounds, they believe a

person has committed a crime.le9 In Canada, less serious charges are referred to as

sumlnary ofïences, while rrore serious offences are referred to as inclictable offences; all

are identified in its Criminal Code, first enacted in 1892.

When the police lay a charge, they complete an information package describing

all of the evidence and delivel the information to the crown attorney. This information

package is also served upon the accused person. In addition, the police deliver to the

court a list ofcharges against the accused p..son.t00

At the point of charging an individual, police usually do not arrest the person but

serve an appearance notice or a summons, both of which obligate the individual to appear

in court to answer the charge.2Ol Arlests are made when an accused is considered to be at

liigh risk of not appearing in court to answer the charge.

(b) Arrest

Thele are two kinds of arrest in Canada: arrest without a warrant and arest with a

wal.rant.

The power to arrest an individual in Canada is given to all citizens, although

peace officers are generally given widel powers of auest. A citizen may an'est a person
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found committing an indictable offence or whom he/or she believes has committed a

criminal offence and is escaping from and freshly pursued by persons with lawful

authority to arrest.2Ot Because an arrest always involves the taking of physical control or

custody of a person with intent to detain him or her, a citizen who arrests a person

without a walrant must fofthwith deliver that person to a peace officer.203 A peace officer

has broader powers to arest than does a citizen and may arrest without warrant: anyone

the peace officer knows has committed an indictable offence; anyone the peace officer,

on reasonable and plobable grounds, believes has committed an indictable offence;

anyone the peace offìcer, on leasonable and probable grounds, believes is about to

commit an indictable offence; anyone found committing any criminal offence; or anyone

the peace officer, on reasonable and probable grounds, believes has an arrest warrant

outstanding that is valid within the jurisdiction where the suspect is found.2Oa

On the other hand, there are instances in which the issuance of a warrant for the

arrest of a named person witl be anthorized.'Os A warrunt to anest is a written order of the

court comrnanding peace officers within the issuing jurisdiction to arrest the person

named ol desclibed, for the events set out in the wan'ant, and to bring that person before a

justice with jurisdiction.206 For example, a judge ol justice may issue a wamant

authorizing a peace ofïcer to enter a dwelling house to arrest or apprehend a person

identified or identifiable by the warant, if certain conditions are met.207

During arrest or detention, thele is a requirement on the police to comply with

Section 10 of the Charter. The police will be lequired to advise a detainee of his or her

lights under S.10.208 This can be inferred fi'om the majority decision in R. v. Elshav,.2qe

Elshaw was detained in the police cruiser and asked a few questions concerning an
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alleged sexual assault. The majority of the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that the

answers to the questions could not be admitted at trial because the accused's rights under

S. 10(b) had been violated, and that to admit tire evidence would affect the fairness of the

trial.2lo

(c) Judicial Interim Release

When a person is arrested and charged, a police officer is faced with two options:

either release him/her from custody or bring him/her before a justice within 24 hours or

as sooll as possible, at which the Provincial Courl judge will decide if the amested is to be

released or remain in custody until trial.2lr Normally speaking, a person arrested will be

released, either by a police officel or the judge, fi'om custody and required to appear in

couft at a later tirne, as a condition of a process which may include a summons, an

appeaïance notice, a promise to appear, an undeftaking ol arccognizan""."'

(i) Release b y the Police

Canada's Criminal Code provides that in certain situations police officers may

release an accused. This is normally done through the use of an appearance notice which

may contain directions to the accused to attend under the ldenti/ication o.f CrimÌnals Act,

for hngerprinting and photographing, or a summons which has an order to the accused to

attend court hearing on a particular date.213 Failure to attend for identification or hearing

will result in a warrant being issued f'or the accused person's amest.

An appearance notice or sumûrons is often used for minor offences. For more

selious offences, a police officer-in-charge may release an accused person from custody

under paragraph 499(2) of the Criminal Code and rnight impose a condition as part of

that release. For example, the accused may be lequired to abstain fiom communicating
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with any alleged victim, or from going to a place specified in the underlaking or fiom

possessing a f,rrearm, and to surrender any firearm in his/her possession.2la

(ii.) Release by the Judge

Ifthe police do not release an accused upon process such as an appearance notice,

they must bling him/her befole a justice for a bail hearing within twenty hours or as soon

as possible.2l5

In the bail hearing, if the police are not opposed to release of the accused, they

will aclvise the justice of that fact and may request that the justice irnpose sureties or

conditions. A crown attornel, is also available to discuss release applications.2l6

According to the plesumption of innocence, the legislation contemplates accused persons

being released unconditionally, unless and until the crown establishes that conditions or

sureties are called for. Section 515(10) of Criminal Code makes it clear that the onus is

on the crown to secure detention. In the words of the section, the crown is generally

required to show cause why the couft should not release the accused without conditions.

However, under ceftain circumstances (set out in S. 515(6)) the accused must show cause

why detention in custody is not justified under the primary and secondary grounds. For

example, if an accused is charged with an indictable offense allegedly committed while

on some form of release for anothel indictable offence, or is not ordinarily lesiclent in

Canada,then the ïeverse onus section applies.2lT

Although the Code contemplates unconditional release as the primary option, the

practical reality is that ceftain types of conditions or sureties appear to be imposed

routinely. For example, the accused rnay be released on condition that he or she repofis to

the bail supervision program periodically, such as once per week. If the accused fails to
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repoft, a warrant to arest will issue. In,R. v. Eruon Troy Hogg, the Manitoba Provincial

Cour"t Judge, Garfìnkel, released the accused Mr. Hogg on a recognizance with ten

conditions and a five-thousand-dollar surety.2ls

(d) Discovery

Pre-trial discovery in Canadian crirninal process has two parls: investigation and

disclosure. Prosecutors (crown) have an army of investigative agents, e.9., state and

provincial police, sheriffs and treasury agents to gather information that can malce its way

into evidence. On the other hand, the result of the crown's investigation must be

disclosed to the defendant or his/her counsel prior to trial.

In Canada, the investigative apparatus of the state is in police hands. For

preventing and detecting a crime, police may use surveillance, interogation, sealch,

seizule and other compulsory measures. However, because the defendant in a criminal

case has certain constitutional safeguards, such as the right against self-incrimination and

the presumption of innocence, the police face lawful limitations in using investigative

powers. Filst, the defendant's right to remain silent, and not to testify against

himself/herself,2le means that neither the police nor the court can force a defendant to

answer questions in a climinal investigation. Secondly, due to respect for the value of

protection of the individual fi'om oppression, the courl (a juclge or magistt'ate) is often

brought into the pre-trial discovery to rule on a broad range of motions regarding issues

such as the sufficiency of the charging instrument, the scope of discovery, search, seizure

and other mandatory disclosure requirements.

Because the Canadian advelsarial system employs a contest model of proof, the

defense counsel plays an active role in pre-tlial discovery and Canadian courls have been
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consistent in assisting the defendant to exercise his/her right to counsel.220 The defense

lawyel can carry out his/her own investigation or hile a trained investigator, contacting

the client, interviewing witnesses, visiting the relevant scene and engaging expert help. In

addition. the defense has the right to discover information in the possession of the

prosecution and/ol its agents particularly, when such information is favorable to the

accused. The govelnrnent, upon a request by the defendant or his/her counsel, must

disclose evidence (e.g., the police's reports or medical reports) in the possession, custody

or control of the government, subject to certain limitations such as the work product

exemption. During pre-trial inquiry, crown must disclose the prosecutor's case to the

defènse. If not, the defense may seek ancl obtain a formal court order instructing the

prosecution to reveal investigative information to the defense.

(i). Search

Like arrest, there is also the distinction between search with a warrant and

walrantless search.

Canadian courts have recognized a warrantless search power incidental to a

lawful detention. For example, Cloutier v. Langlois sets out the palameters of a search

inciderfal to a lawful amest. In this case, the Supreme Court of Canada recognized thlee

valid objectives for such a search: safety, preservation of evidence, and discovery of

evidence.22' Later, in,R. v. Caslake the Supreme Court of Canada noted that, for a search

to be valid, the officer must have one of these objectives in mind at the time of the search;

and the officer's belief that one of these purposes will be served must be reasonable.222

However, since the search is an extreme interference with a person's liberly or

property, it follows that there should be restrictions on a peace offer's right of search. A
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number of statutory plovisions prohibit searches to take place without a wanant.z23 A

judge's power to issue a search warrant is found in S. 487 of the Criminal Code. Under

this section, before issuing a wanant, a justice must decide whether'there are reasonable

grounds to believe that objects will be found at the place indicated and that these objects

will afI'ord evidence of the commission of an offence.22a The purpose of the warrant

provision is to ensure that the individual's privacy is lespected, unless a justice has made

a judicial detennination that a search should take place. In ordel for a search wanant to

be issued, the justice must be presented with an information, which is sworn by the

informant and sets out preliminary evidence.225

(ii) Preliminary Inquiry

Preliminary inquily is not a mandatory stage of criminal proceedings. An accused

charged with an indictable offense generally has the right to elect his or her mode of trial:

(a) to be tlied by a Provincial Court judge without a jury, and without having had a

pleliminary inquiry, or (b) to have a preliminary inquily but to be tried by a judge

without a jury, or (c) to have a preliminary inquily and to be tried by a court composed of

226
a Juoge arlo Juïy.

in many ways the procedure at a preliminary inquiry is similar to and anticipates

the tdal. At the preliminary hearing, the crown attorney is entitled to present critical

elements of the evidence againstthe accused and even call the witnesses. The accused or

his/hel counsel is allowed to cross-examine in precisely the same fashion as at trial. Legal

issues lelating to rnatters such as the adrnissibility of evidence, the relevance of evidence

ancl the substantive elements of the charge are dealt with by the judge in the same fashion

as atlrial.227 Therefor'e, preliminary inquily is an opporlunity for disclosure and discovery:
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the crown is obliged to disclose all the rnaterial it proposes to use at frial;228 both the

accused and the Crown will know what each witness will say and assess the evidence

aftel obselving the witness. On the other hand, due to the protection against selÊ

incdmination, there is no reciprocal obligation on the accused to assist the prosecution.

The accused is not lequired to disclose, except where they plan to use expeft evidence or

i.r. 219
AI1D1S.

While the procedure at a preliminary hearing is outwardly similar to that attrial, it

is, however, intrinsically different. Unlike trial, there is no detelmination of guilt at the

conclusion of the prelirninary inquiry. The accused is not required to enter a plea of guilty

or answer to the charge, nor will the judge make any decision regarding the innocence or

guilt of the accused.230 Rather, the Provincial Court judge has only two options: issue an

order to stand trial if the crown has presented sufficient evidence to put the accused on

trial for an indictable offence, or discharge the accused if no sufficient case is made to put

the accused on trial. So, whether there is a case which the accused should be required to

meet at atrial is the key problem that must be solved at the Pleliminary Inquiry.23l

Depending on the province, preliminary inquiries are usually held before a

Plovincial Court judge or justice of the peace. But the judge who hears the Prelirninary

Inquily will not conduct the trial.232 During a preliminaly hearing, the judge may proceed

w'ith the charges, drop the charges, downgrade the charges, or upgrade the charg"s.t33 In

most cases the judge will find that there is enough evidence to proceed with the charges

and will order a trial. If the judge finds that there is not enough evideuce to try the

accused on the charges that have been laid, the charges against the accused will be

dlopped. In some cases a judge may rule that the evidence does not warrant the actual
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chalges laid; and, in such cases, the judge may downgrade the charges. For example, the

judge may find that the evidence wanants a manslaughter charge rather than a second-

degree murder charge. As well, if the evidence warrants it, charges could be upgraded.23a

(e) Pr'osecution

Clown prosecutors represent the state in criminal prosecutions and are given the

task of proving that accused persons are guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.23t Whe.t

deciding whether to go ahead with a prosecution, they will take two factors into

consideration: first, is there strong evidence to obtain a conviction? Secondly, is it in the

public interest to proceed?

(t) Pre-Trial Conference

This is a mandatoly stage in Canadian climinal procedure.236 A pre-trial

conference occurs in both trial courts (Provincial Court and the Court of Queen's Bench)

and it is a meeting of the crown attorney and defense counsel with the judge, to ensure

that the case is ready for trial. In Manitoba, ple-trial conference shall be held before the

trial judge ol another judge of the court at least two months before the date fixed for a

- . - )11
¡ury trral.--'

Pleliminary hiquiry is a public hearing while Pre-Trial Conference is a meeting

not open to the public. Unlike the Pleliminary Inquiry, mainly a disclosure mechanism

for screening out "weak" cases,t38 Pre-Trial Confelence is a procedural device used to

consider matters which will plomote a fair and expeditious trial. So, witnesses will not

attend the Ple-Tlial Conference. crown's evidence will not be heard, and no examination

01'ct'oss-examination will be taken. Crown attorney and detènse counsel are not requiled

to discuss the facts of the case; rather, they try to settle procedural questions, for example,
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narrowing and defining issues to be tried, determining the nurnber of trial days that will

be needed, or possibly obtaining admissions which would facilitate the trial hearing.23e At

the conclusion of a conference the couft prepales and files a memorandum of the matters

agreed upon.'u0 However, the judge who conducts the pre-trial conference will not be the

trial judge.2ar

(g) Pleading

Often the accused will have to malce several appearances befole getting to trial.

When the accused appears in coutt on the date set, a procedure called "an'aignment",

takes place. At this court appearance, the charge is read to the accused. After receiving

the complaint ol information against him/her, the defendant is then asked to enter a plea

of guilty or not guilty, or the special pleas of autre .fois acquit, autre J'ois convict, and

parclon.zaz And where an accused refuses to plead or does not answer directly, the court

can order the clerk of the courl to enter a plea of not guilty.243

in the climinal process the plea is an integral element. The remainder of the

procedure in a criminal trial very much depends on the plea. A not guilty plea will result

in a complete trial; a guilty plea leads directly to a summary process for sentencing.tuo

By entering a guilty plea, the accused admits to having committed the offence and

consents to a conviction being entered without the necessity of a trial to prove the

charge.2a5 Thus, the coult can deal with sentencing right away or set another date for it.

However, a plea of guilty does not necessarily mean that the accused accepts each and

every fàct alleged by the crown, but only such facts as constitute the material elements of

the ofTence. Thus an accused rnay plead guilty to an offence and still be at liberty on

sentencing to demand that the crown prove beyond a reasonable doubt any aggravating
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circumstances that the crown alleges are present ."u By contLast, by entering a not-guilty

plea, the accused denies guilt or asserts that he/she did not commit the offense,

necessitating a trial for proving the charge against him/her. In the case of a not guilty plea

on an indictable offence, the person may choose trial by judge alone, or by judge and jury.

In practice, as criminal courts become ever more crowded, prosecutors and judges

feel increased plessure to move cases quickly through the system. To avoid a trial, crown

counsel rnay offer a deal containing the promise of some benef,rt as an incentive for an

accused to plead guilty under ceftain considelations. This negotiation between the crown

and the defense is called "plea balgaining". The advantage to the defendant may be a

reduction of the charges, a lenient sentence. or (in the case of multiple chalges) the

dismissal of some charges.2aT For the exchange, the defendant is often required to

perform parlicular duties, such as pleading guilty on a parlicular date, cooperating in the

investigation of another offense, or testifying against a co-defend ant.2ag The advantage to

the prosecution is that a conviction is obtained without the time and expense of lengthy

trial proceeclings, especially in doubtful situations where there is evidentialy weakness, or

cooperation by the accused in other matters, or witness availability.

A plea bargain creates a contract between the prosecutor and the defendant, and

both parties are required to comply with its tenns.24e If the defendant fails to satisfy

his/her duties, the crown may levoke the plea bargain. On the other hand, if the crown

breaks a deal with a defendant, the defendant may seek to have his plea set aside, or may

seek a coult older lequiring the crown to respect the plea bargain.

Court does not attend plea negotiation but must respect the agreement struck by

the crown and defendant. Generally, the courl cannot override what has been agreed to by
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counsels. While the law is clear that ajudge is not bound by the agreement, as a non-

party to it, the judge is only entitled to depart from it for clear and cogent t"uronr.tto This

position was recently leiterated by the Manitoba Court of Appeal in R. v. Thomas. In this

case, the couft made clear that if a judge is contemplating lejecting a plea agreement he

or she should disclose this to counsel prior to delivering reasons and afford counsel an

opportunity to make further submissions.25l

(B) Trial

Like its civil trial system, the Canadian criminal trial is also organized by the

adver'sarial/accusatolial model of dispute resolution: the citizen and the state confront

each othel as opponents, or adversaries; thejudge has a relatively passive and neutlal role;

counsels are the active playels; the accuser (crown, plaintiff) assumes the burden of proof

within a framework of exclusionary rules of evidence;trial by jury is available for serious

criminal cases.

(a) Oral and Documentary Evidences

As in its civil litigation system, the parties, not the judge, forward the evidence.

Both the prosecution and defense ale given equal opportunity to present respective cases.

On the other hand, a criminal trial is a serious matter for the accused because life and

liberty, as well as the stigma of a criminal conviction, are at stake. Therefore, common

law and the Charter plovide special plotections for the accused. For example, under the

principle of "presumption of innocence" and "pLotection against self-incrimination", the

burden of proof is solely on the state. The prosecution must prove that the offense

occurred and the accused committed it in a criminal matter. The ploof must meet the

criminal standard, whereby proof of guilt must be to such a high degree that no
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reasonable person would have a real doubt as to its truth.2s2 By contrast, an accused

person presents evidence only out of his/her own choice. The prosecution cannot require

the accused to give evidence. The accused can take the witness stand, but only if he or

she consents to testify.tt3 If he/she chooses not to testify, his/her refusal cannot and will

not be used in determining his/her guilt or innocence.

Lil<e a civil trial, it is the party who calls the witnesses to trial and pays for their

attendance. Where a person is lil<ely to give material evidence in a proceeding, a

subpoena is served on him/her in a similal manner as in civil proceedings. Sections 698,

699 &. 700 of Criminal Code empower a justice or a Provincial Court judge to issue a

subpoena requiring the witness to attend the hearing, give evidence and even bring with

him/her anything in his/her possession or under his/her contl'ol lelating to the subject-

matter of the proceedings. A peace officer will serve the subpoena on witnesses

personally and the service of a subpoena may be approved by affidavit.2sa

A witness who, being required by law to attend or remain in attendance for the

purpose of giving evidence, fails r,vithout lawful excuse to do so or to remain in

attendance, accordingly is guilty of contempt of courl and liable to a fine or

imprisonment.255 Wrere a person wlio is served with a subpoena and is likely to give

material evidence will not attend in response to a subpoena, or is evading service of a

subpoena, a justice or Provincial Court judge may issue a warrant to cause that person to

be arrested, brought to give evidence and even detained in custody for a period of time.256

Those who have been bound by a recognizance to attend to give evidence in any

proceeding and who do not attend, or do not remain in attendance, the court, judge,
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justice or Plovincial Court judge may issue a warrant for the affest of that person, even

without serving a subpoena.2sT

(b) Direct-Examination and Cross-Examination

As in civil proceedings, evidence shall be examined and witnesses shall testify,

with those f-ol the prosecution testifying first. Then defense witnesses testify and any

rebuttal witnesses testifu last. The process starts with the direct-examination by the

rnoving party, followed by cross-examination by the opposing party. When being

questioned, each witness is sworn to tell the truth, undel threat of a criminal perjury

charge for failure to do so.

At the conclusion of cross-examination, the first lawyer (either crown attorney or

defènse counsel) is given a chance to question the witness again. This is done if the

witness's evidence needs to be made clearer. During re-examination, the witness rnay be

questioned on new matters raised in cross-examination, so as to clear them up.

In a cr'iminal case, the burden of proof is solely on the crown. The defense may

decide not to present any evidence at all. Therefore, cross-examination of a cLown's

witness and evidence is particularly imporlant for clarifying the alleged fact. In Canada

thele are very few rules that limit the scope of cross-examination. Counsel is not

restricted to cross-examining on issues raised in direct examination but are given wide

fieedom to question a witness on issues of credibility or integrity.tt*

Criminal lawyers (both crown attorney and defense counsel) cannot use leading

questions on materially disputed matters in direct-examination, because a leading

question is suggestive of the answ'er. On the other hand, a leading question can be used as

a test in cross-examination because the main putpose of cross-examination is to test the
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veracity of the witness and to obtain answers which assist the case of the cross-examining

pafty. In practice, if these rules ale not followed, the opposing party may properly object

and, if the question is improper,2se the judge will sustain the objection, which means that

the question cannot be answered. If the question is proper, the judge will overrule the

objection and the answer must be given.

Aftel all the evidence is examined and witness testirnony presented, both clown

and defènse make closing arguments, designed to sum up each case.

(c) .Iudge's Role

The judge's role in a criminal case depends firstly on whether he or she is on a

tlial with a jury or not. If the accused is tried by judge alone, then the role of the judge is

no different than in a civil case: hearing the evidence, ruling on whether certain evidences

will be heard, then applying the law to the evidence, determining if the accused is guilty

of the offence as charged. In this judge-alone trial mode, the role of the judge is

essentially passive and peace-keeping. But at the same time, a judge still has enough

authority to control the sequence, for exarrple, compelling the attendance of a witness at

hearings and ruling on the objections raised in examination and cross-exaÍrination. In

acldition, the judge also has a positive duty to put questions to a witness in order to clarify

an obscure answer, a misunclerstanding of a question put to the witness, or an omission

by legal counsel of a question that the judge believes is lelevant to the issues in the

260
case.

If the trial is judge and jui'y, then the judge's role is to determine whether ceftain

evidence will be admissible (a hearing in this regard is called a"voir dire" and the jury is

not plesent), ensure the fair treatment of the accused, and at the end of the evidence the
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judge gives instructions (sometimes called a jury charge) to the jury on the law that

applies to that 
"as".'6' 

In this jury plus judge trial mode, respective functions of the judge

and jury are kept clearly separate: the judge determines the applicable law and expounds

it to the jury in the charge; the jury then decides the verdict based upon the evidence they

have heald and the law which they have been instructed by the judge to apply.

Although all issues of fact are left for the twelve jurors to determine, the judge

must, however, assist the jury in its determination of the facts by reviewing the evidence

and by lelating the evidence to the issues and to the law.262 Because the judge has the

duty to assist the jury in its assessment of the evidence, it may be necessary for him/her to

give jurors a personal opinion on the evidence, e.g., the impoftance of various pieces of

evidence, ol the credibility of a witness, though the jury is not bound to accept his/her

opinion regarding the facts. including credibility of the witnesses. In addition, the judges

must also plesent and explain any respective theories of the prosecution and the defense

in tlie charge to the jury.

Besides instructing tlie jury on the law and evidence, a judge is also responsible

fol making sure that the trial process proceeds in a fair manner, especially for the

accused.263 In practice, the most important safeguard for a fair trial is the judge's

exclusion of inadmissible evidence.'60 Generally speaking, evidence obtained through a

Charter violation, especially a breach of Sections 10(b), 24(2),7 and 8, should usually be

excluded if its admission adversely affects the fairness of the trial. Wlry? Because these

illegally acquired evidences would not have been discovered but for the accused's

compelled assistance.265 During atrial, the exclusion of inadmissible evidence is usually

done by counsel's request. For example, a lawyer may make a motion to strike cefiain
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testimony because it was not properly received. If the judge orders the testimony stricken,

the jury must disregard it and may not consider it during deliberations. A lawyer may also

make a motion to plevent a witness from testifying. These motions are usually heard by

the judge alone. after the jury has been sent to the jury ,oom.266

(C) Sentencing

Once an accusecl is found guilty in a judge alone trial or by the jury's unanimous

verdict, the same judge will decide the sentence.267 The law gives a judge a great deal of

discretion with respect to the type and severity of sentences that they can impose: for

most offences, the Crintinal Code prescribes only a maximum penalty, and the rest is left

to the individual judge.

When determining a sentence, judges usually rely strongly on precedents

(previous decisions in similar cases), which prevent diffelent courls from deciding similar

cases in contradictory ways, ensuring some measure of certainty and consistency in the

law. And as in civil lawsuits, Canada's political structule (the separation of party and

state), rule of law regime (sepalation of powers, checks and balances, suplemacy of law),

institutional arrangements for judicial remunel'ation and appointment, and the trial mode

(adversarial competition, judge's lelatively passive role, separation of ple-trial and trial

ploceedings) ensure a Canadian criminal judge's irrdependence and irnpartiality in such

decision-rnaking.

Part 2: Chinese Practice

Before recent reforms of criminal plocedure, the Chinese criminal justice system

has long been plagued by violations of basic human rights. The Chinese government
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revised its Crintinctl Procedtre Law in 1996 and its Crintinal Law in 1997.268 These

sweeping revisions and amendments promise increased protection for criminal suspects

and defendants, and a fairer trial process, including an expansion ofthe accused's light to

counsel, an enhanced opportunity for defense lawyers during the pre-trial and trial stages,

limits on the prosecution's non-judicial determinations of guilt, separation of pre-trial and

trial, and a reduced role for judges in criminal proceedings.tóe However, such reforms

still fail to address other key deficiencies in the Chinese criminal justice system. For

example, the revised CPL does not fully recognize a presumption of innocence. It does

not provide adequate safeguards agairist the use ofevidence gathered through torture and

other illegal means.27o

(A) Ple-Tlial

Prior to reform of the original 1979 Criminal Procedure Lav,, there was no

separation between pre-trial and trial stages. Having received a case from the procuracy,

a coult was only to begin the trial after it had canied out a tholough examination into the

substance of the case, e.9., the happening of the crime, its impact on a victim, the

proceeds of clime and the mitigating ol aggravating circumstances that made the facts of

the case "clear" and the evidence "sufficient.n2Tt 1n fact, this pre-trial examination

essentially amounted to a determination of guilt prior to trial. During the trial, the court

may return the criminal case to the procuracy for supplementary investigation, if the

evidence was deemed insufficient to warrant a conviction.zT2 Under the revised CPL, the

couLt's ple-trial role has now been limited to a procedural review of the rnaterials

submitted by the prosecutor.2t3 The court's former power to return a case to the

procuïacy fol supplementary investigation has also been eliminated. Ever since the
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revision, a criminal case may, generally speaking, proceed to trial after having gone

through three stages: detention, investigation, and prosecution.

(a) Detention

There are five so-called "coercive measures" provided for in the revised Criminal

Procedw'e Lav' involving deprivation of personal liberty prior to conviction: compulsory

suffìmons, "taking a guarantee and awaiting trial", "supervised residence", pre-anest

detention, and arrest. Among them, the first three measures are non-custodial.21a

Therefore, according to Chinese usage, only persons subjected to the last two of these

measures, pre-arrest detention and arest, are considered to be "in detention" According

to intemational standards, however, a "detained person" is "any person deprived of

personal liberty except as a result of conviction for an offence.""t So, if we apply

international standards to China's Criminal Procedure Law, all of these five coercive

measures should properly be viewed as different forms of pre-trial detention.

Chinese law gives the police enormous discretion to dispose of suspected

criminals. A police officer may detain an active criminal ol suspect under many

conditions; for instance, one who is found committing a climinal offence, or believed to

have committed a criminal offence, or believed to be about to commit an indictable

offence. and even one believed to be not telling the true name, address and identity."u In

fact, Chinese law is notably vague on the definition of "suspect". Police have a power to

irnpose lestrictions on any suspect. If he/she has reasonable or plobable grounds, for

instance, some (not necessarily sufficient) evidence suggesting a significant connection

between the detainee and the alleged crime, he/she can hold the suspect under pre-arrest

detention or anest. On the other hand, if he/she doesn't have this kind of evidence to
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justify pre-anest detention or arrest, he/she is allowed to impose non-custodial forms of

restliction on the suspect, such as a compulsory summons, "taking a guarantee and

awaiting trial" or' "supervised residence".2ll Of these five forms of pre-trial detentions

autlrorized under the revised Crintinal Procedure ¡6vt, the only one subject to external

check is an'est, which rnust be approved by the prosecutor.tt* So, in the other four forms

of pre-trial detention, police do not have to deliver an information package describing all

of the evidence and charges to any outsider, either to the coufi or procuracy. Intemational

law requires that "anyone arrested or detained on a criminal charge shall be brought

promptly befoi'e a judge or other officer authorized by law to exercise judicial power."27e

The CPL laclcs any such procedure. Chinese courls may order any form of detentions on

their orvn motion,280 but they play no role reviewing police detention orders, including

arrest. The police do not have to request court approval in ordering any form of detention.

Tlre revised CPL provides that a detained suspect has the right to apply to "take a

guarantee and await trial" as the condition for being released or exempted frorn custoclial

detention. On the other hand, this does not necessalily mean that he/she is entitled to

release pending trial, because the police retain complete discletion to approve ol reject

tlie application.28l In China, a person deprived of his/her liberty by arrest or any other

folm of detention under the revised CPL is likewise denied the right to bring a habeas

corpus or bail proceeding, whereby a court decides without delay on the lawfulness of

his/her detention. and to order his/her release if the detention is not lawful.282 The only

circumstance under which a suspect can seek release is when detention has exceeded the

legally stipulated time periods. Prior to that point, he or she has no right to contest the

lar.vfulness of the detention order itself.ts3 The revised CPL Is notably vague on the
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question of to whom the suspect should direct his or her demand for release; but there is

no provision for any judicial role in reviewing the response. The general principle that the

procuracy is to notify the police to correct any "illegal circumstances" occurring during

the investigation phase2sa suggests that the only conceivable way to force the release of a

suspect held in detention beyond a maximum time period would be via the procura"y.'*t

Under the 1979 original Criminal Procedure Lcn4,, à defendant had no right to

legal counsel prior to seven days before the starl of the trial. Under the revised Criminal

Procedm'e Le1at, defendants may retain counsel much earlier in the criminal process: after

the first interrogation ol fi'om the day he or she is first subjectecl to "coercive measures"

(e.g., pre-ai'rest detention (iutiu) and arrest (daibu)).286 However, having a right to retain

counsel on paper does not necessarily mean that the defendant will be notified of such a

right and allowed to remain silent. In the early stage of a criminal case, for example, at

the point of detention or investigation, the police do not have an obligation to give

suspects immediate notice of theil right to counse1.287 Under the revised CPL, all

suspected criminals are to be notified of their right to counsel on the day when their cases

are transferred from the police to the prosecutor, for a decision on whether or not to

prosecute.2ss As a result, due to ignorance of the law, many suspects do not have

assistance frorn counsel during the detention and investigation phases, when most in need

of legal assistance. Still, some knowledgeable suspects are well arvare of their light to

counsel and do get some legal assistance after the first time they have been questioned by

the police or placed in some form of ple-trial detention. However, the lawyer's role and

powers in the detention ancl investigation phases are moïe limited than at a later stage.28e

More o¡rinously, Chinese law grants the police unreviewable power to block a lawyer's
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early involvement in cases involving under-dehned "state secrets". In cases involving

"state secrets," a term that police can construe expansively, a lawyer must first obtain

approval from the relevant investigating authority before rneeting with his or her client.2eO

Tlie police t'equently invoke "state secrets" to deny a suspect access to a lawyel during

the investigation phase.2el When actually ailowed to meet with their clients, defense

lawyers generally get only one brief meeting, which is usually monitored and sometimes

recorded by investig ators.2e2

(b) lnvestigation

Investigation is also under-defined in Chinese climinal justice system. Neither the

original nor the revised Crintinal Procedure [.6¡a, provides for definition and scope of

investigation. If considered as gathering evidence to prove or disqualify an alleged fact,

the police, the procuracy and even the court have such powets.'e3 If considered as taking

coercive measures to obtain evidence to prove a suspect guilty or innocent, or to prove

the crime to be minoï or grave, only the police and proculacy have such autho rity.2e4

The investigative apparatus of the state is mainly in the hands of the police. For

preventing and detecting a crime, police rnay question the suspect and witnesses, examine

the sites and objects, search the person and residence, seize material and documentary

evidences, assign an expert to give evaluations, and even issue a wanted order if a

defendant who should be arrested is a fugitive.2et Proculacy have the same investigative

powers when conducting their own investigations of cases directly filed to and accepted

by it.2e6 Due to the lack of constitutional safeguards for the defendant in a criminal case

regarding self-inclimination, the presumption of innocence,2e' and the exclusion of

illegally-obtained evidences such as confession under torture,2es the police and procuracy
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face altnost no extetnal checks in using their investigative powers. First, the court is not

involved in pre-trial investigation. Neither the police nor procuracy is obliged to request

couft approval in theil taking of any investigative measure. A1l investigations are

warant-less. Secondly, the defendant has no right to remain silent or not to testify against

himself/herself. As a result, the use of tofture, thleat or enticement to obtain confessions

during the investigation stage of the crirninal process remains a problem in China.

During the investigation, some suspects are helcl in custody. Because detention

and investigation are such an extreme interference with a person's liberty or propefty, the

Clriminal Procedure Lav, empowers the procuracy to review the legality of police actions

at the point when it reviews decisions to arrest and decides to prosecute.2ee In the mean

while, the suspect or defendant can only seek the help of the procuracy for comecting the

actions of the investigators which infringe procedural rights or dignity. For example,

literally, the time limit for holding the criminal suspect in custody during investigation

after arrest shall not exceed two month. If the case is complex and cannot be concluded

within the time limit, an extension ranging from one month to a maximum of f,rve months

must be approved by the procuracy at the next highel level.300 If his/hel detention has

exceeded the legally stipulated time limits, a suspect can request the procuracy fbr release.

Procuracy's procedural safeguard role matches its constitutional status as the "watch

dog" of law enforcement. On the other hand, however, neither the CPL nor any othel law

provides a mechanism by which the procuracy can be forced to carry out its

responsibilities as legal watchdog. Thus the procuracy has unfettered discletion to decide

whether and how to act in response to a suspect's complaint that liis or her rights have

been violated. This becomes particularly problernatic when the violator is the procuracy
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itself (e.9., when conducting its own investigations), since the other legal institutions do

not have authority to compel the procuracy to act or to investigate such matters

themselves.3ol

On the one hand, police take primary responsibility for gathering, testing, and

evaluating evidence relevant to the dispute. On the other hand, the role of the defense

lawyer is extremely passive throughout the pre-trial discovery. Even though the 1996

CPL 1tied to balance the power between the procuracy and the defense, by allowing

earlier parlicipation by the defènse counsel and delineating their legal rights, the current

authorization of the defense lawyer's right to investigate is still narrow and ambivalent

for effective investigation. First, lawyers have no state mandate to carry out discovery. As

indicated earlier, during the detention and investigation phases, the lawyer''s role is

limited to meet with a detained suspect to learn the cilcumstances of the case, provide

legal advice, file petitions and complaints, and, on the client's behalf, apply fol"taking a

guarantee and awaiting tria1."302 At this stage, counsel has no access to the defendant's

file, nol to any information or evidence in possession, custody ol control of the

prosecution andlor its agents, like the police, vehicle transportation bureau, medical test

centre, etc. Secondly. in order to collect evidence from othel parties, e.g.. the victim or

victim's witness, the defense rnust obtain their consent or apply to the court or procuracy

to act on its behalf.3O3 By contrast, all individuals and institutions have a duty to comply

with requests from the police, courl, and the procuracy fol evidence.3oa

(c) Prosecution

After investigation, the police send the results of its findings to the plocuracy with

a recolrrtendation whethel or not to prosecute. The procurator will then review the case
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and intenogate the suspect. Here, interrogating the suspect differs from having a plea

negotiation with the suspect. Procurators rnay just ask the criminal suspect some

questions, and then heed the opinions of the victim and o1'the persons entrusted by the

criminal suspect and the victim.3O5 There is no plea bargaining in the Chinese criminal

justice system. In cases which the procuracy has investigated, it will make the decision

whether to prosecute or not.

Like theil Canadian crown counterpafts, Chinese prosecutors represent the state in

criminal prosecutions and are also given the task of proving the case that an accused is

guilty. But unlike their Canadian crown counterparts, when deciding whether to go ahead

with a prosecution, the Chinese prosecutors will hrstly consider whether or not,

according to the criminal law, any criminal sanction (penalty) shall be imposed on the

suspect.306 In cases of minor crimes for which the crirninal law either does not require

criminal sanction or permit the defendant to be "exempted frorn punishment," the

procuracy now has the discretion to decide "not to prosecute." They are less concemed

with whether or not there is strong evidence to prove a conviction. Why? Because even

if the evidence gathered is not sufficient to prove the alleged facts, the prosecutor may

remand the case to the police fol supplementary investigation or conduct the

supplementaly investigation itself.307 Supplementary investigation must be completed

within one month and may be conducted twice at most.3Os Until after the supplernentary

investigation has been com,pleted, if the procuracy still believes that the evidence is

i¡sufficient and the case does not meet the conditions for initiation of a prosecution, the

procuracy may decide not to initiate a plosecution.'on

In light of it, we can conclude that the procuracy'S approach to "plosecute" oI
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"not to prosecute" comes via the pre-determination of guilt and sentencing. Actually, the

revised CPL has already limited the procuracy's non-judicial determinations of guilt.

Uncler the original CPL, prosecutors had the power to exempt suspects from prosecution

rvhose crimes were minor or involved a variety of mitigating circumstances.3'0 Although

couched in terms of leniency, decisions to "exempt from prosecution" constituted a

unilatelal prosecutorial determination of guilt without benefit of a trial.3t'The revised

CPL eliminates the term "exemption from prosecution" and explicitly states that no

pelsoll should be determined guilty except pursuant to a lawful court verdict.3l2 As a

result, the procuracy no\¡/ has only two options: either bring a case to trial or dismiss it

altogether. Procurators can no longer use "exemption fiom prosecution" as a third

alternative, to pin a guilty label on suspects against whom they lack sufficient evidence to

bring to trial.

If the procuracy decides not to initiate a prosecution, it delivers the decision in

wliting to the police. Upon being served the notice of "not to prosecute", the suspect in

custody shall be released imrnediately.''' If the decision to prosecute is made, the

plocllracy initiates a public prosecution by preparing a bill of prosecution (equivalent to

indictment) and filing a lawsuit in a People's Couft. From the date on which the

procuracy begins to examine a case for prosecution, the clefense lawyel may meet and

corespond with the climinal suspect in custody and even access the defendant's f,tle,

reading, extracting and duplicating the litigation documents pertaining to the cunent case

and the technical velification material.sla However, until the prosecution stage, defense

counsel's access to the defendant's file is not total.3l5
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(B) Trial

The previous criminal justice system used an inquest model of trial: prior to trial,

judges conducted a tholough pre-tlial examination of criminal cases that essentially

amounted to a determination of guilt;3l6 at trial, judges took the lead in questioning the

defendant and witnesses, producing evidence, and summing up the case. However, since

7996, the revised Criminal Procedure Latv has made far-reaching changes and

incorporated some elements of the adversarial system into the trial model. Under the

revised CPL, the courl's pre-trial role has been limited to a procedural review of the

materials subrnitted by the prosecutor.3't And since the substance of the case is no longer

to be examined ahead of time, the court takes a clecidedly more passive role at trial. The

principal burden of producing evidence and arguing the case is now plincipally assumed

by the prosecutor and defense counsel.3'8

Like civil cases, criminal cases are conducted either by a single-judge bench or a

collegiate panel.3le There is no jury trial in Chinese criminal proceedings.

(a) Oral and Documentary Evidences

As mentioned earlier, under the cunent trial mode it is primarily the party's

liability to plovide evidence at the coufi hearing to support his/her own allegations. This

does not necessarily meall that a court plays no role at trial. Actually, it is the court which

serves a copy of the indictment on the defendant, appoints a defender for the defendant (if

he/she has no counsel) and summons participants other than the procuracy, including the

def-endant, defendant's counsel, and witnesses to attend the hearing by serving them

notices of appearance.3to

The defense counsel does not have a status equal to that ofthe prosecutor duling
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trial proceedings. Despite the introduction of elements of the adversarial system, the

revised trial process still privileges the state. First, the defense must obtain the court's

apploval to call new witnesses, introduce additional physical evidence or seek fuither

expeú evaluations.32l This is contrary to Canadian practice, whereby the defendant is

entitled to obtain witnesses under the same conditions as the crown. Secondly, the CPL

still recognizes no right to remain silent or not to testify against oneself. Trial

proceedings under both the original and the revised CPL lisl questioning of the defendant

as the first rnatter of business after the plosecutor has lead the indictment.322 Both judge

and proculator may interlogate the defèndant at trial. Thirdly, the revised Criminal

Procedu'e Lav, fails to identify a standard of proof common to both sides. On the one

hand, the trial plocess reinforces the prosecution's duty to gather and produce all relevant

eviclence, but it does not establish a quantum or standard of proof required to convict.323

Rather, the Chinese criminal justice system only recognizes "objective truth" as the

standard fol admitting evidence or warïanting a conviction.32a

However, there has been a widening gap between the ideal of objective truth and

the ability to achieve it within existing methods and procedures. It is unrealistic to require

fincling of absolute truth about a past crime. What can be discovered is partial and, at

rnost, an estimate of probabilities. Unfoftunately, Chinese law lacks such a quantum or

mechanism to estimate the probabilities of a criminal conviction happening. On the other

hand, neither the original nor revised CPL provides adequate safegualds against the use

of evidence gatheled through torture, thleat or other illegal means. Coupled with the

state's broad investigative power during pre-trial proceedings, the procuracy may

produce a lot of evidence unfavourable to the defendant and present everything at trial.
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However, due to the lack of proof standard and exclusion of illegally-gathered evidence,

the fàirness of the pre-trial proceedings and the fairness of the criminal trial itself have

not become integral parts f'or a defense lawyer's representation of the accused.3t5 H"/rh"

often tends to not challenge a prosecutor's incriminating evidence on the grounds of

"reasonable doubt" or "illegal means" because it is not necessarily the effective way to

discredit or quash such evidence. In away, the scope of criminal defense is limited to the

presentation of exculpatory evidence for acquittal or mitigating evidence for less severe

sentencing or evidence of "objective truth" for excluding a prosecutor's false findings.326

Both the original and revised Criminal Procedure Law require that anyone with

information about a case shall have a duty to testify.321 In rcal practice, however,

testimony is mainly given in written form rather than in persorl. Witness coopelation has

been a selious ploblem in China. The duty to testify is just an unsecured obligation. If an

individual witness intentionally gives false testirnony or falsifies, conceals or even

destloys criminal evidence, he will be held accountable for sanctions.328 But if he/she

refuses to open the mouth, neither the court nor the procuracy can secure his/her

attendance at trial or force him/her to testify. For the stubborn witness, no compulsory

ilreasur'es are applicable: no subpoena, no "contempt of court" order, no imprisonment,

neither' corporal nor monetary punishment. In most cases, concerns have been expressed

f-or tlre safety of witnesses. The revised Crintinal Procedw'e Lau, has added a new article

(Afi. 49) on the punishment for an attack on a witness, which appears designed to

encourage more direct evidence; however, it still has not provided adequate compulsory

protection for a witness from physical harm or an incentive to protect them from fmancial

loss. Due to the lack of witness cooperation, the revised CPL retains unchanged the
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provision in the oliginal law pelmitting the use in court of transcripts rather than the live

testimony of witnesses and exper1s.32e

(b) Examination

Ever since the 1997 revision, a trial judge is no longer the main examinel. Now it

is the prosecutor and defense counsel who play a prominent role in examination. On the

otlrer lrand, however, the revised Criminal Procedure Law rclains some features of the

previous trial mode.

First, there is no strict requirement as to the way of questioning. Compared to its

Canadian counter-pfft, exarnination in a Chinese criminal couft does not follow the

direct- and cross-examination modes. On the one hand, there is no distinction between

procuracy's and defendant's cases. Examination starts with the procurator reading the

prosecution bill (equivalent to indictment); then the defendant may argue about the

clime(s) accused in the bill of prosecution; then the prosecutor may interrogate the

defendant and the defendant may defend hirnself/herself.33o The examination moves from

one evidence to another', until the last one is exhibited and discussed. There is no

prohibition on the way of questioning and the leading question is not forbidden.

Secondly, examination is not a separate phase of the trial proceeding; r'ather, it

altemates with investigation and new-evidence presentation. During examination, defense

counsel may, uporl apploval of the judge, call new witnesses, introduce additional

physical evidence or seek furlher expert evaluations.33' Si*ilarly, the procurator may,

with approval of the judge, request a supplementary investigation to collect more

evidence or clarify an alleged fact.332 Once the result of the investigation or the new

conclusion of an expert comes out, the judge may organize another hearing to examine it.
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in this way, non-adversarial proof-taking alternates with adversarial dialogue across as

many hearings as are necessary.

Thirdly, it is still hald for defense counsel to present an effective defense at trial.

On the one hand, defense counsel often does not have adequate time or investigative

power for pleparation of the defense. It is only at the point when the courl gives notice of

trial that defense counsel receives full access to the evidence against his/her client and

other details of the prosecution's case.333 On the other hand, the non-appearance of a

witness and the use of written testimony rule out any possibility of cross-examination by

the defense. hr addition, because of the lack of a proof standard and of an exclusion of

illegally-obtained evidence, the credibility of testimony or other evidence is not tested by

defense counsel's adversarial cross-examination, as in common law countries like

Canada. Rather, it is required that the judge shouid evaluate each single testimony or

evidence in lelation to other evidence in a case, to decide whether it can be used as a

basis for ploving or disapploving an aileged existence offact.

(c) Debate

After all the evidence is examined and witnesses have testified, the trial will

proceed to debate. With permission of the presiding judge, the public prosecutor, the

victim and the defendant(s) or theil counsels may state their views on the evidence and

the case, and they may debate with each other.33a Aftel the presiding judge has declared

conclusion for the debate, the defendant shall have the right to present a closing

statement.335
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Since the l99l reform introduced some elements of the advelsarial system to

China's crirninal trial mode, the role of the judge during tlial has become essentially

peace-keeping. Curlently, the judge comes to the trial with a general picture of the case,

usually derived fiom reading the indictment and the list of evidence. As a result, helshe is

not familiar with either pafiy's detailed story before the trial begins. During the trial. the

judge refi'ains fi'om active inquiries, no longer acting as the main examiner or officially

eliciting the evidence. In addition, the revised Crinùnal Procedure Law has shifted the

judge's role fì'orn cooperating with the prosecutor to identi$r criminals to impartially

hearing and adjudicating a case.33u The courl's former power to return a case, on the

couLt's owtl motion, to the plocuracy for either supplementary investigation or

withdrau'al has been eliminated. Now if a prosecutor does not have sufÏcient evidence to

justify a conviction, the juclge will issue a verdict of not guilty and release the

defèndant.337

However', being passive, dispassionate and impartial does not necessalily mean

that the judge has no authoritative role in the trial. It is the judge who ensures that

proceedings are conducted in an orderly and eff,rcient manner. Plus, due to the ideal of

seeking "objective truth", the judge is empowered to conduct an investigation if he/she

fèels that the case has some doubts. Bliefly speaking, a Chinese crirninal judge's

authority in conducting a trial is widely applied in four aspects.

First, a judge may intenogate the defendant and ask the witness or expeft

questions if he/she has some doubts or feels it is necessary to clear up any point that has

been overlooked or left obscure.338

Secondly, a judge has control ovel the sequence. Both the public prosecutor and
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the defendant ol his/her counsel must obtain the judge's approval before questioning

witnesses or expeft evaluators.33e ln addition, if they want to move fiom one phase in trial

proceedings to another, for example, proceeding to debate and making comments on the

opposing palty's evidence and statement, they must ask for permission of the cour1.340

Thirdly, during a court hearing, if the collegial panel of judges has doubts about

the evidence, it may announce an adjounment, in order to carry out an investigation and

verification.3o' Wh"n doing so, the People's Court may conduct such measures as inquest,

examination, seizLrre, expefi evaluation, as well as inquiry and the fieezing of assets.3a2

Fourthly, a judge has discretion on motions proposed by both parties conceming

evidence and other issues. Fol example, the defense must obtain the court's approval to

call new rvitnesses, introduce additional physical evidence or seek further expeft

evaluations.3t3 On the other hand, if a public prosecutol wants to bring more evidence to

supporl his/her indictment, helshe must request the judge to allow a supplementary

. ì¿¿
rnvestrgatron." ' '

(C) Sentencing

When determining a sentence, judges will, at first, rely on the provisions in

criminal law, but with broad discretion with lespect to the type and severity of sentences

that can be irnposed. For most offences, the criminal law presclibes both maximum and

minimum penalties, leaving a wide range of options in between to the discretion of

individual judge. Secondly, a judge will refer to related legislative and judicial

interpretations issued by the National People's Congress and Supreme People's Court for'

additional citation. Thirdly, in addition to wlitten law, the judge will take into

consideration legal precedents, especially precedents of the Supreme People's Court.
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However, giving weight to previous decisions in similar cases does not necessarily mean

that plevious judgments have precedential value. Lower courts are not bound by the

judgment of any higher court. Even judgments of the Supreme Court of China cannot be

cited directly in a trial verdict.

When decicling a criminal case, a judge will not have as much external pressure

as in civil cases because, generally speaking, the economic interest of a local govenment

is not involved in a criminal matter. However, criminal judges still have pressures from

the procuracy and cout officials. As discussed in Chapter 1, the procurate is designated

to act as "watchdog" of the justice system. The 1996 CPL also gives specific

authorization for the People's Procuracy to supervise criminal proceedings.3as

Accordingly, the procuracy has tlie power to review the legality of the composition of a

trial panel, the fairness of trial proceedings, as well as some couft orders regarding

commutation of sentence or parole, and even to suggest that the courl correct an improper

decision or action.3a6

However, in a criminal proceeding, the accusatory function is plimary for the

procul'acy: it appears before the coult as a pafty representing the interest of the state and

the public. This status as a party requires that it must observe the rules of the court and

obey the courl's olders. As a result, the procuracy's conflicting function as both

supervisor and lawsuit participant has caused it and the court often to clash, with each

striving to protect its turf. Since the judge's conduct is subject to the supervision of the

proculator, it becomes questionable whether the judge can remain impartial in a trial. In

addition, the procuracy may supervise the outcome of individual cases by challenging

final court decisions, even after the normal appeals process has been completed. In other
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words, pl'ocuracy may petition to have decided cases reconsidered. This potential threat

undermines the independence and authority of any trial judge. As mentioned before, in

the practice of Chinese courts, if the judgrnent is reconsidered and overruled on appeal or

supervisory review, the judges, especially the plesiding judge, will be held accountable,

which is a fblm of punishment within his/her coufi. His/her bonus may be reduced and

his/her reputation damaged. He/she will lose face before colleagues. In order to avoid this

risk, the presiding judge often chooses to refer a difhcult case, or a case in which helshe

strongly disagrees with the procuracy, to the court official or Adjudicative Committee for

a decision.

Part 3: Contrast

Canadian and Chinese cout'ts conduct the criminal justice process differently. The

Canadian judge acts more like a leferee, while a Chinese judge is both referee and

investigator'. Both, in the end, must judge the facts and apply the law. However, having a

double role does not necessarily mean that the Chinese judge has more power to

intervene or authority in overseeing criminal proceedings. Rather, the Canaclian judge

has mole intervention and authority.

First, Canada applies a complete adversarial rnodel to its crirninal process, while

China only incorporates some elements of this adversarial mode. This means a more

passive lole throughout crirninal proceedings. In Canada, the parlies shape the case and

dlive the process. Crown and defendant (or counsel) control the pace of criminal

litigation, only involving the couft when they pelceive a problem with the progress of

their case. Crown attolney and defense counsel detelmine when activities, events and
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disposition will occur; and the court only obtains infolmation on case status when it is

leady to be set for tlial. In China, the criminal process still reflects the dominance of

procedural actions by state officials, with the dominant powers in the police and

procuracy, not the court.347 Though the 1996 Criminal Procedure Law tried, to balance

the powel between the procuracy and defense by allowing earlier parlicipation by defense

counsels and delineating their legal rights, the bigger institutional framework in China

has remained the same. The procuracy carries the mandate of the State, enjoys superiority

over the defendant and other lawsuit participants, and determines almost all the pre-trial

procedural issues such as arrest, detention, and other compulsory disclosure. The judge

does not enter the contest arena at pre-trial stages and has no discretion on pre-trial

ntatters, nol the powel'to issue an order to lemedy procedural violations. As a result, the

defendant and other parties in the criminal process have to show humble deference to

proculatorial actions because there is no formal hearing conducted by a judge for each

side to present its alguments. By contrast, a Canadian colut has much earlier judicial

involvement during pre-trial stages. A judge or magistrate is often brought into the pre-

tr'ial discovery to rule on a broad range of motions regalding issues such as the

suffìciency of the charging instrument, the scope of discovery, search, seizure and other

mandatory disclosure.

Secondly, a Chinese court has less autholity when facing resistance. If an

individual witness refuses to provide evidence ol testify, the law does not empower a

court to impose punishment or coercive measule against him/her. Plus, in China's

political structure, a court's weak status and the lack of rule of law makes criminal judges

vulnerable to external interference, especially presstue from the plocuracy. In China, the
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People's Procuracy has long enjoyed equal status with the court itself, if not higher at

celtain points in history. People's Frocuracy has a constitutional light to supervise

criminal proceedings, reviewing the legality of the composition of a trial panel, the

fairness of trial proceedings, as well as court jucigments and other orders regarding

commutation of sentence or parole; and if it deems imploper. it can even suggest how the

coufi should conect its decision or action. Combined with its accusatory role, procuracy

has a tendency to abuse its tremendous supervisoly power to put the defendant into a

disfavorable situation. However, since the judge's conduct is subject to the supervision of

the procuracy, courts have little sufficient power to remain unaffected by the procuracy's

displeasure.3as

By contrast, a Canadian court has more authority to fight resistance. On the one

hand, a judge has authority to compel witnesses to attend the discover'y and tlial and to

present evidence. Where a witness is served with a subpoena, and the proper attendance

money is paid or tendered to hirn or her, and the witness fails to attend at the discovery or

trial or to remain in attendance in accordance with requirements of the subpoena, the

judge may issue awanant for arrest to cause the witness to be apprehended. On the other

hand, as indicated in Chapter 2, Canada's political structure, rule of law regime, and

institutional arrangement for judicial remunelation and appointment ensure that judges

can reject any atternpt to influence their decisions in any matter before the court outside

the proper process. In Canada, the prosecutor's off,rce is set up within an executive

council, which is called the Ministly (Departrnent) of Jnstice. The Minister of Justice as

Attorney General has a double role: while concerned with questions of policy and their

relation to the justice systern, he/she is the chief law officer of the Crown; while
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concerned with criminal prosecutions, l're/she is the defense lawyer for the government in

courl. In criminal court, however, a crown attorney has the same status as a lawyer in

private practice, because a fundamental concept of Canadian criminal law is: "Whether to

initiate or stay a criminal proceeding is not an issue of govemmental policrt>.34e

Accordingly, in criminal proceedings, both crown and defendant counsel are under the

leadership of the court and subject to its orders; indeed both are sworn to be ofTrcels of

the courl.

Thirdly, due to the ideal of seeking "objective-truth", the law grants a Chinese

climinal judge some investigatory power. At trial hearing, if the collegial panel has

doubts about the evidence, it may announce an adjournment, in older to cany out its own

investigation and verification in respect of evidence. When carrying out such an

investigation to velify evidence, the People's Couft may conduct such measures as

inquest, examination, seizure, expert evaluation, as well as inquiry and the fi'eezing of

assets. However, since the reform has, more or less, tilted Chinese criminal process fi'om

the inquisitorial towalds the adversarial system, judges no longer have such zeal fo

adjourn the on-going trial to conduct an investigation by themselves. Now if a prosecutor

does not have sufficient evidence to justify a conviction, the judge will tend to issue a

verdict of not guilty and release the defendant.3sO On the other hand, Canadian climinal

judges do not have such investigative powers. Canadian understanding of truth is

estimating the probabilities, lather than seeking the absolutes. Therefore, Canadian

judges are neutral adjudicatols instead of adjudicator-investigators. If they have

reasonable doubts, they rnay either exclude the evidence or downgrade its admissibility

according to the proof standard.
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Fourthly, due to Chinese courl's bureaucratic administrative nature, a Chinese

crirninal judge has to face the interference of insiders, such as court officials, adjudicative

committee and senior judges of a higher courl. By contrast, because of the equality

between higher-lowel courts and the equality between senior-junior judges, an individual

Canadian judge is exempted fiom any pressule fiom the senior judge, chief judge or a

highel couft when conducting crirninal process.
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Notes to Chapter 3:

I. Civil Procedtu"e Act 1991, (Adopted at the Fourth Session of the Seventh National
People's Congress on 9 April 1999, promulgated by Order No. 44 of the President of the
People's Republic on 9 April 1991, and effective as of 9 April l99I). fSource:
Legislative Affairs Commission of the Standing Committee of the National People's
Congress; English translation coudesy of the Legislative Affairs Commission of the
Standing Committee of the National People's Congress of the PRC; Appendix to Ronald
C. Brown, Undersranding Chinese Cotn'ts and Legcrl Process; Laut v¡ith Chinese
Characleri.s/ics (The Hague: Kluwer Law Intemational, 1997)1.

2. For a brief discussion of jurisdiction, see infra Chapter 2, pp. 7 5-83.

3. Garry D. Watson &.ianet E. Mosher, The Civil Litigation Process; Cases and
Mctterictls.5ll' ed. (Toronto: Emond Montgomery Publications Limite d, lggg), at p.286.

4. Rule 14.01(1), Manitoba Coru't of Queens Bench Rules, Reg. 553/88 (hereinafter
QBRM).

5. QBRM, Rule 14.05(2).

6. QBRM, Rule 14.03.

7. QBRM, Rule 14.05(1).

B. Fornr I4(A), QBRM. For example, in Alan Willianls v. Darryl Brocker & Ellison
Carlage Ltd., (Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench, Winnipeg Centle, File No. CI94-01-
81544), Mr. Harvey Slobodzian, the counsel for the plaintiff, filed a claim on 24 June
1.994, statir-rg that defendant Blocker's negligence caused a serious motor-vehicle
collision to plaintiff and clairning against the def-endant Brocker and Ellison Cartage Ltd.,
(Brocker's employer') jointly fol injury, damage and loss.

9. Rule 74.07, SBRM

10. Rule 18.01, QBRM. For example,in sttpra note 8, Mrs Lyme Wilson, counsel for the
defendant, filed a statement of defense later, acknowledging that Brocker bore some
responsibility for the accident but claiming that the plaintiff was equally responsible. As
well. while the plaintiff suffered significant injury from the accident, the defendant
disputed the extent of the injuries that the plaintiff claimed resulted from the accident.

11. Rule 25.05(a), QBRM.

12. For example, in sttpra note 8, N. K. Popadynetz, on the same day as plaintiff counsel
snbnritted the claim (24 June1994), the Deputy Registrar of Manitoba Queen's Bench
Court signed and issued a statement of claim to defendant Brockel and Ellison Cartage

Ltd., indicating that a legal proceeding has been com.menced against them by the plaintiff,
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advising them to, w-ithin prescribed days, file a statement of defense in required form and
cautioning them that the failure to defend this proceeding might bring a default judgment
against them in theil absence.

13. Rule 19.01(1), QBRM.

14. Rule 19.02(1), QBRM

15. Rule 19.05(1), QBRM

i6. Rules 19.03(1) & 19.08(1), QBRM

17. Juan Li, "A Comparison of Civil Procedure between China and Manitoba"
(unpublished LL.M. thesis), (Winnipeg, University of Manitoba,1996), atp. 47.

18. Serving the pleadings means: (a) to make legal delivery of a notice or process; (b) to
present a person with a notice or plocess as requiled by law: Bryan A. Garner (editor in
clrief), Black's Law Dictionary,2"d pocket edition. (St. Paul, Minn., west Gloup, 2001),
at p. 638.

19. The "matterfs] at issue" are defined by the pleadings. Under QBRM, "docurnent"
includes a sound recording. videotape, f,rlm, photograph, chart, graph, map, plan, survey,
book of account and information recorded ol stored by means of any device: Rule
30.01(l)(a), QBRM.

20. Rule 30.03(1) provides lhat a party to an action shall, within prescribed days (10 days
after the close of pleadings), serve on every other party an affidavit of documents
"disclosing to the fì"lll extent of the party's knowledge, information, and betief alt relevant
documents that are or have been in the party's possession, control, or power; and the
affìdavit shall suffìciently identify the documents".

21. Rule 30.04(1X2)(3X4), QBRM.

22. Rule 30.02(2), QBRM

23. Rules 30.04(6) & 30.06(d), OBRM.

24. Rule 30.10(1), QBRA,í.

25. Rule 31.02, QBRM.

26. Rule 31.03(1), QBRM.

27.For example, in supra note 8, there are two olal examinations. The first was held on
i6 February 2000, at the law offrce of Pullan Guld Kammerloch (plaintiffls counsel's
office), before Ms. Barbara Dent, the official examiner of Queen's Bench. Thee people
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appeat'ed: Mr. Halvey Slobodzian (counsel for the plaintiff.¡, Ms. Lynne Wilson (counsel
for the defendant), and defendant Darryl Brocker. The second one followed on 17
February 2000, at the offices of M.P.I. Bodily injury Claim Centre, 1200-330 Portage
Avenue, in the city of Winnipeg. Three people appeared: Mr. Harvey Slobodzian
(counsel fbr the plaintiff), Ms. Lynne Wilson (counsel for the defendant), and plaintiff
Mr. Alan Williams.

28. Rule 31.06, QBRM. For example,insupra note 8, the oral examination held on 16
February 2000 was an exarnination of defendant Mr. Danyl Brockel. Duling this
examiuation, Mr. Halvey Slobodzian exhibited some photos and asked the defèndant
Brockel'more than two hundred questions about whele and how the accident happened
(focus on defendant's negligence for not taking caution to slow down to check for'
oncoming traffic). Ms. Lynne Wilson askecl some supplementary questions too. The
following oral examination held on 17 February 2000 was an examination of the plaintiff
Mr. Alan Williams. During this oral examination, defendant counsel Mrs. Lynne Wilson
exhibited more than twenty rnedical records and asked plaintiff a lot of questions
regarding his pre-and post accident physical condition, damages that resulted fi'om injury,
ancl where and how the accident happened (focus on plaintifls negligence on reducing
his speed when approaching an uncontrolled intersection). During these two
examinations, counsels several times ploposed to be off the record for a discussion.
Discussion was held off the record. For more details, see transcripts of examinations on
16 &. 17 February 2000 (Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench, Winnipeg Centre, File No.
cr94-01-8ts44).

29. Rules 34.I5 &.34.17,QBRM. Forexample,insupra note 8, aftertheplaintiff counsel
Mr. Harvey Slobodzian announced the closure of his examination on defendant Brocker
on 16 Febluary 2000, court official examiner Ms. Barbara J. Dent signed to certify that
the fbregoing typewritten pages were a true and accurate transcript of her stenotype notes
as taken by her at the time and place hereinbefore set forth (see transcript of examination
of Dalryl Brocker, at p. 39); Similarly, on 77 February 2000, after the defendant counsel
Mrs. Lyr-rne Wilson annotmced the closure of her exarnination of plaintiff, court off,rcial
exantiner Robert Baty signed to certify that the foregoing pages of typewritten matter
wet'e taken by him on the stenomask at the tirne and place hereinbefore stated (see
transcript of examination of Alan Williams, atp.246).

30. Rrrle 35. QBRM.

31. Rule 31.03(l), QBRM.

32. The court glants leave fol such examination subject to a number' of rigid tenns and
tests. See Rules 31.10(1) &.31.10(2), QBRM; also based on my interview with Mrs.
Karen Fulham, the Executive Assistant to the chiefjustices and chiefjudge of each of the
courts in Manitoba (Coult of Appeal, Courl of Queen's Bench and Provincial Court).

33. Rule 34.14(1), QBRM.
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34. Rule 32.01(1), QBRM; also Juan Li, supra note 17. pp. 50-51.

35. Rule 32.01(2), QBRM.

36. Rules 32.01(4) e.32.01(5), QBRM.

37. Rule 33.08, QBRM.

38. Sections 63(2) &. 63(3), The Cou.t of Queen's Bench Act, C. C. S. M. c. 280; also
.Iuan Li, supranotelT, atp.51.

39. Rule 48.01(3), QBRM.

40. Usually it is a conference with only the judge and counsel in attendance although in
sotne conferences the palties may also be plesent. For example, in supra note 8, there are
seven pre-trial conferences covering the period from 17 June 2002 until 20 January 2004.
Each time. only plaintiff counsel Mr. Harvey Slobodzian, defendant counsel Mr. Rocky
Kravetsky, and pre-trial judge B. Keyser attended the conference.

41. Rules 48.01(1) &,70.17, QBRM.

42. Rules 50.01(3) & 50.01(4), QBRM. For example, in suprct note 8, Mr. Harvey
Slobodzian, the counsel for the plaintiff, issued a notice of appointment for pre-trial
conference to Rocky Kravetsky law office (counsel for the defendant) on i4 May 2002,
indicating to them that the plaintiff was ready to proceed to trial and that the first pre-trial
confelence would be held on 17 June 2002 at 9:00 o'clock in the forenoon at the Law
Courts Complex, Bloadway Avenue and Kennedy Street, Winnipeg.

43. For comparison of ple-trial conference in Australia, see The New South Wales Law
Reform Commission, "PLe-Trial Conferences in Civil Cases", in Consultants Paper 5

(1978) - Studies in Comparative Civil and Clirninal Procedure: Volume 2 - Innovations
in Civil and Criminal Procedure, available at
(http ://www. lawlink.nsw. gov. aulh'c.nsf/pages/CP5 CHP3).

44.Ibid.

45. Ibid.

46. For example, in sttpra note 8, all the issues discussed and negotiated in pre-trial
conferences are about the apportionment of liability for both plaintiff and defendant. the
causal relationship of injuries claimed by the plaintifï as arising from this accident, the
adrnission of some medical repofts and expelt opinions and the possibility of splitting the
case: ple-trial conference memoranda 1-7 (Manitoba Courl of Queen's Bench, Winnipeg
Centre, File No. CI94-01-81544)
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47. Rule 50.01(8), }BRM. For example, in Alan Williants v. Darryl Brocker & Ellison
Cartage Lrd., pre-trial judge B. Keyser indicated seven memoranda (one memorandum
after every confelence). All these memoranda are the record of changes of evidence and
lesults of undertakings in conferences. Memorandum 1# indicated that the second pre-trial
conference had been adjourned to 8 October 2002, at 9:00 a.m. and the defendant counsel
still required some medical reports and income tax reports from plaintiffs counsel.
Memorandum2# indicated the third conference has been ádjourned to 4 December 2002,
at 9:00 a.m. and the plaintiff has provided medical repofts and income tax repoús. But
plairitiff was awaiting receipt of one further medical repofi and defendant would obtain
an expert lepolt as to whether the knee injury was connected to the motor vehicle
accident. Memorandum 3# indicated that the fourth conference would continue on 4
February 2003, at 9:00 a.m. and the matter had been scheduled for trial for 9 days: 17 to
27 June 2003 and counsel for tire plaintiff had provided all of the medical reports on
which he intended to rely. However, Counsel for the defèndants was still awaiting one
final medical report. Memorandum 4# indicated that the fifth conference would continue
on 5 May 2003, at 9:00 a.m. and the medical report that defendant counsel was waiting
for had been prepared and was being forwarded to plaintiff s counsel. And defendant's
counsel Mr. Kravetsky would also be instructing an accident reconstruction expert and a
draft was leady for him. Memorandum 5# indicated that the trial dates of 17 to 27 June
2003, had been cancelled and the trial re-scheduled for nine days:2 to 12 February 2004.
Also, the sixth pre-trial conference will reconvene on 20 October 2003, at 9:00 a.m. and
counsels were still waiting for some medical reports and accident reconstruction report.
Memolandum 6# indicated that the 7thconferenCe would reconvene on20 January 2004,
at 9:00 a.m. and the time required for this trial had been increased and the matter was
now scheduled for ten days: 2 to 13 February 2004. Memorandum 6# also provided a
brief description of the action. It briefed the accident (this litigation arose out of a car
accident that occuued in 1992 at an uncontrolled intelsection) and fi'amed the legal issue
in dispute (the apportionment of liability for the defendants and the causal relationship of
injulies claimed by the plaintiff as arising fi'om this accident). Fufthel, a list of witnesses
was laid out in this memorandum. Memorandum 7# indicated that the trial dates of 2 to
l3 February 2004 had been cancelled and the new trial dates scheduled for ten days: 17 to
2I May 2004, and 7 to 11 .Iune 2004. Both counsels were comfoftable that splitting the
case in this manner would not prejudice the flow of the evidence. Memorandum 7# also
crossed out the naûre of a doctor (Dr. Sekundial) who would not be called as a witness
and added the name of another doctor (Dr. Laurence) who would appear by video
conference.

48. Rule 50.01(8.1), QBRM.

49. Rule 50.01(1), QBRM.

50. Rule 50.01(10), QBRM. For example, in supra note 8, pre-trial conference Justice
rvas .L Keyser while the presiding trial justice was Greenberg J.; also Juan Li, sttpra note
71, pp. 60-61.
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51. Rule 48.01(4). QBRM. For example, in supra note 8, pre-trial conference Justice
Keyser fixed the trial dates (17 to 2I May 2004, andT to 11 June 2004) in her last ple-
trial conference memorandum.

52.\n trials before a judge alone, the judge decides both law and fact. In july trials, the
jury decides any question of fact and the judge decides any question of law. in addition,
the judge ueeds to give instructions to the jury about the law duling the course of a trial;
Garry D. Watson, Janet E. Mosher and W.A. Bogaft, supra note 3, pp. 18 &.20.

53. Sections 6a(1) &. 64(2), The Court of Queens Bench Act, C.C.S.M. c. C280. For
example. in supra note 8, trial was conducted by Madam Justice J. Greenberg alone.

54. Fol example, see memorandum 6# and. J# in Alan Williams v. Darryl Brocker &
Ellison Cartage LÍd, supra note 8.

55. Fol example, in supra note 8, plaintiff s counsel Mr. Slobodzian made an opening
statement at the beginning of tlial. He briefed the legal issues (liability for the accident
and the compensation for damages), stated the evidence he would like to adduce (agreed
book of clocuments, sotre photographs and a lot of medical records) and the witnesses
that would be called to the court (plaintiff Allan Williams, Dr. MacDonald and an
accident reconstruction individual): see transcript of proceedings at trial on 17 May 2004,
pp. 5-6. (Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench, Winnipeg Centre, Flie No. CI94-01-81544).

56. Rules 52.04(1) e. 52.04(2), QBRM. For example, in supra note 8, the parties tendered
numerous exhibits.

57. Rule 31.11(1), QBRM. For example, in supra note 8, when cross-examining
plaintiff-s witness Dr. P. MacDonald, defèndant's counsel Mr. Kravetsky was reading
some paragraphs of Dr. MacDonalcl's first repoft transferred back to plaintiff s family
doctor, Dr. Lawlence, to reveal that Dr. MacDonald based his conclusion (collision was
an aggravating or exacerbating factor of Allan William's knee problem) on the plaintiff s

assertion (r'ight knee impacted the steering column and the left knee impacted the door)
rather than on medical research: see transcript of proceedings at trial on 19 May 2004,pp.
119-126 (Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench, V/innipeg Centre, Flie No. CI94-0i-81544).

58. Rule 31.11(2), QBRM. It is the principle that permits the "impeachment use" of
discover¡r answers. According to this rule, any witness who has given evidence at trial
may be impeached by use of a prior, inconsistent statement. This can come from any
source, e.9., a conversation at a cocktail pafiy, a statement made in an affidavit, or a
statement lnade in prior conespondence. For example, in supra note 8, in direct
examination, the plaintiff Allan Williams alleged that he was traveling at between 55 and
60 km. when proceeding nolth past the first farmhouse to the west. Because the trees

along the north edge of Road 99 created a blind corner when approaching the
uncontrolled intelsection, after the farm (600 feet back from the intersection) he slowed
down to about 40 kilometers per hour. In cross-examination, however. defendant's

counsel Mr. Kravetsky impeached him by using priol inconsistent statements rnade by
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him. immediately after the accident but before interviewing his counsel, Mrs. Wilson,
which were in the Traffic Accident Report and a Sketch of the Accident Scene. In both
statements, Williarns confessed that his speed was about 55 to 60 kilometers per hour but
did not say that he slowed down to 40 kilometers per hour when reaching that
uncontrolled intersection: see transcripts of proceedings at trial on 17 l.lay 2004, pp. 46-
56 & on 18 May 2004, pp. 60-80 (Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench, Winnipeg Centre,
File No. CI94-01-81 544).

59. Rule 3 I .1 1(3), QBRM

60. Rules 52.03(4),52.03(9) & 53.01(3),53.01(4), QBRM.

61. Rule 53.04(1), QBRM. For example, in supra note 8, defendant's counsel Mr. Rocky
Kravetsky fìled a requisition for a blank subpoena on 10 December 2003 plaintiffls
counsel Mr. Harvey Slobodzian filed a requisition for a blank subpoena on 08 July 2003
and one more such requisition on 12 May 2004.

62. For example, in Williqnts v. Brocker & Ellison, the charge fol a blanl< subpoena was
$20.00.

63. Rules 53.04(4) & 53.04(5) , QBRM.

64. Rule 53.03(1), SBRM

65. Rule s3.03(2)^ QBRM.

66. Rules s3.07(1) e. fi.07(2), QBRM.

67. Rule 53.07(6), QBRM.

68. For example, in supra note 8, plaintiff Allan Williams was also a witness of his
counsel Harvey Slobodzian and being examined and cross-examined at triaT: see

transcripts of proceedings at trial on 77 , 18 &. 19 May 2004 (Manitoba Court of Queen's
Bench, Winnipeg Centre, File No. CI94-01-81544).

69. For example, in supra note 8, after defendant's counsel Mr. R. Kravetsky frnished his
closs-exarnination of plaintiff Allan'Williams, plaintifls counsel Mr. Harvey Slobodzian
starled a blief re-examination of Allan Williams: see transcript of proceedings at trial on
19 May 2004, pp. 101-104.

70. For more details, see Rule 52.01(l), QBRM.

71. John Sopinka, The Trial of an Action (Tolonto: Buttelworth, 1981), at p. 63. For
example, in supra note 8, in direct examination of plaintiff Allan Williarns, his counsel

Mr. Harvey Slobodzian started with how and where the accident happened (parlicularly
the speed and blind comel), then proceeded to bodily injuries (especially the contrast of
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pre-and-post accident state of health), then to some special damages (e.g., the therapy,
mileage and nutritional supplements) and then ended up with incorne losses (the pre-
accident annual income and the post-accident handicapped status): see transcripts of
proceedings at trial on l7 & 18 May 2004.

72. L. Stuesser. An Advocacy Primer (Toronto: Calswell. 1990), at p. 91; also Li Juan,
supra note 17,atp.75.

73. For example, in snpra note 8, in cross-examination, defendant's counsel Mr.
Kravetsky indicated discrepancies between the evidence which the plaintiff gave at îial
and the evidence he gave at discovery (the different description of the way he drove to
that uncontrolled intersection) to challenge the credibility of plaintiff: see transcript of
proceedings at trial on 18 May 2004, pp. 60-95.

14. Ihid., transcript of trial on 19 }i4ay 2004, pp. 119-136 and the written judgment issued
otr 15 September' 2004, pp. 15-22.

75. For a fìrll account of the judge's role in a civil trial, see John Sopinka, supra note 71,
at p. 1 17; also Juan Li, supra note 17, aTp.79.

76. Ibid, in supra note 8, the trial judge only interrupted examinations and cross-
examinations when she was not hearing clearly. And she only asked plaintiff a couple of
questions to clalif-v when pJaintiff had the photographs of his legs taken: transcripts of
proceedings at trial on 19 May 2004, pp. 104-105; on 18 May 2004, atp.33; on l7 May
2004, pp. 138-139.

77 . John Sopinka, supra note 71 , at p. 1 17; also .Iuan Li, supra note I 7 , at p. 80.

78. Rule 53.04(7), QBRM.

79. Rule 52.03(1), QBRM. Of course, if a judge calls a witness he must ensure that the
parties have an opportunity to test the testimony of the witness and to call rebutting
evidence or he might be open to the charge that he is shaping the record.

80. Supra note 8, transcript of proceedings at trial on 17 }y'.ay 2004, pp. 98-100.

8I . However, the judge must caution the jury that members are to keep an open mind and
tliat they can accept ol reject the judge's comments with regard to the credibility of
rvitnesses, according to their own view of the evidence: Garry D. Watson, Janet E.
Moslrer and W.A. Bogaft, sLtpra note 3, atp.20.

82. Rule s2.08(1). QBRM.

83. For a fill account of requirement for an independent judiciary, see Canadian Judicial
Council, Ethical Principles For Judges, pp. 7 -l1'
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84. In Re.ferences, .Iustice Lamer C. J. traced the roots of judicial independence to an
unwritten constitutional principle: Reference re Remuneration of Judges of the Provincial
Court of'Prince Edward Island; Reference re Independence and Impartiality of Judges of
lhe Provincial Court of Prince Edtuard Island; R. v. Campbell; R. v. Wickman; Manitoba
Provincial .ludges Assn. v. Manitoba (Minister of ,Insrice), 119971S.C.J. No.75, atparz'.
109; also, Gerald T.G. Seniuk, "Judicial Independence and the Supreme Courl of
Canada". in Canadictn Bar Review, vol.77 (Ottawa: Canadian Bar Association, 1998), at
p. 384.

85. Canadian Judicial Council, Ethical Principles For Judges, at p. 8.In Valente v. The

Queen, Le Dain, J. noted that "...judicial independence involves both individual and
institutional lelationships: the individual independence of a judge, as reflected in such
matters as security of tenure and the institutional independence of the court or tribunal
over which he or she presides, as reflected in its institutional or administrative
lelationships to the executive and legislative branches of government." He concluded that
"...judicial independence is a status or relationship resting on objective conditions or
guarantees as well as a state of mind or attitude in the actual exercise of judicial
fìrnctions..."'. Valente v. The Queen, 11985] 2 S.C.R. 673, paras. 18-23. The objective
conditions and gualantees include, for example, security of tenure, security of
remuneration and imrnunity frorn civil liability for judicial acts. For more details, see
Reference re Renntneration of Judges of the Provincial Court of Prince Edward Island,'
Reference re Independence and Impartiality of Judges of the Provincial Court of Prince
Edu,ard Island; R. v. Campbell: R. v. Wickman; Manitoba Provincial Jttdges Assn. v.

Manitobq (Mirùster o.f Justice), ll997l S.C.J. No. 75, paras. 106, 133, 343 &. 166-185;
also. Beatn''egard v. R., 11986)2 S.C.R. 56, paras. 69,72 and73.

86. Canadian Judicial Council, Ethical Principles For .ltdges, at p. 31. Lamer C.J.C. put
it this way in R. v. Lippe: The overall objective of guaranteeing judicial independence is
to enstre a reasonable perception of impartiality; judicial independence is but a "means"
to this "end". If judges could be pelceived as "impaftial" without judicial
"independence". the requirement of "independence" would be unnecessary. However,
judicial independence is critical to the public's perception of impartiality. Independence
is tl-re cornerstone, a necessary prerequisite for judicial imparliality; R. v. Lt¡tpe, U99112
S.C.R. 114 at para. 48.

87. Canadian Judicial Council, EÍhical Principles For Judges, at p.31. This dual aspect
of irnpartiality is captuled in the often repeated wolds that justice must not only be done,
but manifestly be seen to have been done. As de Grandpre, J. put it in Committee .for
Justice and Liberty v. National Energy Board, the test is whether "an informed person,
viewing the matter realistically and practically----and having thought the matter through--
--" would apprehend a lack of impartiality in the decision maker. Whether there is a

leasonable apprehension of bias is to be assessed fi'om the point of view of a reasonable,

fair rninded and infolmed person. See Contntittee for Justice and Liberly v. National
Energy Board, [1978] 1 S.C.R. 369, most recently endorsed in R.D.S. v. The Queen,

ll99ll 3 S.C.R. 484. per Cory, J. paras. 109-111 and per L'Heureux-Dube and

Mclachlin. JJ, at para. 3 1.
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88. Canadian .iudicial Council, Ethical Principles For .Iudges, pp. 3I-32.

89. For example, in supra note 8. Judge Greenberg read only the pleadings and the pre-
trial confelence rìemoranda before the trial. The documents bearing detailed information,
such as the record of oral-examination of witnesses for discovery, the plaintiffs book of
autholity and defendant's subrnission as to plaintiffs pecunialy loss claim were
subrnitted when the trial began; othel evidentiary items were not presented and examined
until after trial began.

90. Ibid., where examination and cross-examination were conducted by counsels. Judge
Greenberg only interrupted and asked a couple of questions when it was necessary to
clear up a point overlooked or left obscure.

91. Canadian .Tudicial Council, Ethical Principles For Judges, pp.27-33.

92. Ibid., atp.9.

93. In l4/illiatns v. Brocker & Ellison, supra note 8, basically each party knew whatever
the adverse palty subrnitted to the coult.

94. Written judgments often form a big book. Fol exarnple, the written judgrnent in
Reference.s can rull mole than 350 pages, and a minor one like Williams v. Brocker &
Ellison, runs 45 pages long.

95. Rule 63.01(1), QBRM; aiso Juan Li, suprcr note 17, at p. 89.

96. However, a money award represents only one type ofjudgment that may be given by
the court. In an appropriate case. the court may make a declaration of rights between
parties. older the specihc recovery of property, or make an order requiling or prohibiting
some future activity. For example, a person might ask for a declaration that his/her
Cltarler rights had been violated or even for a mandatory order of the couft, e.g., an
injunction to require the police to warn potential targets of known rapists.

97. Rule 60.02(1), }BRM.

98. Rnle 60.07(l) e,60.07(2), OBRM.

99. Rule 60.07(2), QBRA,I.

100. Rule 60.07(10) e.60.07(ll), QBRM.

1 01. Rule 60.17 (2) &. 60.17 (6), }BRM.

102. Rule 60.17(8), QBRM.

103. Rule 60.17(5), QBRM.
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104. Rule 60.08(3). QBRM.

105. Rule 60.08(5), QBRM

106. Rules 60.08(9), 60.08(1 1), 60.08(1 1.1) & 60.08(1 1r2), QBRM.

107. Rules 60.08(13) & 60.08(30),)BRM.

108. Juan Li, snpra note 17, at p. 108.

109. Rule 60.04(1), QBRM.

1I0. Rule 60.04(2), SBRM

1 1 1. Rule 60.03, QBRM.

112. Rule 60.09(l), SBRM

1 13. Rule 60.10(1), QBRM.

114. Rule 60.10(5), ]BRM.

115. Arlicle 710. Cittil Procedure Lau, 1991.

II6. Ibid., Alticle 1 13.

tl7. Ibid.

118. Article 126 of Civil Procedttre Lav, I99l permits parties to subrnit additional claims
and counterclaims after the trial is started. For example, as in a car collision case, the
plaintiff filed his written reply to defendant's statement and added a claim in the second
hearing. The judge accepted it and answered it in judgment.

119. Article 111 of Civil Procedm'e Lau, I99l enumerates the situations that are
unacceptable to the court. For example, in disputes which, accolding to the law, shall be
dealt with by other institutions, the cour't shall dismiss the complaint and advise the
plaintifï to apply to the relevant institution for settlement; also Juan Li, supra note 77, at
p.34.

120. Article 112, Civil Procedu'e Law 1991; also Juan Li, sttpra note 17, at p. 34.

12i. Articles 64 &. 116 of C¡v¡l Procedure Lau, l99l provide that if, for objective
reasons. a party and his agent ad litem are unable to collect the evidence by themselves,

or if the coult considers the evidence necessary for the trial of the case, the court shall

investigate and collect it. And the Supreme People's Court in 2001 issued its
InterpreÍation on Et,idences in Civil Procedure, to explain what is "evidence necessary"
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in general. According to this explanation (Alticle 15), when it comes to evidence that
might be necessary for proving an alleged infringement of intelests of the state, the public
intelest and the lawful rights and interests of other individuals, a court shall initiate
investigation. And according to another judicial interpretation issued by Suprerne
People's Court in 1992, the court may also investigate and collect its own eviclence if the
evidence presented by the parties is conflicting and unascertainable or in any other
situations where the court believes it should collect evidence by itself. Such plovision is
prescribed in Article 73, Suprente People's Court's OpinÌon on Application of Civil
Procedure Law 1992, (passed at the 528tr'meeting of the Adjudicative Committee of the
Supreme People's couft on July 74tt', ß92, file No. lgg2-22, available at
http://www.chinacourt.olg/flwk/showl.php?frle_id:15390); For gathering evidence, see
also Stanley B. Lubman, Bird in a Cage; Legal Reform in ChÌna after Mao, (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1999), atp.259.

122. For example, I have seen in a case dealing with breach of contract, the judge
adjourned the hearing twice for flrrthel collection of evidence, in the Chengdu High-Tech
District Court in 2001.

123. Articles 37-39, Supreme People's Court's Interpretation on Evidences Found in
Civil Li.tigation 2001, (passed at the 1201't meeting of the Adjudicative Committee of the
Supreme People's Court on 6 December 2001, promulgated on 2l December 2001, and
effective as 1 April 2002; File No. 2001-33, available at
http ://www..chinacourl.org/fl wk/show1 .php?file_id:3 8 8 63 ).

124. Afticle 125 of Civil Procedtu'e Lav, I99l permits parties to keep submitting newly-
1'ound evidence in hearing.

I25. Supreme People's Cout"t's Interpretation on Evidences Found in Civil Litigation
2001, Alticles 2,25 &.75.

126. Stanley B. Lubman, supra note 121 , atp.259.

127 . Articles 65, 72, 73 &, 7 4, Civil Procedare Law I99I.

128. Article 65 of Civil Procedure Lav, I99l states that the court shall have the right to
conduct investigation and collect its own evidence fi'orn the relevant agencies or
inclividuals; such agencies or individuals may not lefuse to provide information and
evidence.

129. Article 103, Civil Procedure Lav, 1991.

130. For exarnple, in a case dealing with libel and slander. a witness refused to provide
evidence out of fear for revenge tlueatened by the defendant. The judge spent more than
half an houl trying to persuade her to appear in the headng, but she just kept saying no.
Nor did she agree to sign on written testimony. Eventually, the judge had to give up.
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i 3 i. In the CÌvil Procedure Law^ there is no requirement that the trial judge be diffelent
from the pre-trial judge. Based on my experience as an associate judge in Chengdu High-
Tech District Couft, I know that the pre-trial judge usually presides at trial.

732. Stpreme People's Court's Interpretation on Evidences Found in Civil Litigation,
200I, Article 39.

133. Arlicle I25 of Civil Procedure Lau, 1991 permits parties to disclose new evidence in
a hearing. And Article 126 permits parties to submit additional claims and counterclaims
after trial is started.

134. For a divorce case, mediation is mandatoly. Only when no settlement agreement is
leached will the case proceed to trial. For other civil actions, each party is fi'ee to decide
rvl-rether or not to proceed to rnediation: Civil Procedure Act Layv, Article 85.

135. According to the Civil Procedu"e Lar4,, à collegial panel may include lay assessors,
although since the last ten years the panels are generally cornposed of three judges:
Aúicle 40, Civil Procedure Lav, I99l: also Stanley B. Lubrnan, supra note 121 , atp.
258. Actually, cluring my one-yeal stay in Chengdu High-Tech District Court, I never
saw a panel formed by a judge and lay assessors. In my memory, all collegial panels were
composed ofjudges.

136. The Cit¡il Procedure Lau, I99l does not forbid the parties and court from
conducting discovery after trial is starled. And the truth-seeking concept behind the
Chinese inquisitional system allows the acceptance of claims and evidence submitted
right up to the end of the trial.

137. Actually, parties can separately submit evidences at almost any time during the
proceedings, which means, fi'om the initial pleading stage until the late stage of trial.
Thotrgli Strpreme People's Court's Interpretalion on Evidences in Civil Procedure 2001
empowers a judge to impose a deadline ol time limit for evidence-presentation (Arlicle
34), no legislation in China allows the rejection of new additional evidence disclosed or
presented beyoncl the limitation period. Rathel, Article I25 of Lhe Civil Procedtu"e Lav,
1991, a legislation of higher authority, permits parties to keep submitting additional
claims. counterclaims and eviclence after the trial is started. In practice, parties often
submit some newly f'ound evidence after the time limit and the judge has to accept and
evaluate it out of the consideration for "truth-seeking".

138. All submissions of counsel, and all evidence-gathering, will be entered into the file,
which is open to counsel's inspection. In China, lawyer's access to the f,rle is guaranteed
by Article 30 of The Lawyers Act 1996 (adopted at the 19th Meeting of the Standing
Cornrnittee of the Eighth National People's Congress on 15 May 1996, plomulgated by
Order No. 67 of the Plesident of the People's Republic of China on i5 May, and effective
as of I Janualy 1997, revised at the 25tl'Meeting of the Standing Committee of the Ninth
National People's Congless on29 December 2001).
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139. CivÌl Procedtu'e Latu 1991, Arlicle 122.In practice, the court clerk will serve these
participants notices of appearance three days prior to hearing.

140. Civil Procedure Lat'v 1991, Article 2; also Article 7 of same act lequires that courls
base their judgment on fact and take the law as the criterion.

141. For exampie, in a case dealing with payment of a loan, the plaintiff and defendant
were lovels before having a falling-out. Plaintiff sued defendant for not paying back the
money she loaned him for purchasing a house. Defendant denied, claiming that the
money was from his own pocket. Because there was no written agleement between the
two parties, plaintiff could not present evidence to support her allegation. On the other
hand, neither could the defendant present any evidence to prove the money was from
another source, like a business profit ol salary income (lie had no job). The judge had
sympathy for the plaintiff and believed the defendant was a swindler, as plaintiff alleged.
So, the judge conducted a discovery by herself to collect evidence. She first visited some
of the defendant's friends and they confirmed that the defendant did say something like:
she was such a stupid woman and I easily cheated her out of her money. Then the judge
inquiled into the defendant's bank account and it turned out that defendant had no steady
rnonthly income, but all of sudden had deposited a big amount of money into his account.
The judge questioned defendant at tlial and the defendant just kept denying that he
bonowed money frorn the plaintiff; but, on the other hand, he could not explain where
the tnoney was fiom. Eventually, based on her discovery, the judge made a judgment
against the defendant.

142. Cì.vil Procedure Latu 1991, Afticle 100.

143. Based on my experience as an associate judge in Chengdu High-Tech District Court.

144. Afiicle 66, The Civil Procedw"e Lqw I 99I; also Juan Li, supra note 17 , pp. 81-82.

i45. Like theil Canadian counter'-paft, in the opening statement the party or counsel
states the facts ofthe case, the evidence he/she has to adduce and its effect on proving the
case, with remarks upon any point of law involved in the case.

146. Based on my experience as an associate judge in Chengdu High-Tech District Court.

I47.lbid.: fbl comparison of German Civil Procedure, see Garry D. Watson & Janet E.
Moslrer, suprl note 3, atp.163.

148. tbid.

149.Ibid; also Juan Li, sttpra note 17, atp.69.

150. The judge's duty to examine the lelevancy and veracity of evidence is contained in
Articles 64&.1Iof TheCivilProcedttreLau, I99I;alsoJuanLi,supranofe17,af p.69.
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1 5 1 . Articl e 127 , The Civil Procedare Lau, I 99I; based on my experience as an associate
judge in Cliengdu High-Tech District Court; also Juan Li, supra note 17, atp. 68.

152. Based on my experience as an associate judge in Chengdu High-Tech District Cour1.

153. Afiicle l28,The Civil Procedure Lau, l99l; based on my experience as an associate
judge in Chengdu High-Tech District Courl; also, Stanley B. Lubman, supra note I27, at
p.260.

I54. Article J2,The Civil Procedure Law l99l; also, Stanley B. Lubman, supra note
121, at p.259.

155. For example, in a simple divorce case I experienced as an associate judge in Chendu
High-Tecli District Court, plaintiff and defendant were not arguing such issues like the
support of their child and the split of family propefty but just that the defendant refused
the divorce. The judge effectively had written a decision about the outcome of this case
before trial. And after trial, the judge copied her ple-trial decision into an official
judgrnent without even changing a word; also, for comparison to a German judge's Role
in civil procedure, see Garry D. Watson & Janet E. Mosher, supra note 3, pp. 162-169.

156. See Articles l-11 of Basic Et:hical Norms for,Iudges, issued by the Supreme
People's Courl year on 18 October 2001, available at
(lrttp://www.chinacouft.olg/flwk/showl.php?file_id:383 90&.strI:o/oB7%A8%Bg%D9%
D 6%B 0%D 2%B s %B s % Cj%B s %C2) .

757. Constiltttion Act 1982, Article 126. Frorn the viewpoint of the text, the Chinese
judiciary appears to have the authority to exercise its judicial power independently, and
theref-ole is not subject to interference by any administrative institution, public
organization or individual.

158. Indeed, governrìental officials are the most common sources of external irferference
and a much more serious thleat to the independence of the courts in the vast majority of
cases, particularly administlative and commercial oases, than the Party. According to a
survey of 280 judges published in 1993, almost 70o/o of thejudges claimed that they were
subject to outside interference, citing the CCP as the source in only \Yo of the cases. In
contrast, govelnrnental agencies were the source of interference in 26%o of cases ancl

social contacts in29Yo: Randall Peerenboom. China's Long March Íoyvard Rule of Lav,,
(Canrbridge: Cambridge University Pless,2002), at p.307. Another example" Jilin
Provincial Government announced that ninety-four major enterprises within its province
would have "special plotection", which means, fi'ee fiom any liability in debt collection
actions: "Courts Face Hurdles in Backlog", CHINA DAILY,30 November 1993.

159. For example. the Party often set overall policy guidelines (such as attacking the "6
evils" in 1989 and the anti-coruption directives in the mid-1990s); and the SPC will
prornote these policies by issuing policy statements or guidelines to lower coutls to
considel when handling cefiain type of cases. For instance, on March 3 2000, the SPC
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issued the "Opinions on Playing Fully the Role of Adjudication to Provide Judicial
Protection and Legal Services for Economic Development." (File No. 2000-6, available
at http ://www.chinacourl.org/flwk/show1 .php?fi1e_id:34650).

160. In China. the power to appoint and dismiss judges lies with the Party; for a brief
discussion, see infi'a Chapter 2,pp.88-90.

161. Nanping Liu, "A Vulnetable Justice: Finality of Civil Judgments in China", in
Coluntbia Journal of Asian Lau,, vol.13 (Nerv Yorl<. NY: Columbia LJnivelsit,v School of
Lar.r'. 1999), pp. 85-89.

162. Constittttion Act 1982, Articles 62(2),67(I),676) e.128.

163. For a full account of people's congress' supervision over judicial work, see infra
Chapters 1. &.2; also, Laifan Lin, "Judicial Independence in Japan: A Re-investigation for
China", in Columbia Journal of Asian [,qyt, vol. 13 (l'Jew York, NY: Columbia
University School of Law, 1999), pp.198-199.

164. Ibid.

165. For a brief discussion about interference, especially the supervisory position of
adjudicative committees and the relationship between higher and lower courts, see infia
Clrapter 2, pp. 49-51 & 58-63; also Stanley B. Lubrnan, supra note 121 . pp.269-271.

166. I recall that in a case where the issue in dispute was about a tenant's priority in
purchasing a landlord's house, the defendant (competitor of plaintiff tenant in this
pr-rrchase) sent a message to the appellate courl bef-ole the completion of the trial of first
instance. In a few days, a civil judge of the appellate court (Chengdu Intermediate
People's Coult) phoned the presiding trial judge for an inquiry and addressed the
appellate court's viewpoints on this legal issue.

167.In past years, aplesiding-judge system has been adoptecl in many courts. The main
purpose is to shift the power of decision-making from court officials to the presiding
judge, who is, in surtmary proceedings, the sole judge, in a collegiate panel, where the
one overseeing the trial is plimalily lesponsible for the judgment. According to the 2001
SPC Work Report, all HPCs and iPCs and 50 percent of BPCs had implemented the new
presiding-judge system as of the end of 2000. And since the Supreme People's Court
issued its Basic Ethiccil Norm,s,f'or Judges in 2001, senior judges of a higher couft are not
allowed to presumptuously intewene or inquire into a case being conducted by a lower
court (Article l3). So, ever since then, initial interference fi'om court officials, senior
judges or a higher court has become less and less frequent. For a full account, see Randall
Peerenboom, supro note 158, pp.286 &.332.

168. An adjudicative committee consists of the president of the coult, vice-plesidents,
division chiefs, and senior judges of different divisions. Today" an adjudicative
committee rather than some individual official or Party group holds the supreme autholity
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within a courl. Adjudicative committee members will meet regularly to make decisions
on important issues, such as tlie identification of facts and application of law in
complicated or important cases, the withdrawal of judges from certain cases and the
affangement of personnel in the court. Once an adjudicative committee has determined a
case, the trial judges must follow its decision. For a more detailed discussion of
Adjudicative Cornmittee, see infra Chapter 2, pp. 60-62.

169. There is no law giving a comprehensive interpretation to "etroneous judgments".
Based on some related legislation like the Law of the People's Republic of China on State
Compensation 1994 (Articles 15 &.31), "erroneous judgments" might include illegal
coercive measures, wrongful execution of judgment and other decisions which irifringe
upon the legal rights of citizens, entities or other organizations. In practice, the scope of
"en'oneous judgments" is even wider, e.g., the overruled judgment or ruling is also taken
as a kind of erroueous judgments. Those responsible for rnaking an erroneous judgment
are. in varying degrees, subject to different forms of penalties, from criminal liability to
economic punishment to suspension of promotion; for a full account of "elToneous
jr"rdgnrents", see also Stanley B. Lubman, supra note 121 ,pp.270 &.271.

170. Again, in the case dealing with tenant's priolity in purchasing the landlord's house,
suprq note 166, the appellate court (Chengdu Intermediate People's Court) interfered and
stated its viewpoint duling the trial process. This intelference put the trial judge in the
couft of first instance (Cherigdu High-Tech District Court) in a dilemma. On the one hand,
he clisagleed with the appellate courl and insisted on giving his own decision. But on the
other hand he was also afraid that the judgment might be ovenuled if appealed to the
appellate coutl. So he kept suggesting that the parties go to mediation and planned to
leport the case to the adjudicative committee if a settlement agreement was not reached.
But just about one month before the time limit for the case's conclusion, the plaintiff
withdrew her claims. The judge immediately approved plaintiff s withdrawal, disrnissed
the case and breathed a sigh oflelief.

171. As indicated earlier, parties can keep submitting evidence to the judge throughout
the ploceedings. Plus, a judge often acquires more evidence from his/her own discovery.
Therefore, bef-ore the trial stafts, a judge can folm his/her own understanding of the case.

172. For a comparative study of how the adversarial systern counteracts bias in decision-
making, see Garry D. Watson & Janet E. Mosher, supra note 3, pp. 104-105.

173. Article 8 of Basic Ethical Norms.for Judges 2001 it is considered normal practice
fol judges to meet with counsel in the judge's office, without opposing counsel being
present. This is not considered to be a violation of the prohibition in the Judges Lau, on
jndges meeting privately with litigants or their agents. For a till account of ex-parte
meetings, see Stanley B. Lubrnan, supra note 121, atp.260.

174.For a full account ofjudgrnent style, see Ronald C. Brown, supra note i, atp.78.
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175. Compared to its Caladian counterpart, the written judgments issued fi'om a Chinese
court are like a thin pamphlet. Most only run several pages and even those of complicated
cases run less than thir-ty or forty pages. For example, many alleged facts might be denied
on such simple grounds as "the supporting evidence is not sufhcient" or "it is not related
to the case". But as to the question of "why", the judge may not explain.

176. Civil Procedtu'e Lew 1991, Articles 207-236; Criminal Procedm.e Latv 1996,
Articles 208-224 (execution of sentences); Admini.;trative Procedure Lau, 1989, Articles
65 &.66.

I77 . Civil Procedw"e Lav, I99I , Ãfticle 222.

178. Article 103, Cit,il Procedtu.e Lcu, 1991.

179. Article 223, Civil Procedtn'e Lau, I 99 L

1 80. Article 227 , Civil Procedure Law I99I.

181. Article 229, Civil Procedure Law l99l; also Juan Li, supra note 17, atp. 102.

182.Alticle231,CivilProcedtu"eLau, I99I;alsoJuanLi.supranote17,pp. I02-103.

183. Fol a critical assessment of China's efficacy on enforcement, see infra Chapters 1 &
2.

784. Cittil Procedure Lav, I 99 I , Article 23 5 .

1 85. Ronald C. Bror,vn , supro note 1, at p. 83.

186. For instance, Chorigqing Special Steel Corp. (CSSC), the largest steel company in
Cliina owed 700 million yuan (US $ 84 million) to a creditor. When the court executed
the judgment against CSSC, the Chongqing Government lefused to let CSSC be treated
like a bankrupt business: "CouLts Face Hurdles in Backlog", CHINA DAILY, 30
November 1993.

187. Fol a full account, see Doris L Wilson. "Managing Litigation in Canada", presented
aT Canadian Forwt on Civil Justíce, available at (http://www.cfcj-fcjc.org/issue_5/n5-
dwilson.htm).

188. Ibid.: for a l'eview of the use of traditional case marlagement procedules, see Civil
Jnstice Projecl: The Use of Tinte Limits and NotiJìcation in Civil Case Management
(Ottawa: Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 1999), available at
(littp://www.statcan.ca.proxyl.lib.umanitoba.calenglish/t'eepub 185-547 -XIEI85-547 -

XIEi998001.pdÐ; also, Gany D. 'Watson &. Janet E. NIosher, sLtpra note 3, pp. 173-175.
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189. Doris I. Wilson. supra note 187: folexample, inAlanWilliantsv. Darryl Brocker &
Ellison Carlage Ltd. (supra note 8), fiom the pleading filed until the judgment issued, the
whole process covers ten years.

190. Generally, a civil case shall be concluded within six months from the day it is filed.
But under special circumstances the time limitation may be extended by another six
months, with the approval of the president of the cour1, but approval from the people's
court at the higher level is needed for any further extension: Civil Procedtu"e Law 1991,
Article 135.

19I. Constitutiott Act 1982. ArTicIe 126.

192. This collective responsibility is clerived from the principle of democlatic centralism,
which has often been stated to be as basic as an administrative principle for the judiciary
as it is for all the other institutions of the Pafty-state, and which means that the work of
the Chinese courls is conceived of quite differently from adjudication in Western courts.
For a fìrll discussion, see Stanley B. Lubman, supra note 121 ,pp.262 &.369.

193. Robb Tonn, "Behind the Scenes at the Supreme Court of Canada: a Personal
Account of How Judicial Independence Was Won for the Provincial Court" in The
Prottincial .Iudges Journal (a quarterly publication of the Canadian Association of
Provincial Coult Judges) Vol. 21-No. 4, Winter' 1998, pp.27 &,33-34.

194. Tlie Constitution Act 1867 divides legislative authority in criminal procedure.
Section 9l(27) confers on the federal parliament the power to make laws in relation to:
"The Criminal law, except the Constitution of Courts of Criminal Jurisdiction, but
including the Procedure in Criminal Matters." Section 92(14) grants to the provinces
legislative power in respect of: "The Administration of Justice in the Province, including
the Constitution, Maintenance and Organization of Provincial Courts, both of Civil and of
Climinal Jurisdiction, and including Procedure in Civil Matters in those Coufis".

195. In addition to the unified Crintinal Code 1982, each provincial jurisdiction has its
own procedulal rules, e.g., Courf of'Queen's Bench of Alberta Criminal Practice Notes,
Cotu"l o.f Qtteen's Bench of Manitoba CrÌminal Rules, and Ontario Court of .Iustice
Criminal Proceedings Rules; see also Heather Leonoff, "An Overview of Criminal
Procedure", in Criminal Procedure, (looseleaf, published by the Law Society of
N4anitoba, 2002). at p. 1 -5

196. The Crintinci Code divides offences into three categories: indictable offences,
summary conviction offences and hybrid offences. Most Crintinal Code offences ale
"hybLid", meaning they are eithel indictable or summary, at the option of the Crown.
Indictable offences are more serious. Some indictable offences, e.g., ftst and second
degree rnurders, are within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Manitoba Courl of Queen's
Bench (See ss. 468 &. 469, The Criminal Cod.e, R.S.C. 1985. c. C-46). Other indictable
offences are within the absolute jurisdiction of the Manitoba Provincial Court. For
instance. Section 553 of fhe Critninal Code reserves many common property offences to
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the absolute jurisdiction of the provincial judge, including theft under $5,000.00, false
pretences under $5,000.00, possession of goods obtained by crime under $5,000.00,
mischief under $5,000.00. Plus, all summary trials are held in Provincial Court (see Part
XXVII of The Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46). in addition, if an offence is not
fbund in S. 469 (exclusive jurisdiction of the Court of Queen's Bench) or in S. 553
(absolute julisdicition of the Provincial Court), then it is electable and the accused, in
accordance with S. 536 of the Criminal Code, has an option of three modes of trial: trial
by a Provincial Court judge, in Queen's Bench by a judge alone. or in Queen's Bench by
judge and jury. Fol more details, see Heather Leonoff, supra note 195. pp. 1-l ,l-2 &.7-
3.

197. "Due process" was filst mentioned in two places in the United States Constitution:
irr tlre 5't' Antendment (7791) and in the l4't' Amendtnenr (1866). The text of the 5th

Antendntenl is as f-ollows: "No person shall be held to answer for a capÌtal, or otherwise
infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases
arising in the land or naval f-orces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War
or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in
jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any climinal case to be a witness
against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law;
nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation". The text of
section l, I4'h Amendmenl, is as follows: "All persons born or natulalized in the United
States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the
State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nol shall any State deplive any
persolt of life, liberty, ol property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person
'uvithin its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws". Black's Law Dictionary, T't' ed.,
by Bryan A. Garner (Minn, St. Paul: West Group, 1999), pp. 516-517 and,61l'ed., by
Henry Campbell Black (Minn, St. Paul: West Publishing Co., 1990), pp. 500, 501,1203
&. 1429; also, see "due process of iaw" at Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, available at
(http ://en. wikipeclia. org/wiki/Due¡rrocess).

198. The legal systems of many nations emblace some variant of "due process", such as
the concept of fundarnental justice in Canada. The Canadian Bill qf Rights (1970) by
Section 1(a) stated that there existed, and shall continue to exist, the right of the
individual to life, liberty, security of the person and enjoyment of propefiy, and the right
not to be deprived thereof except by due process of law.In the later Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms 1982, this "due process" notion was replaced by fundamental
justice (Section 7). According to ss. 7-14, fundamental justice, in the context of Canada,
sigriifies those basic rights of a defendant in criminal proceedings and the requisites for a

1àir trial. Generally speaking, it includes: (1) timely notice of a healing or trial that
infomrs the accused of the charges against him or her; (2) the oppoltunity to confront
accusers and to present evidence on the accused's own behalf before an impartial jury or
judge; (3) the presumption of innocence under which guilt must be proven by legally
obtained evidence and the verdict must be supported by the evidence presented; (4) the
light of an accused to be warned of constitutional rights at the earliest stage of the

climinal process; (5) protection against self-incrimination; (6) assistance of counsel at
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every critical stage of the criminal process; and (7) the guarantee that an individual will
not be tried more than once tbr the same of-fense (double jeopardy).

199. For example, in À. v. En'on Troy Hogg, (Manitoba courl of Queen's Bench,
Winnipeg Centre, File No.03-01-23919), the accused, Mr. Erron Hogg allegedly
assaulted the victim (Mr'. Marasco) on the evening of 22 August 2001. On the same date,
police laid thlee charges: aggravated assault, assault with weapon, and possession of a
\veapon dangelous to public peace.

200. For example, in R. v. Erron Troy Hogg, suprã note 199, Winnipeg Police off,icer W.
l{aines delivered information containing three chalges to the Provincial Court on 22
Augnst 2001.

201. For a full account, see Canadian Criminal Law at
(lrttp://www.sasked.gov.sk.caldocs/social/law30lunit}2lunitO2.hrml).

202. Section494(l) of the CrimÌnal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.

203. Section 494(3) of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.

204. Section 495(1) of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985. c. C-46; also, Heather Leonoff,
"Pow-ers of Detention, Arest, Release", in Criminal Procedtu'e, (looseleaf, published by
the Law Society of Manitoba,2002),atp.2-9.

205. There is a limit on the powers of a peace officer to arrest. A peace officer shall not
alrest a person without wanant for: an indictable offence within the absolute jurisdiction
of a Provincial Court judge, i.¿., those offences listed in s. 553 of the Criminal Code; a
hybrid offence, i.e., one punishable by indictment or on summaly conviction at the option
ol'the crown; or a sumÍrary conviction offence. For a full account, see Heathel Leonoff,
in ibid., atp.2-9.

206. Section 511(1) of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.

207. Section 529.1 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46; also, Heather Leonoff,
supra note 204, at p.2-12.

208. Section 10 of Canadian Charler o.f Righrs and Freedoms 1982:
Everyone has the right on arrest or cletention

a) to be inforrned plomptly of the reasons theref'or;
å) to retain and instruct connsel r.r'ithout delay ancl to be infonned of that right;
and
c) to have the validit-v of the detention determined b-v way of habects corpus and
to be leleasecl if the detention is not lau'ful.

209. R. t,. Elshav,,11991] 3 S.C.R. 24; also, Heather Leonoft supro note 204, pp.2-7 &.

2-8.
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210. R. v. Elshayv, [1991] 3 S.C.R. 24, atp.26.

211. ss. 499 &. 503, Criminal Code, R.s.c. 1985, c. c-46; also, Killeen Chapman,
".Iudicial Interim Release". in Criminal Procedw"e, (looseleaf, published by the Law
Society of Manitoba, 2002), pp. 2-I2 &. 2-13.

212. Killeen Chaprnan, ib id., pp. 2-I2, 2-13, 2- | 4, 2-1 5 &. 2-1 6.

213. Ss. 497-499, Critninal Code, R.S.C. 1985. c. C-46; also, Killeen Chaprnan, ibÌd., at
p.2-12.

2I4. Ktlleen Chapman, ibid., at p. 2-13.

215. A bail hearing is a procedule where a judge or a justice of the peace determines
whether a person charged with an offence should be released or held in custody pending
trial. The basic provision dealing with judicial interim release is s. 515 of the Criminal
Code. Note that it uses the term'Justice" which, in Manitoba,may mean a justice of the
peace, a magistrate, or a Provincial Courl judge or even a justice of the Court of Queen's
Bench, if an accused is charged with an offence listed in s. 469. Powers of the justice of
the peace and a Provincial Court judge are identical under the Criminal Code: for
example, in R. v. Eruon Troy Hogg, supra note 199, a bail healing was conducted by
Manitoba Plovincial Court Judge Garfinlcel on 24 August 2001, two days after the
alleged assault and police charges. Fol a full account, see Killeen Chapman , ibid., pp. 2-
13 &. 2-14; also, Ron Jourard (Criminal Lawyer, Toronto), "Bail and Release fi'om
Custody", available at (http://www.criminal-lawyer.on.ca./bail-1.html).

216. Killeen Chapman, ,tLtpra note 211, at p. 2-73.

217 . Killeen Chapman, ibid., at p. 2-16.

218. In R. v. Erron Troy Hogg, supra note 199, the accused's mother agreed to monitor
the accused up until the time of trial and to be indebted to Her Majesty the Queen in a
particular sum of money ($5,000.00) if the accused did not attend for trial and other
hearings. Upon the taking of this sulety, Manitoba Provincial Couft Judge Garfinkel
leleased the accused and issued a recognizance requiring him to appear in court on each
remand date and notify the court of any change in his address. In addition, the accused
was required to keep the peace and be of good behavior', and abstain absolutely frorn the
consurnption or possession of alcohol and a filealm.

219.In R. v. Manninen (1987), the Court held that Section 10(b) of the Charter also
imposes on the police the duty to cease questioning or othelwise attempting to elicit
evidence flom the detainee until he has had a "reasonable opportunity" to obtain advice
fi'onr counsel as to how to exercise his right: [1987] 1 S.C.R. 7233, paras.23-26.

220. In R. v. Brydges (1990), the Supreme Courl of Canada indicated that, whele an

accused peÍson in effect requests the assistance ofcounsel, a police officel is under a duty
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to facilitate contact with counsel by giving him a "reasonable opportunity" to exercise his
right to counsel. Furthermore, where the person expresses a concern that he is unable to
afford a lawyer, the officel has a duty to inform him of the availability of legal aid: [1990]
1 S.C.R. 190, paras. 13-27:' In R. v. Manninen (1987), supra note 216, the Supreme Court
of Canada decided that it is not necessary for an accused person to make an express
lequest to use the telephone to contact counsel, the aruesting officer has the duty to
facilitate contact with counsel which includes the duty to offer use of a telephone: 11987]
1 S.C.R. 1233, at pctra.25.

221. Clourier v. Langlozs, 11990] I S.C.R. 158; also Heather Leonoff, supra nofe204, at
p.2-6.

222. R. v. Caslake, [1998] 1 S.C.R. 5 i; also Heather Leonoff, ibÌd.

223.For example, the general waruants in s.487.01(1) of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985,
c. C-46, the video surveillance waruants contained in s. 487.01(4X5), tlacking beeper
r.varlants in s. 492.1, telephone recorder warrants in s. 492.2, and D.N.A. sarnple warrant
in s. 487.05.

224. Heather Leonoff, supra note 204, pp. 2-ll & 2-12.

225. This information is set out in Form I of Part XXVIIi of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.
1985, c. C-46.

226.The election is set out in s. 536(2) of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.InR.
v. Erron Trolt Hogg, supra note 199, the accused Mr. Hogg elected trial by a Queen's
Bench judge and jury.

227. Kllleen Chaprnan, "The Plelirninary Inquiry", in Criminal Procedure, (looseleaf,
publislred by the Law Society of Manitoba, 2002), at p. 2-20; in R. y. Erron Troy Hogg,
suprû note 199, preliminary inquiry was held before Manitoba Provincial Court Judge
Miller on 13 January 2003,22 January 2003 and 6 February 2003. Crown Attorney Mr.
Cutler and defense counsel Mr. Pinx attended the preliminary inquiry. At inquiry, crown
disclosed a lot of medical material and the accused and his counsel admitted it. On the
other hand, the defense counsel said that the accused would not contest crown's request
f'or a committal on aggravated assault, so he would have no submission to make in this
respect: see transcripts of proceedings at preliminary inquiry , sltprã note 199.

228. Since the decision of the Supreme Courl of Canada in Stinchcombe in 1991, the
prosecution has a legal duty to disclose all relevant information to an accused.

Prosecution disclosure is to occur befole the accused is called upon to elect a mode of
trial ol to plead: R. v. Sti.nchcombe, [1991] 3 S.C.R. 326.pans. 71,17 & 13; for example,
in R. v. Erron Troy Hogg, sLtpra note 196, crown's witnesses were examined and closs-
exarnined at pleliminary inquiry on 13 &.22 January 2003: see the transcripts, supra note
199.
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229. As the court stated, ibid., atpan.r2, by way of obiter in A. v. stinchcombe:
The defense has no obligation to assist the prosecution and
is entitled to assume a purely adversarial role toward the
prosecution. The absence of a duty to disclose can,
therefore, be justified as being consistent with this role.

In R. v. Eton Troy Hogg, supra note 199, no defense's witness was called at
preliminary inquiry: sLrpra note 199.

230. The Provincial Court judge is not to weigh the evidence, to test its quality or
reliability, nol to drar,v infèrences of fact from the evidence before him. Those functions
are for the trier of fact, the jury. A preliminary hearing judge's only role is to decide
whether to order the accused to stand trial or dischalge him, based on sufhcient or
insufficient evidence or no evidence: Section 548 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c.
C-46, also, Killeen Chapman , suprã note 227 , pp. 2-20 &,2-21 .

23 I . Killeen Chapman, s upr a note 227, at p. 2-19.

232.InR.v. ErronTroyHogg, supra note lgg,thepreliminaryinquirywasheldbefore
Manitoba Provincial Court Judge Miller; but the later sentencing hearing was conducted
by Manitoba Queen's Bench Justice Scurfield.

233. "A Victim's Guide to the Canadian Criminal Justice System: Questions and
Answers", prepared by the Canadian Resource Centre for Victims of Crime. available at
(http ://www.crcvc. ca,/docs/VictimsGuidetotheCJS.pdf).

234. Ibid.

235. Based on my interview with Mls. Karen Fulham, the Executive Assistant to the
Chief'justices and Chief judge of each of the courts in Manitoba (Court of Appeal, Court
of Queen's Bench and Provincial Court).

236. Section 625.1(2), Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46; and my e-mail
correspondence with Mrs. Karen Fulham.

237. Section 9.01(l), Manitoba Comt of Queen's Bench Rtiles (Criminal) SIl92-35
(Canada); and my e-mail correspondence with Mrs. Karen Fulham.

238. Which nteans, if the Crown does not have sufficient evidence, the judge will not
warrant a full trial of the accused.

239.B-mail conespondence with Mrs. Karen Fulham.
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240. In R. t,. Erron Troy Hogg, supra note 199, afler the first conference finished, Judge
Keyser made a conference memorandum lecording the discussions on resolution, the next
conference date and trial date.

241.ln R. tt. Ercon Troy Hogg, supra note 199, the judge who conducted the pre-trial
conference was Keyser, while the judge who heard the sentence hearing was .Iustice
Scurfreld.

242. Sections 606(1) e.607(1). Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.

243. Section 606(2). Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.

244. rn R. v. Erron Troy Hogg, supra note 199, the accused Mr. Hogg pleaded guilty. So,
the issue became not whether Mr. Hogg deserved to be sentenced to imprisonment, but
where he should serve that sentence and for how long. This case did not go to trial.
Rather, it ended with a sentence healing that took only one day (10 December 2003).

245. Adgey v. The Queen (1973), U97512 S.C.R. 426; also, Heather Leonoff, "The Plea"
in Clritninal Procedure, (looseleaf, published by the Law Society of Manitoba,2002), at
p.3-1.

246.In R. v. Erron Troy Hogg, suprq note i99. the accused Mr. Hogg pleaded guilty to
the major chatge, which was aggravated assault. In the following sentence hearing, the
argument about aggravating circumstances was targeted on whether the assault was just
an incident (random act of violence) or the accused had violent tendency. Crown
Attorney Mr. Cutler and defense counsel Mr. Pinx carried out the examination and cross-
examination of Mr. Simcoe (an expelienced plobation officer and case planner in the
Restorative Resolutions Program) and his Restorative Resolution Repoft, to review
whether the accused was a good candidate for a non-custodial sentence. In addition, Mr.
Cutler submitted Victim impact Statements of Mr. Michael Marasco to reveal the gravity
of the offence. Mr. Pinx subrnitted the written statements of the accused's acquaintance,
ex-employer and ex-football coach to show the courl that he was a nice, reliable, pleasant
person with a low lisk of re-offending. For more details, see the excerpt fi'om proceedings
on l0 December 2003 (Courr of Appeal of Manitoba, File No. AR04-30-05719).

247. Black',ç Law Dictionary,T't' ed., by Bryan A. Garner (Minn, St. Paul: West Group,
1999), at p. 1I73; in R. v. Erron Troy Hogg, sltpra note 199, there were originally three
charges on the crown's indictment: aggravated assault, assault with a weapon and
possession of a weapon dangerous to public peace. However, the accused pleaded guilty
to aggravated assault on 1 1 June 2003 . Later, on 9 July 2003 , the crown decided to have
the other two charges stayed.

248. Interview with Mrs. Karen Fulharn.
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249. Heather Leonoff, "Plea Bargaining: A Process of Discussion and Agreement", in
C)riminal Procedure, (looseleaf, published by the Law Society of Manitoba,2002), pp. 3-
9 &.3-10.

250. Heathel Leonoff. ibid., at p. 3-9.

251. rn R. t,. Thotnas, scott c.J.M. on behalf of the court stated at paragraph 6:
"Pleas bargaining is an important, if not essential, component
of the criminal jr,rstice process. The integrity of the system
requires that judges, before rejecting a negotiated plea in
circumstances such as this, have good reasons fol doing so."

See R. v. Thomas (2000), 153 Man. R. (2d) 98 (C.4.); also, R. v. Romolo,120021M.J. No.
209 (C.A.); also Heather Leonoff, supra note 249.

252. R. t¡ Russell [2000] 2 S.C.R. 731; and, R. v Lifchus,l|997l3 S.C.R. 320.

253. See Department of Justice Canada, "The Law in Action", available at
(http : I I c anada j ustice. g c. cal enl dept/pub/j ust/C S J¡rage I 9. htm l).

254. SectionT0l, Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.

255. Section 708(1)(2), Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.

256. Sections 698(2), 705(i) &.706, Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.

257. SectionT05(2), Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46.

258. R. v. Krause [1986] 2 S.C.R. 466; also, Heathel Leonoff, "Practical Tips for
Conducting a Successful Cross-Examination", in Crintinal Procedure, (looseleaf,
pnblished by the Law Society of Manitoba,2002), atp.3-16.

259. Professor Lee Stuesser, "Trial Preparation, Cross-Examination and irnpeachment",
in Crintinal Proce¿h re, (looseleaf, published by the Law Society of Manit oba,2002), at p.
3-27;For example, trouble often awaits when counsel asks: What do you mean? Explain
that? Why do you say that? How could you have seen that?

260. Christopher Granger, The Criminctl Jurlt Trial in Canctda,2,d ed. (Ontario: Carswell,
1996), pp. 216-219.

261. E-mail conespondence with Mrs. Karen Fulham.

262. Canadian legal thinking regards this judicial guidance to the jury as signif,rcant in the

nritigation of any prejudices held by members of the jury: Clu'istopher Granger, supra
note260, Chapter 8: "Charge to the Jury", pp.243-281.
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263. A "fait' trial" has been defined as one which satishes the public interest in getting at
the trutlr while preserving basic procedural failness to the accused: R. v. Harrer, 11995) 3

s.c.R. s62.

264.TrlaIjudge's duty to exclude inadrnissible evidence is made clear: "in a cdminal
trial there is a duty on the trial judge to exclude inadmissible evidence even though
adduced by counsel for the accused or not objected to, and should inadmissible evidence
be adduced, the trial Judge should either instruct the july immediately to disregard it or, if
it is of so plejudicial a nature that the july would not have the capability of disregarding it,
he should discharge the jury and older a new trial": R. v. Ambrose, (1975),25 C.C.C. (2d)
90 (N.8. C.A.), at9l-92; also, Christopher Granger, supranote260,pp.253-254.

265. "The primary objective in considering trial fairness factors in the s.24(2) analysis is
to plevent an accused person from being forced to provide evidence in the form of
confessions, statements, or bodily samples for the benefit of the state. It is because the
accused is compelled as a result of a Charter breach to participate in the creation or
discovely of self-incrirninating evidence in such forms that the admission of that
evidence would generally tend to render the trial unfair.": R. v. St:Ìllntan ll99ll I S.C.R.
607, paras.73 &.93; "Bleaches of s. lO(b) tend to irnpact directly on adjudicative
fairness because evidence thereby obtained may infringe an accused's privilege against
self-incrimination, one of the fundamental tenets of a fair trial, and a light that might
have been protected had the accused been given a proper opportunity to consult counsel.":
R. v. Bartle 11994] 3 S.C.R. 173, parcs. 33, 34 &, 73 "Trial fairness can also be
advelsely afTected by the admission of evidence obtained through violations of ss. 7 & 8
of the Charter. For example, evidence obtained through a significant compelled intrusion
of the body without consent or statutory authorization will have an adverse impact on the
fairness of the trial and therefore should generally be excluded.": R. v. Stillman U9971 1

S.C.R. 607 at para. 93: also, Gelald Mitchell, "The Supreme Court of Canada on
Exclnding Evidence under S-s. 24(2) of The Charter", available at
(littp ://www. gov.pe.calphotos/original/section2a.pdf).

266. During a trial, a juror may notice the judge call the lawyers to the bench, or the
lawyels may request to apploach the bench to discuss a point of the case out of the
hearing of the jury. Such discussions, commonly referred to as side bar discussions, are
most often between the jr-rdge and lawyers and often conceilr matters of law or procedure.

26l.Thejury does not deal with sentencing. The only provision (section 745.2) in the
Criminal Code where the jury is involved in sentencing is when a person is convicted of
2''d degree murder and sentenced to life irnprisonment, and the jury is asked if they have a
recomrnendation as to the tirne that he or she u'ill serve before being eligible to apply for
parole (the section 745.4 says that the minimum to be served before being able to apply
firr parole is l0 years but it could be a maximum of 25 years). However, this is only a

recommendation, and again, in the end, the judge will decide this rnatter of parole
eligibility; based on my e-mail correspondence with Mrs. Karen Fulham.
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268. Criminal Procedure Law, People's Republic of China, adopted 1 July 1979,
amended 17 March 1996, lheleinafter "Criminal Procedure Lav,"l; Criminal Law,
People's Republic of China, adopted 1 July 7979, amended 14 March 1997,lhereinafter
"Crintinal Lav,"l.

269. Lawyers Comrnittee for Human Rights, Opening to Refornt? An Analysis of China's
Ret,ised Criminal Procedure /41a.', QrJew York: October 1996), pp. 19-59. [hereinafter,
"LCHR, Opening to ReJòrnt?")

270. Ibid., pp.60-64 &.67-69.

271. 1979 original Criminal Procedure Law, Atficle 108.

272. Ibid.

273.In the 1996 amendments, Article 108 is changed to be Article 150 and revised as

fbllows: "Aftet a People's Court has examined a case in which public prosecution was
initiated, it shall decide to open the trial session, if the bill of prosecution contains clear
facts of the crime accused and, in addition, there are a list of evidence and a list of
witnesses as well as duplicates or photos of major evidence attached to it": 7996 Criminal
Procedure Latu, Article 150.

274. Under compulsory summons. the police may require a suspected criminal to appear
f-or questioning (Revised CPL, aft. 92); suspects who "take a guarantee and await trial"
shall bring a guarantor or ceúain amount of money pending trial and promise to be
present in time at a coutt when summoned and not to leave theil city or county of
residence ivithout police pelmission (Revised CPL, arts. 53 &. 56); while those under
"supervised residence" are restricted to their homes or, if they have no fixed abode, to a
designated location and must be plesent in time at a court when summoned (Revised CPZ,
art.57).

275. "Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under any Folm of Detention
or Implisonment", General Assernbly resolution 431179" 9 December i998 fhereinafter
"Body of Principles on Detention"], pala. 2(b); see Lawyers Comrnittee for Human
Riglrts, supra note 269, at p. 20.

276. Revised Criminal Procedure Lc^4,, aft. 61.

277 . Ibid., Articles 50, 51 , 65 &. 69.

278. Ibid., Alticles 66,67 &.68.

2Tg.International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, General Assembly resolution
2200A (XXI), 16 December 7996, entered into force 23 March 1976 lhereinafter ICCPRI,
ar1. 9(3).
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280. Accol'ding to provisions of the revised Critninal Procedure Law, Atl':icles 50, 5I,59
&. 72, court may ordel any form of detention, including arrest, pre-arrest detention,
compulsory summons, "takìng a gualantee and awaiting trial" and "supervised lesidence".
This often happens in cases of private prosecution or when a criminal offender is seized
and delivered to the court by common citizens.

281. Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, supra note 269, pp. 29 &, 33; also revised
Criminal Procedure [,etat, Articles 52, 53 &.96.

282. Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, supra note 269, at p. 33.

283. Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, supra note 269, pp. 30 &,33; also I9l9
Criminal Procedu"e Law, art. aBQ); Revised Criminal Procedure Law, art.75.

284. Revised Criminal Procedure Lau,, art. 76; also, Lawyers Committee for Human
Riglrts, suprã note 269, pp. 7 I -7 6.

285. Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, supra note 269, pp. 33-34.

286. Revised Criminal Procedure Lau,, aú. 96:' also, Lawyers Committee for Human
Riglrts, sLtpra note 269, atp.39.

287. Lav,ryers Committee for Human Rights, supra note 269, af p. 41; also, Stanley B.
Lubman, sLtpra note 121, atp.166.

288. Revised Crintinal Procedure Lev,, art.33.

289. Duling the detention and investigation phase, the lawyer's role is to meet with a
detained suspect to learn the cilcumstances of the case, provide legal advice, file petitions
and complaints, and, on the client's behalf, apply for "taking a guarantee and awaiting
trial." By contrast, the lawyer's powers at the later stage includes the right to read and
copy "litigation documents and technical evaluation materials" related to the case and to
nreet and correspond with the suspect in custody": Revised Crintinal Procedure Law,
arlicles 96 and 36; also Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, supranote269, pp.39-
40.

290. Revised Criminal Procedtu'e Lctu,, art.96.

291 . Lav'ryers Committee for Human Rights, suprq note 269, at p. 41 .

292. Revised Criminctl Procedure Lav,, art.96.

293.Ibid., art.45.
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294. Procutacy is empowered to carry out the investigation, collect and obtain evidence
in cases directly hled to and accepted by the procuracy, without going through the police:
ibid., aft.131.

295. Ihid.. Articles 89-123 .

296. Ibid., art. 131.

297. China's domestic laws on the criminal process make no provision for presumption
of innocence. Technically, Chinese law recognizes no presumption of either guilt or
innoceuce. Rather, the guiding principle at all stages of the process is "taking the facts as
the basis and the law as the criterion." PIus, many other key rights that give substance to
the presumption continue to be severely restricted or completely absent. Suspected
criminals may still be subjected to long pre-trial detention with no right to bail or habeas
corpus. The non-custodial forms of detention can be applied without any showing of
cause whatsoever. The CPL sttll recognizes no right to remain silent, no exclusion of
illegally-gathered evidence, and no right to testi$ against oneself: Lawyers Committee
f-ol Human Rights, supra note 269, pp. 60-63; also Stanley B. Lubman, supra note I2I, al
p. 167.

298. The 1996 NPC Decision made no significant changes to the CPL's rules on
illegally-gathered evidence. Article 43 of the revised Criminal Procedure Law retainsthe
proliibition on torture and other illegal means of gathering evidence, but provides no
meclranism for its exclusion. Though Articles 76 &. 137(5) of Revised Criminal
Procedtu'e [,av, provide that pl'ocuracy shall raise and seek con'ection of illegal actions
occuming during criminal investigations, this in no way ensures that any evidence
gathered as a result of such actions will be excluded at trial: Lawyers Committee for
Hurnan Rights, supra note 269, pp. 68-69.

299. l9l9 original Criminal Procedure Law, arÍs. 52, 96(5) and 1996 revised Criminal
Procedure Law, arl.s. 7 6, 137 (5).

300. Revised Crintinal Procedw"e l,ett,, Articles 124-127.

301. Lawyers Committee fol Human Rights, sLtpranote269,pp.72-75.

302. Revised Criminal Procedure Lav,. art.36.

303. Ibid.. aft.37.

304.IbÌd., aú.45.

305. Ibid., aft.139.

306. Ibid., Articles 137(3) &.142.
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307 . Ibi d., aït. 140(1)(2).

308. Ibid., aft. 140(3).

309. Ibid., aft.140(4).

310. Under art. 101 of 1979 oliginal Criminal Procedure [,s14t, "exÊmption from
prosecution" was extended to all crimes fol which the substantive criminal law either did
not require criminal sanction or permitted the defendant to be "exernpted from
punishrnent". Under aft. 32 of 1979 origirial Criminal l,6yt, criminal sanction is not
required if the "circumstances of the crime are minol'"; and under atts.7 , 16, 17(2),18(2),
19(2), 21(2), 24(2), 25 &. 63, "exemption from punishment" can be granted in cases
involving a number of rnitigating circumstances, such as a physical deficiency, acting in
self--defense, discontinuation of the criminal act, demonstration of remonstrance, etc:
original Criminal [.¿¡lat,adopted 1 July 1979.

311. Lawyers Committee for l{uman Rights, sLtpranote269,pp.43-45.

312. Revised Criminal Procedtu'e Lav,, art. 12 states that "in the absence of a lawful
verdict of the people's couft. no person should be determined guilty."

313. Ibid., arts. 143 &.144.

314. Ibid., art. 36(1).

3 15. "Litigation documents" tefet to such f-olmal documents as the decision to
investigate, the decision to arrest or apply othel coelcive measures, and the
recommendation to indict. They do not include the testimony of witnesses or other
specific evidence against the suspect. Such evidentiary materials are not made available
to defense counsel until the case is received by the courl: Article 36(2), Revised 1996
Criminal Procedtu'e Lau,.

316. Under Article 108 of 1979 oúginal Criminal Procedure Law, the standard which the
cotrts used to decide if a case was ready for trial was "the facts are cleal and the evidence
is sufficient." In fàct, this standald was essentially the same as the standard for
conviction: Lawyers Comrnittee fol Human Rights, sLtpranote269, pp. 51-52.

317. Nou, in order to open atrial, the court needs only to conduct a procedural review of
the case. Specihcally, if the couft determines that the indictmentpresents the facts of the
crime charged, and is accompanied by a list of the evidence and the witnesses, and
photocopies or photographs of the major evidence, then it should open the trial: Revised
Criminal procedw.e Lav,, art.150.

318. Ibid., arts. 155-160. Noted that the revised CPL also provides for new summary trial
procedures uudel which the role of plosecutor and defense counsel would be

considelably more limited (arts. 174-179). At the initiative ol with the consent of the
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procllracy, these summary procedures can be applied to cases where "the facts are clear
and the evidence is sufficient" and the possible sentence is three years' imprisonment or
less: aft. lTaQ); For a full account, see Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, supra
note269,atp.56.

319. Revised Criminal Procedure Latu, aft. 147. A collegial panel can be formed by
eithel pule judges or judge and lay assessors, although since the last ten years the panels
are generally composed ofjudges.

320. Ibid., ar1. 151.

321. Ihid., ar't. 159.

322. 1979 original CPL, aft.ll4'. revised CPL, art.755.

323. Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, supra note 269, pp. 63-64.

324. Among legal academics and practitioners in China, the dominant definition of truth
is "objective truth". All law school textbooks in China set "objective truth" as the
standald of proof in criminal proceedings and it is believed that discovery of "objective
truth" is not only necessaly, but also "absolutely possible": Yi Sheng, "A Promise
Unfulfilled: The Impact of China's 1996 Criminal-Procedure Reform On China's
Criminal Defense Lawyers' Role At The Pre-Trial Stage", available at
(http ://cliinalaw. law. yale. edu/3 a_S hengYi. pdf).

325. 8.g., Mingyuan Wang, "Procedural Defense in Criminal Defense", in Legal Daily,
av ai I ab I e at (http : I I chinal awi nfo . c om I fzdt I xwnr. asp ?i d : 4 3 2 5) .

326. For defense counsel's limited role in criminal procedure, see Stanley B. Lubman,
supra note I2l, pp. 164-168.

327. 1979 original CPL, art.37; r'evised 1996 CPL, arf.48.

328. 1979 original CPL, arts.34 &, I i5; revised 1996 CPL, aús.45 &. 156.

329. 1979 CPL, ar1. 116 ancl levised CPL, art. 157. As in the original law, the revised
CPZ sets out the general principle lhat a witness's testimony, but not the witness him or
herself, must be present in court and subject to questioning by both plosecution and
defense befbre the testimony can be used as a basis fbr deciding a case: also, Lawyers
Conrnrittee for Human Rights, supra note 269, at p. 58.

330. RevisedCPL, arts. 155 & 160.

331. 1979 originalCPL,art.lI7; Revised 1996 CPL, art. 159.

332. 1979 original CPL, art.123(2); Revised 1996 CPL, a:rt.165(2).
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333. Revised Crintinal Procedure Lav,, art.36(2); also, Lawyers Committee for Human
Riglrts. supra note269, pp. 38-40.

334. RevisedCriminal Procedure Lau,. art. 160.

335.(bid.. aft.160.

336. Fol a full account of the increased professionalization and institutional
differentiation within the court, procuracy and police, see Stanley B. Lubrnan, supra note
l2I.pp.16s-168.

337. Revised Criminal Procedure Lctw, art. 162(3).

338. Ibrd., ar1s. 155 &. 156.

339. Ibid., art.156.

340. Ibid.. art. 160.

341. Ibid., at. 158(1).

342. Ihid., art. 158(2).

343. Ibid., ar1. 159.

344. Ibid., aft.765.

345. Ibid., ar1. 8.

346. Ibid., arts. 169 &.222.

347. Stanley B. Lubman, suprú note 121, pp.163-172.

348. Yi Sheng, supra note 324, available aL

(http : //chinalaw. law. yale. edu/3 a_ShengYi.pdf).

349. Ministry of Attorney General, "Roles and Responsibilities of the Attorney General",
available at (http://www.attorneygeneral jus.gov.on.ca./english/about/aglagrole.asp).

350. Basecl on my experience as an associate judge in Chengdu High-Tech District Court.
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